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We've tested the future and it works.

Eight of the
top ten IC producers worldwide have
chosen Teradyne
systems to test
next-generation
devices.
1987

Q1/88

IQ2/88

(! st '88

Q4/88

(Manufacturers'
ranking per
Dataquest.)

Tested by Teradyne. That's the edge that's helping the leading semiconductor and electronic equipment producers worldwide win the race to deliver their next generation of complex
devices. These companies have chosen Teradyne systems
across the range of VLSI applications — mixed signal, digital
and memory.
What makes Teradyne the overwhelming choice?
Whether you work with ISDN, RISC chips, color palette
DACs, 32bit microprocessors, 4megabit memories or any

leading edge device, only Teradyne provides the superior technology you need to test devices thoroughly, while lowering
your cost-to-test. Plus Teradyne's test floor management tools
allow you to collect and analyze device performance data and
make adjustments automatically to improve yields.
Teradyne helps you test the future now.
Teradyne's next-generation test systems are already in place,
producing results for our customers, now. That means they're
ready to help you cut critical product development time, fully ,

characterize your devices, and get your next-generation products to market faster.
To find out how we can help you, call Terrence Drula at (617)
482-2700, ext. 2125. Or write him do Teradyne, 321 Harrison
Ave., Boston, MA 02118. Or contact your nearest 'Teradyne office.
Teradyne Component Test Systems.
11
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6
What it takes to make
L4
the future work for you.
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SINGLE 5V CMOS EEPROMs? IT'S ARM!
2.5V CMOS EEPROMs?
IT'S AKM,AGAIN!

AKM and Advanced CMOS EEPROM technology
are one and the same.
AKM meets all your CMOS EEPROM needs. Single 5V operation. Or 2.5V operation with software-and- hardware-controlledwrite- protection. High performance clearly profiles the lineup:
1024 bits, 64 >< 16 organization. 10ms self- timed program cycle.
Operating environment stability from —30° to +70°C. And 10 years'
data retention after 10,000 write/erase cycles. Your AKM representative can detail more reasons to specify AKM CMOS EEPROMs. See the list of locations below to find the one nearest you.
Density

1K

1
.e

2K

4K

Device No

Low voltige
write operation

Low voltage
read operation

AK93C46(F)

—Immediate

AK93C46M(F)

—

2.8V

AK93C4716)

2.5V

2.5V

AK93C56(F)

—

—

AK93C67(F)

2.5V

2.5V

—

—

AK93C67(F)

2.5V

2.5V

AK28C16(F)

64K

AK28C64IF)

—

Interface

Package

Availability

Serial

8Pin
DIP
SOP

Immediate

128016

Serial

8Pin
DIP
SOP

89. 8

256016

Serial

8Pin
DIP
SOP

897

26 x8

Parallel

24Pin
DIP
SOP

89, 5

86 x8

Parallel

28Pin
DIP
SOP

89 • 5

—

AK93C66(F)

16K

Organization

—

64 016

89"8

Extended Ope. Temp. (- 40 .0 to -1- 8.5*C-1 version is available.

AKM

Asahi Kasei Microsystems Co,Ltd.
Yoyogi Community Bldg., 11-2, Yoyogi 1-chome. Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Tel : (03)320-2062, 2060, Telex:222-2792 AKMC J. Fax: (03)320-2072, 2073.

PEPRESENTATIVES:
•U.S.A./W.W.POSEY Sunnyvale CA ( 408)746-0771, ORION-ECUPSE Buena Park CA ( 714)522-6310, RICHMAR
ELECTRONICS Downers Grove IL ( 312)968-0118, Plano TX (
214)424-8388; CARTWRIGHT & BEAN No•cross
GA ( 404)368-0160, Orlando FL ( 407)422-4531, Charlotte NC ( 704)536-0303 • Korea/EASTERN ELECTRONICS
(02)566-0514 la Taiwan/PENSOUND INTERNATIONAL ( 02)716-9056. THE WORLD GIANT t02)772-6372•Hong
Kong/DYNATEK ELECTRONIC (3)796-6689; MM ELECTRONIC (5)8336973 eAustralia/ERICSSON COMPONENTS ( 3)480-1211 eNew Zealand/DAVID REID ( 09)480-8049
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SO YOU'VE GOT A MILLION TRANSISTORS

As a new communications art form,
today's mega- microprocessor announcements
are a tough act—of faith—to follow
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Robin Nelson
MANAGING EDITOR
Howard Wolff

W

eare about amonth shy of announcing afull line of components based on deuterium-enriched palladium. However, even
if we had that story in the bag, it would still probably have yielded
up this issue's cover to the microprocessor report (p. 70). No matter
how you cut it— RISC vs. CISC, Intel against Motorola, quantum
leaps for hardware opposed to the Black Hole of lagging software
development—the microprocessor circus is today's hot ticket.
There was atime when you could say with certainty that, as an industry-wide syndrome, the marketeers were constantly co-opting
the techies. Now, very possibly, things have swung the other way.
Processor, performance has outstripped even the ad writers' capacity for the appropriate hyperbole. For example, the frustrated
wordsmith charged with polishing one trade ad for Sun's new
SPARCstation could but refer to its "blinding speeds"—which is certainly an attribute Iwould prefer not to see (pardon the pun) in my
work station. At the same time, responsible, technically grounded
managers like Intel's microprocessor chief, David House, can look
you right in the eye and promise, because his company's new 80486
is such awonderfully compatible chip off the old block, to "protect
your $15 billion software investment."
Idon't know of any discrete organization—even one that might
have paid full price—with anything like $15 billion tied up in software. House can be excused, of course, because he was—or believed
he was—addressing an entire universe.
It is not wrong to think in terms of marketing to auniverse. It
could be atrap, however, to forget that universes are composed of
individual users. Individual users who, over the course of the ensuing year, will have an opportunity to discover for themselves that
mips can be manipulated, flops will fluctuate, that pipelines can
stall, and that a superfast CPU coupled with available commodity
RAM can amount to afloating submarine. Thus, from that perspective, does the power and glory of the typical new microprocessor run
downhill, these days, from the time of its introduction. The higher
its raw, naked power at birth the more it may seem, in eventual system configuration, to degrade.
All of which is to say that, ultimately, the delivery of total systems performance—real-world value—is what will determine the
true merit of these wonder chips. It may be worth pausing to consider something that used to be called the home-computer market. According to the San Francisco consulting firm Volpe & Covington,
American households are currently throwing out computers at the
rate of 1.3 million per year, or about one for every three that are being installed. These are mostly toylike machines, many that cost less
than $500, bearing little resemblance to the PCs people buy for home
use today. But inside some of them you'll find microprocessors that
were called, in their day, miraculous.
ROBIN NELSON
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COVER: Tough choices ahead in microprocessors, 70
The newest crop of RISC, CISC, and CRISP processors brings more

•Motorola jumps into the IBM
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• ... and Via Technologies looks
to challenge the leaders
•Control Data bows out of the
supercomputer business
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Japanese interest
Products to Watch, 25

•While Silicon Systems attacks
the turnkey design market...
• ... Sierra Semiconductor melds
digital and analog design tools
•Cree adds low-cost blue to the
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power than ever before to the desktop; they also are forcing
original-equipment manufacturers to make some hard decisions
•It's not just computers— embedded controllers are hot, 74
The competition is intense in this fastgrowing market

Hard times for rad hard chips, 82

With atightening defense budget, the Pentagon is looking for
near-term solutions to making ICs that can withstand heavy
doses of radiation; critics fear some promising new technologies
may get lost in the shuffle
•What makes a chip radhard, 84
•The next great hope: diamond chips, 87

If researchers can master the art of growing diamond substrates,
this material will be the radhard technology of choice
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It's more than the new computer-industry buzzword; real
products are here, from full computer systems to languages,
operating systems, and user interfaces
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A rash of new partnerships among LAN and WAN companies is
raising hopes that true standards-based multivendor
networking may be on the way
Here's an easy way to test ASICs, 116
VLSI Technology's new Test Assistant package cuts the time

and effort needed to get 95% fault coverage on any
cell-based ASIC design
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As anew communications
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A stagnant defense budget
and fallout from the federal
Operation Ill Wind investigations
are dimming the luster of the
Island's electronics industry
Management Edge, 119

The AEA is concerned about
California's attempts to legislate
CFC use; it's astruggle that has
wide-ranging implications
Update, 136

Activity is hot and heavy in
programmable logic devices, with
sales spiraling and an ever
growing number of players
entering the market
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We have 8CMOS PAL® chips. That
totals up to 8million different ways to
program your logic. Quite enough of a
choice to meet your most exacting low
power logic needs. From universal PAL
architectures to zero stand-by power PAL
devices. You can have the system you
want without compromise. And without
costly delays.
Our all-purpose CMOS architectures give flexibility without draining precious power The 24-pin industry standard
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PALC22V10 uses just 90mA—even when
its running at 25ns.
If you liked us in bipolar, you
should see us in CMOS.
We have five CMOS ZPAC devices
based on familiar bipolar architectures.
You can use them in battery powered and
low duty-cycle applications. And they use
virtually no power when in stand-by Two
versions are electrically erasable. You
can get the functions you're used to and
you can change your design as fast as
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YOU change your mind.
What did you expect from the
people who invented PAL devices?
The largest and most experienced
Field Application Engineer force is as
close as your phone all during your designin process.
Our TestPron" Centers give you
access to superior testing and programming support. Just call your AMD sales
office for the center nearest you.
And we've kept the classic PALASM®

CMOS PAL

CMOS PAL
Device
CP410S PAL
Device

Device

CMOS
Dey

CMOS PAL
Device

software up to date with our parts and
your needs.
Most important, you can get your
hands on our parts. They're all in high
volume supplies.
Call (800) 222-9323. It's hard enough
to get what you want in life without passing up 8,000,000 more chances.

Advanced Micro Devices
Monolithic Memories re]
901 Thompson Place, PO. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.
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OK ... SO THE TRAP
BUT WHAT ABOUT I

They're everywhere. Worldwide over a
thousand Transputer designs are in
today's marketplace or are entering
production. Some belong to Fortune 500
companies committed to using Transputers
to build their next-generation products.
Although Transputer applications are
diverse, the theme for each is the same —
combining the power of individual
Transputers with the unique
architectural benefits of
parallelism to achieve
results that cannot be
obtained as economically ,
any other way.
Data Compression
Transputers are
being used in the
Generic Checkout
System at the NASA
Kennedy Space
Center.

Medical Imaging
University College London is using the
parallel processing power of Transputers
to convert CAT, NMR and laser scans into
rotating 3-D images. These facial, skeletal,
and soft-tissue images provide accurate
computerized measurements to assist
doctors with each step of an operation,
and are also used by plastic surgeons to
'rehearse' operations for reconstruction.
Data Collection
British Steel is implementing an
intelligent system that is designed to
dramatically cut its multimillion dollar
annual energy costs. It is built around T800
floating point microprocessors which
process information from ahighly complex
data gathering system. These Transputers
operate in parallel, condensing enormous
amounts of data into information which
helps energy management decide how to
respond to aplant's changing demands
for different fuels.

They are embedded within VME
based front-end Data Acquisition Modules
to provide data filtering for the system.
These modules pre-process data for a
network of Unix based workstations that
provide real-time control and monitoring
of ground and flight equipment, like that
used by the Space Shuttle. Only
Transputers offered the degree of
parallelism needed for this application.

Data Transmission
Kokusai Denshin
Denwa ( KDD), the
Japanese international
telecommunications
company, has developed an imageprocessing video
telephone using
Transputers to manipulate and condense
images for transmission
over telephone links.
This image
communications system
uses 32 Transputers
operating in parallel
for ultrafast image processing. It can be
connected to PC's to transmit images over
telephone lines, function as avideo phone
or be programmed to match the specifications of other receiving equipment, such as
facsimile machines and
TV monitors.

Space
The European Space Agency is using
Transputers to build alight-weight,
radiation-tolerant, on- board computer for
spacecraft. Programs which utilize
Transputers in scientific computing and
spacecraft control applications are also
being developed in the U.S.
Transputers are manufactured on
epitaxial silicon and have been shown to
withstand aggressive tactical radiation
levels.

3-D Rendering
Pixar in the US has developed a
Transputer-based rendering system which
quickly renders photorealistic images from
3-D models. The system consists of
Transputer boards for VME and AT- bus
systems optimized to run
Pixar's
sophisticated rendering
software.

System Control
As the number of Transputers in a
system design are increased, aproportional
increase in performance can be achieved.
In West Germany, Parsytec GmbH is
using this principle in their Megaframe
Superclus'ers. Superclusters represent a
complete series of reconfigurable industrial
control boards as used in the automotive
industry, which exploit the Transputer's
parallel processing capability.

The basic Model 64, built with T800's,
has aperformance of 640 MIPS and 96
MFLOPS. The Model 256 comprises four
Model 64 cabinets connected by cables
and provides 2,560MIPS and 384 MFLOPS.
Parsytec believes there is no limit to the
size Superclusters can grow to. Two Model
256s can be combined easily to realize
twice the raw performance of one system.

sof the INMOS

clight Simulation
British Aerospace have used
fransputers to develop alow-cost
light simulator comprising afiat
world, groundgrid, buildings,
rees and mountains with an optional HeadID display. Future enhancements
will include the addition of undulating
errain and asingle or triple window
lisplay option.
American companies are also using
Transputers to build high-performance
'light simulators more cheaply. OnE U.S.
manufacturer utilizes over one thousand
1
800 processors per system.

Gr oup of Compo mes

MINTER'S TERRIFIC,
!AL APPLICATIONS?ee

Robotics
Transputers are ideally suited for
-obotics applications because their special
on-chip links make communication
between control centers naturally easy.
They are often used in the central control
area for dumb robots, in multi- jointed
robots, and in machine vision systems.
At the Houston Space Center, NASA
and Lockheed are using Transputers in the
development of an intelligent, selfmanoeuvering, voice-controlled robot
namepl EVA Retriever. EVAR is being built
to investigate the autonomous retrieval of
objects and astronauts that become
detached from the Space Station.

nrrümos®

INVENTING THE FUTURE

INMOS, PO Box 16000, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935. Tel: (719) 630 4000

The system holds great promise for such
applications as architecture, automobile
styling, package design, simulation as well
as animation. Pixar's recent computer
generated film 'Tin Toy' could not have
been done without using this
Transputer-based accelerator.

Oronge County ( 714) 957 6018

Baltimore (301) 995 6952

Denver (303) 368 0561
Dallas (214) 490 9522

Santa Clara ( 408) 727 7771
Minneapolis (612) 932 7121

Boston (617) 229 2550
Atlanta (404) 242 7444
New York (914) 897 2422
EL 5/89

Please send me full information on the INMOS Transputer products range.
Nome

Title

Company

Address

Zip
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been hit by layoffs. The company now
has 4,000 employees on the Island—down
from apeak of 5,500 in 1987, says spokesman Dick Dunne.
Problems of another sort have stymied
Unisys Corp., the Blue Bell, Pa., computer maker, which has offices in Great
Neck, as well as Hazeltine Corp. in
Greenlawn. Both have been locked out of
bidding on new defense contracts until allegations arising from the Operation Ill
Wind procurement investigation have
been settled.
Some smaller companies have been
nimble enough to prosper. Astro Systems
Inc., amanufacturer of custom-designed
military power supplies in Lake Success,
has fashioned asurvival strategy around
using state-of-the-art technology and
finding opportunity where it arises. "We
work with large defense contractors in
the Midwest, California, and Boston,"
says Sol Ginzberg, director of military
product marketing. "We have good contacts with whoever gets the contract."
While other companies move manufacturing offshore, Astro Systems has found a
solution closer to home-20 minutes
away, in fact, in Jamaica, Queens.
ILC Data Device Corp. in Bohemia has
leveraged technology and opportunity in
asimilar fashion. This maker of hybrid
circuits—mostly for defense—keeps its
competitive edge by designing its own
monolithics, says Jim Sheahan, senior
vice president of marketing. The U. S.
market—which accounts for 65% of ILC's
business—is flat, but ILC's presence in
Europe is growing.

We are pleased to announce
the formation of

Columbine Venture
Fund II, L.P.
A venture capital partnership
investing in early stage
technology based companies,
including electronics.

$44,000,000
General Partners:
Mark Kimmel
Sherman J. Muller
Duane D. Pearsall
Carl S. Stuns
Terry E. Winters

6312 S. Fiddler's Green Circle
Suite 260N
Englewood, Colorado 80111
(303) 694-3222
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ILC does share one problem with other
Long Island-based electronics firms: despite all the layoffs, there's an acute
shortage of production workers. "There's
2% unemployment in Suffolk County,"
Sheahan says. "We have areal problem
competing with fast-food restaurants
that pay $6.50 to $7an hour."
Other bright spots in the electronics
landscape here include Computer Associates International Inc., aGarden Citybased software house, and Symbol Technologies Inc., amanufacturer of bar-code
readers in Bohemia.
GETTING TOGETHER. The problems on the
Island have prompted companies large
and small to band together to form the
Long Island Forum for Technology
(LIFT), whose goal is to boost the region's
fortunes by networking. The organization, based at the Farmingdale campus of
New York's Polytechnic University, will
develop adata base holding the manufacturing capabilities, technical expertise,
and product-development research going
on in member companies. More than 1,000
companies will be represented, says
George Soos, president of LIFT. To the
corporate data, information about the capabilities resident in Long Island's universities will be added.
The Long Island industry may be
struggling, but the shark hasn't gotten to
it yet. "Long Island is associated with a
good life style," says Soos. "We produce
ahigher quality of work product plus
strong service. Although they might cost
alittle more, Ithink that merits attention."
Jack Shandle

... BUT DEFENSE DOLLARS FLATTEN OUT

Make
MOUSER Electronics
your factory-authorized source
for over 80 quality electronic
component manufacturers
like:
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& SGS-Thomson.

VALUE OF DEFENSE
PRIME CONTRACTS
AWARDED TO
L. I. COMPANIES
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And then add:
coast-to-coast distribution,
same-day shipping, toll-free
ordering and the full support
of MOUSER's 25 years of
proven customer service
experience.

1984

5.46

1985

5.27

1986

Call today
for your complimentary
subscription to the latest
MOUSER Electronics Catalog.
Just dial:

16.

5.15

1987

5.28

o

2

3

1
4

6

AMOUNT ($ BILLIONS)

1-800-992-9943

SOURCE :U.S.DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
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System-level integration
Lower parts count
é Greater reliability
Reduced costs
Frustrated by mixed analog-digital ASICs?
At ICS. we do it every day by combining
performance, superior design, and
affordability. Our analog-digital ASIC
designs provide companies like yours with
system-level solutions to all your product
needs. And that means dramatic reductions
in manufacturing costs. Our designs also
increase performance, reduce power
requirements, and improve reliability. ICS
mixed analog-digital concepts let you
design smaller, more innovative packages
that will open new markets for your
company. Call or write ICS and let
us show your company the
future today.

Integrated Circuit Systems, Inc.
Valley Forge Corporate Center
2626 Van Buren Ave, P0. Box 968
Valley Forge. PA 19482-0968
(215) 666-1900
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"$4.5 million to test a500-pin
chip we don't even make yet?"
N0.

Because now therès the Vista
Series from Tektronix. A 512pin ATE solution for less than $1.5 million.
Ready for today's IC testing challenges —
and tomorrow's.
Unprecedented flexibility.
The Vista Series VLSI Logic Test
Systems feature an innovative modular
architecture for unprecedented systemand site- level flexibility.
Systems are configured with three
modules: the Test Station, the Program
Development Station,
and the Auto-Calibration Station. Systems
can be configured
for initial functioney
and capacity requirements, and then economically expanded
on-site to meet new
demands. The result
is alower initial system
cost combined with an economical
future growth path.
Teknology pays off.
At Tektronix, we don't have to go shopping for innovative technology. We
make our own. It's called Teknology.
Teknology is employed throughout the
Vista Series architecture. For example,

we designed custom high-speed CMOS
ASICs for the pin electronics. Replacing
conventional hybrid circuits with advanced IC technology increased system
performance and uptime. At the same
time, total cost for a512- pin system was
lowered to less than $1.5 million from
usual ranges of $3to $5million. And
since these proprietary CMOS ASICs
consume less power and emit less heat
than their hybrid counterparts in our
competitors' systems, operating costs are
reduced more than
80 percent.
Tektronix —
cornmitted to the
future.
Tektronix has
been delivering
state-of-the-art electronics for more than
40 years. Setting the
standard by which
test instrumentation is judged.
The Vista Series. Economical, state-ofthe-art ATE. Another standard. Proof that
you don't have to spend $4.5 million for
an ATE solution — today or tomorrow.
For more information about the Vista
Series VLSI Logic Test Systems. call (800)
635-8774.1n Oregon, dial 239-0266.

Téktronix
COMMIT TED TO 1%C1 UNIX
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How to get ajump
on the competition.
Whether you're racing aproduct to
an early market entry, or maximizing
engineering time; Orbit's comprehensive
semiconductor manufacturing services
can help you cross the finish line first.
Record Setting Service.
Orbit Semiconductor routinely
meets the most demanding delivery
schedules and tough manufacturing
challenges:
Guaranteed quick-turn on engineering
prototype runs
•Hi-rel volume runs
•Specialized MOS processes such as
CCD, Readout, Detector or MUX

All the Ingredients for aWorld Record.
Quality equipment. Commitment
and teamwork. Extraordinary skill. These
are the ingredients that captured aworld
record for the Orbit sponsored SS/AS
Trans Am. And these are the ingredients
that we commit to each and every Orbit
customer.
To get the world record holder on
your team, contact Technical Marketing
today. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
Twx: 910-339-9307, FAX (408) 7471263. Or call (800) 331-4617. In California (800) 647-0222 or (408) 744-1800.

•Feature sizes down to 1.5 microns
drawn
•Process emulation and custom process
development
On-site CAD, quick-turn contract
maskrnaking, test facilities and packaging
help speed your products to timely delivery. And our quality procedures monitor
every step of the fabrication process.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A suGSK:11Ory of Ortplt Instrument Corper Dtion

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENTAllVES East Coast (
609)428-6060, - Midwest (
303)530-4520 - West Coast (
408)241-8111, (714)253-4626, (602)996-0635, (6(2)2934220 (505)888-0800
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES Canada (
514)481-3313- U X Phone (0372) 377779. T14 897628 SG UK -G, Fax (0372) 376848 -Europe Phone (06031)61076,
FAX (06031) 61788 - Israel Phone (052) 551313, Mx 342541 CANER IL, Fax (052) 543890 - Australia Phone (8) 223 5802, Tlx UNIVAD AA89141, Fax (8) 224 0464
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
MOTOROLA JUMPS INTO THE IBM PC-CLONE ARENA...
t
I

seems pretty strange on the face of it that Motorola Inc. would make prod ucts to support the microprocessors of archrival Intel Corp. But the new
products are microcomputer chip sets for making IBM Corp. Personal Computer AT clones, which are built around Intel processors. Motorola will market
two chip sets for PC AT-compatible machines: one that supports the Intel
80286 and one for the higher- powered 80386 processor. The chips come to
Motorola by way of an alliance with ACC Microelectronics Corp. of Taiwan.
Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector in Austin, Texas, has acquired
from ACC the rights to manufacture and sell that company's ACC82020 chip
set for 16- and 20- MHz PC AT-compatible computers and the ACC82300 set
for the 20-to-25- MHz 386 machines, as well as the ACC16C451 family of
D
multifunction input/output controllers.

... AND VIA TECHNOLOGIES LOOKS TO CHALLENGE THE LEADERS

A

Motorola gears up to enter the IBM Personal Computer-clone chip-set
market, one of the sector's established players—Via Technologies Inc. of
Fremont, Calif.—is pitting its next generation of chips against those of market
leaders Chips & Technologies, G2, and Intel/Zymos. Via's modular SL90XX
Generic PC AT Core Logic Set attacks one problem plaguing PC-clone chip
sets: partitioning. " Functions that require critical timing and speed, such as
high-speed memory control, have typically been spread over the multiple
chips in the set," says Idris Kothari, vice president of engineering. Making all
these chips fast enough can destroy any price advantage the chip set would
have over a discrete solution, he says. Via is putting all the critical timing
functions on one high-performance universal-clock chip. A core logic set that
doesn't require critical timing is also offered; it can be used in all Intel 80286and 386SX-based computers, as well as in 386 systems using the AT bus.
The Via chip set includes four controller chips—one each for the system, data,
addresses, and peripherals—and memory-controller chips that can be tailored
to a specific system-design architecture. The result, claims Via, is a chip set
with optimum partitioning that offers :he right performance for each PC system, at a cost below that of discrete parts.
D
s

CONTROL DATA BOWS OUT OF THE SUPERCOMPUTER BUSINESS

T

he supercomputer business is getting so competitive that even the pioneer
of supercomputing can't keep up the pace. Control Data Corp., which as

the inventor of supercomputers has been in the business longer tnan any other company, announced last month that it was discontinuing its ETA Systems
supercomputer division. The Minneapolis- based computer maker had spun off
ETA Systems as a separate company about five years ago to build the followon to Control Data's Cyber 205 supercomputer. At the time, Control Data
hoped to get additional financing for ETA by selling part of the operation to
other investors. Although outside money didn't exactly flow freely, Control
Data kept ETA Systems going by funding the ETA- 10 development project,
with the aim of building the world's most powerful supercomputer, itself. The
spin-off company successfully developed a broad family of very powerful parallel supercomputers using high-density CMOS technology, a development effort that culminated in the mighty ETA- 10 machine. But sales lagged, and last
October Control Data brought ETA Systems back into the fold as a division in
an attempt to stem the losses. Competition from Cray Research Inc. and
Convex Computer Corp. in the U. S. and looming competition from the biggest
Japanese computer companies inflicted severe losses on ETA Systems. Control Data won't say what it spent on ETA, but the company acknowledges losD
ing $100 million in the supercomputer business last year.
Electronics! May 1989
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
TDK'S ACQUISITION BID REKINDLES JAPANESE INTEREST
successful, the proposed acquisition of Sili con Sy st
ems I
nc .by T
ok
yo based TDK Corp., the first such pass at aU. S. chip firm in more than two
years and expected to be completed by summer, could augur more such
deals—done even faster. What has snagged Japanese purchases of U. S.
technology companies since late 1986 is the fallout from Fujitsu Ltd.'s abortive
attempt to take over Fairchild Semiconductor. U. S. government officials nixed
it on the grounds of military security because Fairchild supplied key integrated
circuits to defense programs. This failed bid effectively killed any plans of Japanese companies to acquire outright commercially oriented U. S. firms, although the Japanese continued to invest in them. The lack of flap over the
proposed Silicon Systems acquisition shows that the period of Japanese restraint is over, analysts say. TDK is paying about $ 200 million, or $ 20 a
share, for the Tustin, Calif., company, which reaps about $ 121 million in sales
from its line of chips for telecommunications gear and peripherals. The price
represents a70% premium over the company's market value at the time of
the deal. TDK, with $3.4 billion in sales, is the world's leader in magnetic
recording tape.
D
If

COMPACT VIDEO TRANSMITTER DOES AWAY WITH COAX

,

Whose communication equipment using fiber optics ha s ma de ra pid st
rid es
lei in industrial equipment? If your answer is " PCO Inc.," you're more
informed than most, because the hardware so far hash caught the public
eye. What might be the ticket to bring PCO's promising technology into wider
view is a new 2-1b, 3-oz video-transmission package for remote electronic
news gathering, security, military surveillance, and other communications
tasks. Running for eight hours on alithium battery, the unit, afirst of its kind,
is meant to do away with the limitations of heavy coaxial cable, says the
Chatsworth, Calif., company. Small enough to be clipped to abelt or attached
to aportable camera, the PCO-5050 supplies broadcast-quality links of up to
8km without repeaters. PCO, jointly owned by Corning Glass Works and IBM
Corp., sells the unit for $4,195.
D
TRW GEARS UP FOR PHASE 1 GaAs PRODUCTION
RW Inc. was the only one of four Mimic- progra
p i tlk
lTume
production line in the competition to produce affordable gallium arsem com

an es

o ac

a vo

nide wafers for the military in Phase 1of the Pentagon's Millimeter Wave and
Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits program. To remedy that, the Cleveland -based company built a $ 25 million GaAs pilot production fabrication line
at its Manhattan Beach, Calif., plant. The 3- in.-wafer line, slated to begin operating by year's end, will make 100 wafers aweek.
O
PRIME SOLICITS SUITORS AS IT CONTINUES TO RESIST MAI

prime Computer Inc. has stepped up its resistance to the months- l
ong

unfriendly takeover attempt by MAI Basic Four Inc. by soliciting proposals
from other prospective buyers. In this latest of several so-far successful
moves to prevent being purchased by MAI, Prime, of Natick, Mass., has
asked its financial advisers to " vigorously pursue" suitors willing to pay more
than the $20- per-share tender offer from MAI, which is based in Tustin, Calif.
Those advisers are The First Boston Corp. and Smith Barney, Harris Upham &
Co. Prime continues to advise its stockholders against tendering their shares
to MAI, and has rescheduled its annual stockholders' meeting from May 12 to
June 14 in the hope of attracting amore favorable deal for shareholders to
consider.
0
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What could
you do with
aboard tester
that's new from
the pins down?

Digital, analog, in-circuit and functiona
Improve test development productivity with color graphics, multi-tasking
windows, mouse-driven pull-down
menus, and software that acts as an
advisor to guide programmers.
IPC Test Consultant

/

Speed development of ASIC test
software with open CAE interfaces
that give you access to simulation
data bases.

Test today's fast microprocessors at

speed with clock rates to 40 MHz
and vector rates to 12.5 MHz.

Test mixed-signal devices with ease
through synchronized analog and
digital test subsystems.

........

11

testing of complex boards.
Simplify programming and get top
performance in complex timing situations with per-pm control of test
parameters. Vary drive and receive
voltage levels, slew rate, and timing
placement of each pin.., individually.
Achieve the highest possible performance at the device under test with a
patented fixture that uses 1" wire
lengths at critical nodes.
Get hundreds of thousands of test
vectors without segmenting tests or
reloading via HP's Vector Processing
Unit architecture. And simplify
cluster- test diagnostics with automatically generated backtrace trees.
Expand to 2592 nodes for large
boards, and adapt the tester to new
technology via aflexible modular
arch itecture.

• •

Here's the advanced tester you've
been looking for. With no compromises. That's because the HP 3070
AT-Series is more than anew combinational tester. It's anew generation with new technology, new
architecture, and new software.
At aprice that could change your
whole perspective of board testing.
Take pin electronics. Now you can
control each pin individually. Drive
and receive 12.5 million patterns
per second. Get -±- 5ns typical edge
placement accuracy. And 40 MHz
clock signals ... at the pin. System
architecture is new too. A flexible
modular design lets you expand
to more than 2500 nodes as boards
grow. And gives you apractical
way to keep pace with changing
technology.
Then there's fixturing. The new
HP Simplate Express Fixture is an
integral part of the system solution.
It actually lowers your fixturing
costs. And, for the first time, gives
you system performance where it
counts ... at the device under test.
Wrap it up with IPG lbst Consultant
software that guides and advises
programmers in test development
and you have several good reasons
to take afresh look at board testing.
So don't wait. Call 1-800-752-0900
today. Ask for Ext. 501D to get our
detailed information packet...
before you get another board tester.

11111
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HEWLETT
PACKARD
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...and finally solve the
Achieve high throughput in fully automated production lines via an automatic
handling system that offers 6-second
handling time between boards and automatic adjustment of variable components
on boards.

Increase probing accuracy and
reliability with amechanical fixturing system that delivers 10X
improvement in probing accuracy
and eliminates board distortion
during handling and testing.
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Reduce fixturing costs by as much as
30 % with simplified fixture design and
software that supports fast fixture
construction.

Easily integrate the tester intojust-iitime processes with 30-second fixture
changes and automatic adjustment to PC
board widths.

1MM

SMT board testing problem.
Achieve system-level performance at
the device under test with atotally
integrated fixture design that includes
dual-stage probing and 1" wire lengths
at critical nodes. /

Here's areal board-test breakthrough. The new HP 3070 SMTSeries combinational tester will
challenge your belief that SMT
boards are hard to test. We've
solved the problems. Which gives
you the go-ahead on SMT production. Here's how.
First, an innovative mechanical
fixturing system handles highaccuracy, dual-level, dualsided
probing. Without flexing boards,
which can mask open solder joints
or create new process faults. You
can even integrate it easily into
automated SMT lines.
Then, anew system architecture
and pin electronics deliver the
tester performance you need for
SMT devices such as ASICs. For
example, you can control each pin
individually. Drive and receive
12.5 million patterns per second.
Get ± 5ns typical edge placement
accuracy. And 40 MHz clock
signals ... at the pin.
You also get asurfacemountdevice
library to decrease test development time for nonstandard pinout
devices. Plus IPG lbst Consultant
software, which acts as an advisor
in test development and simplifies
quality management.
So if board testing has been a
roadblock to SMT integration,
investigate the HP 3070 SMT-Series.
It's sure to give you anew perspective. Call 1-800-752-0900 today.
Ask for Ext. 501E to get our detail
packed information package on
SMT board testing.

Overcome limited-access problems via
dual-sided probing that lets you access
both sides of loaded boards.

[pl
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Essentials for
effective EMI/EMC evaluation and
quality product development.
Impulses, ESO, spike, burst, and voltage dips and surges are unwanted signals that can cause momentary malfunction and,
in some cases, permanent damage to the electronic products you manufacture.
Our simulators, sensors, power line detectors and components allow you to find, reproduce and contain various types of
electrical noise to aid you in designing and building more reliable and trouble-free products that are noise-resistant.
Contact us now for specific details.

Corresponding to IEC PUB 801-2
HIGHLY REPRODUCIBLE ESD TESTING

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE SIMULATOR
MODEL ESS-630A
Features

The TC-815 discharge gun (optional) enables the system to conduct ESD simulation
corresponding to IEC standard publication 801-2(first edition).
r
Equipment summary
ITEM
Output voltage
Polarity
Energy storage capacitor

CISPR

Positive and negative
150pF±10%

Discharge resister

1504 ± 5%

Charging resister
Rise time of the discharge current

100firlQ ± 10%

Operating mode

FCC

/Aodel ESS-830A With TC-815
0.2 — 30kV10.2 — 10kV, 0.5 — 30kV, Range selectable)

VDE

5ns ± 30% at 4kV
SINGLE, COUNT, REPEAT and 20/S (
20 discharges
per second, activated for approx. 5sec with each
depression of the trigger switch)

VCCI

NEW .DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR EMI DETECTION

EMI NOISE SENSOR

MODEL FI/C-1000/FVC-30
Features
1. The FVC-1000 can detect ard locate sources of radiated emissions in electronic
equipment.
2 The FVC-30 can detect and locate sources of conducted emissions in electronic
equipment.
3 For each classified frequency band based on the FCC. VDE, VCCI and CISPR
standards, the FVC series measures electric field strength and magnetic field
strength individually, which are potential sources of EMI.
4. An electric near field probe and a magnetic near field probe of high sensitivity
are furnished as standard accessories.
Equipment summary
FVC-1000

Frequency

Display

umge

30MHz— 88MHz
88MHz— 216MHz
216MHz-- 470MHz

eomHz-iCOOMHz

«Simultaneous 4spectra
measurement
20-point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band,

FVC-30
100KHz-500KHz
500KHz-- 3MHz
3MHz— 10MHz
10MHz— 30MHz
*Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement
20-point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band.

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
10-18, 1-CHOME, HIGASHI-IKUTA, TAMA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWA PREF 214 JAPAN
TEL ( 044) 933-6411 FAX ( 044) 932-4673

NOISE

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
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PRODUCTS
.,,", TO WATCH
WHILE SILICON COMPILER SYSTEMS ATTACKS THE TURNKEY DESIGN MARKET...

reaking
Bsign,

out of its high-end niche of tools for custom integrated-circuit deSilicon Compiler Systems Corp. is introducing a modular product
family that integrates its leading-edge software with existing circuit-design
environments. The San Jose, Calif., company's new Explorer Series comes in
three versions: SCS Foundation lets highly specific design tools developed inhouse by customers work with Silicon Compilers' software suite; Explorer
Tools are 15 modular programs for design entry, synthesis, simulation and
analysis, and physical design and test; and Explorer Design Systems are six
preconfigured IC design schemes optimized for custom and application-specific chips. The systems address the needs of a broad range of designers,
from logic designers using ASICs to layout engineers in standard- part design
groups. Explorer Series products are available now and run on Unix- based
hardware from Apollo Computer, Digital Equipment, and Sun Microsystems. III

... SIERRA SEMICONDUCTOR MELDS DIGITAL AND ANALOG DESIGN TOOLS
Cerra Semiconductor Corp. has overcome the speed problems that plagued

ta previous

attempts to combine digital and analog design tools While other
design packages use separate analog and digital simulators, the San Jose,
Calif., company has integrated its proprietary mixed-signal simJlator algorithms into Silicon Compiler Systems Corp.'s schematic-capture software and
Lsim logic simulator. The resulting software called Montage—takes 11 seconds to simulate designs that a Spice simulator does in 6 hours. It includes
simulation models from Sierra's 300-cell library, including 25 analog circuits,
more than 245 digital parts, and nine electrically erasable read-only memories. Priced at $29,500, Montage now runs on Sun Microsystems Inc. work
stations and will run on Apollo Computer ! nc. machines later this year, the
company says.
D

CREE ADDS IOW- COST BLUE TO THE LIGHT- EMITTING DIODE SPECTRUM

A

tiny Durham, N. C., company has developed a silicon-carbide blue- lightemitting diode that will sell for a small fraction of the $45 to $80 charged
by giants like West Germany's Siemens AG and Japan's Sanyo Electric Co.
for similar LEDs. Cree Research Inc. is pricing volume quantities at $2 apiece
packaged and $ 1unpackaged. Samples are priced at $40. Usea with readily
available red and green LEDs, the low-cost blues mean LED displays can now
compete with incandescent lights in giant- screen displays for stadiums and
other applications. The new diodes can also be used in digital color printers
and medical equipment, where there is a need for near- ultraviolet light
sources. Cree plans to offer a variety of diodes, ranging from single-color
LEDs to chips that will emit: multiple wavelengths and colors.
III

SIGNETICS CHIP SET SHRINKS CELLULAR- PHONE CHIP COUNT BY 60%

he next generation of pocket-size. battery- powered cellular- radio handsets
gets a boost from a six-chip set from Signetics Corp. Four CMOS and two
bipolar circuits cut chip count in cellular phones by up to 60%, says the Sunnyvale, Calif., company. Other mobile- radio applications will benefit as well.
The CMOS chips include the UMA1000, which handles filtering associated
with cellular-control data, supervision, and signaling; the 800552 microcontroller; the NE5751 audio- band filter; and the TDD1742 frequency synthesizer.
The two bipolar parts are the NE5750, which integrates compaction/expansion, noise canceling, power amplification, and control functions, and the
NE605 FM IF mixer/oscillator, amplifier, and demodulator. Avalable in SepE
tember, the chip set will cost less than $60 in high-volume purchases.

T
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
SPRAGUE'S HALL- EFFECT SENSOR IC CUTS AUTO-WIRING COUNT

A

first-of-a-kind Hall-effect magnetic-sensing circuit from Sprague Electric
Co. replaces reed or mechanical switches to dramatically trim the number
of wires in auto-wiring harnesses. In a car with 30 modules in the driver's
door, for example, the the UGN3055U cuts the number of wires to the onboard computer from 60 to a mere two. Developed at Sprague's Semiconductor Group in Worcester, Mass., the digital sensor monitors a variety of
functions in a car, from an engine's fluid levels to door locks and ajar
indicators. The chip operates under the CSC sequential-addressing protocol
developed by Chrysler Corp. Its output drives high-density CMOS address
decoding and control logic. The UGN3055U, which can also be used in a
wide variety of security systems, sells for $ 1.60 each in quantities of 1,000. It
is available 12 weeks after ordering.
El

TI'S WIDEBUS SERIES DELIVERS MORE BUS WIDTH IN LESS SPACE

Gtems

lue logic doesn't have to be a limiting factor in designing board- level sys-

anymore. Texas Instruments Inc.'s Widebus series of its advanced
CMOS logic family delivers the wider word lengths demanded by 32- and 64bit microprocessors as well as the small package size possible with finer pitch
leads, says the Dallas company. In all, 41 functions such as bus drivers,
transceivers, latches, buffers, and D-type flip-flops will be available in 16-, 18-,
and 20- bit word sizes compatible with 32- and 64-bit microprocessors. Space
saving are also in the offing because the 25- mil pitch on the new, wider bus
trims the package to about the same size as those for 8- bit devices. The chips
will be fabricated in both CMOS and TTL. The first device, a 16-bit transceiver,
will cost about $3 when it becomes available in the third quarter; that compares with a $ 1 price tag for an 8- bit transceiver.
D

TEKTRONIX'S HIGH-VOLUME IC TESTER TARGETS FAST, LOW- PIN DEVICES...

Those

T

fast glue- logic families from the major semiconductor houses fabricated in CMOS, TTL, and ECL have met their match in an integrated-circuit
tester from Tektronix Inc. that costs about the same as older, slower production testers. The LT- 1201 can be configured for either 32- or 64- pin devices
and boasts 100- MHz test speeds, 16 timing sets, and operating voltages of
-2.5 to + 7.5 V. Systems have two test heads, each capable of parallel testing, which allows interfacing with dual or quad handlers for high throughput.
Since the LT- 1201's test head is small and lightweight—it measures 16 by 17
by 12 in. and weighs 45 lbs— it can be moved without mechanical manipulators. The Beaverton, Ore., company has priced the LT- 1201 at $290,000 for
an entry-level 32- pin system and $ 370,000 for an entry-level 64-pin system. D

... AND ITS 88000- BASED RISC WORK STATIONS HIT 17 MIPS

Tektronix

Inc. takes aim at the reduced- instruction-set computer market with
of four Motorola 88000- based processors rated at 14 million to 17
million instructions/s, 16 million single- precision Whetstones, and 7 million to
12 million floating-point operations/s. Keeping compatibility in mind, the Beaverton, Ore., company designed the XD88 family so that previous products
can be upgraded by swapping processors. The XD88/30 3-d graphics work
station is priced from $34,950 and the XD88/20 2-d work station, from
$29,950. Graphics support comes from an independent 68020- based processor. The XD88/01 applications processor—a host compute server for
networked Tektronix terminals and netstations—is priced at $ 24,950. When
equipped with 1.8 gigabytes of disk storage and 2 gigabytes of streamer tape,
this machine becomes the XD88/05 file server, which is priced at $ 75,000. El
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SEARCHING FOR ELUSIVE
CREATURES, PGA SOCKETS WITH
ABNORMAL FOOTPRINTS?

T

he quest for custom PGA sockets needn't lead you to the
ends of the earth. Just to Mill-Max®
As a fully integrated, domestic manufacturer of Preci-Dip®
and Euro-Dip IC sockets and connectors, Mill- Max can supply
you with aflurry of products, especially PGA sockets
alb
with odd footprints.
Our warm, friendly customer service people
will quickly break the ice. They'll take you
through our comprehensive selection of over
200 variations of PGA, and help you select
from America's largest variety of " loose"
pins which we assemble to order.
Just take your pick from
solder tails, wraposts, surface
mount or press fit.

For extremely low profile, we can supply PGA sockets on a
disposable carrier. And all our sockets feature Mill-Max's
famous low force " multi-finger" contact that's highly tolerant
of pin misalignment, so your chips will slide in and out easily.
Are your special PGA socket needs
getting the cold shoulder? Then join the
snowballing group of people making
tracks for Mill- Max. Call (
516) 922-6000,
or write for our free catalog, and
we'll work like dogs to please you.

Please send me the husky
EL5
Preci-Dip catalog of connectors.

89
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CONNECTORS

NAME

igia 4

Don't be left out in
the cold for PGA
sockets. Get the
Preci-Dip catalog.

COMPANY

ADDRESS

STATE

ZIP

L

PHONE

Mail to: Mill-Max, 190 Pine Hollow Rd,
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
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Finally, a2mm
connector system
you can play with.
•
,

Or boom-box with. Or TV-game
with. Because our unique CT
(Common Termination) 2mm
centerline connector system is
uniquely cost-effective.
•
• •
• le• e q.
•
• •
• •
4i2.440

AMP is atrademark of AMP Incorporated

44

We've started with high-speed
harness making machinery that
eliminates the time and expense of
changing parts when you change
configurations. Mass-terminate any
element of the CT connector system,
in any configuration you need. And
as many configurations
as you need.

The elements are unique as well.
Our wire-half receptacle (2-12 and 15
positions) mates to horizontal or
vertical post header assemblies.
With self-retaining tails and polarization. And with increased wire
retention and adesign that protects
against scooping.
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And where you'd normally solder wire by wire
for direct-to-the-board connection, now you can
mass terminate. Our
special one-piece header
takes full advantage of
automatic harness

d

machinery and lets you
plug from 2to 15 wires
directly into the board
for soldering. Also with
self-retaining tails.
Also areal time-saver.

For technical literature
and information on the AMP CI
2mm-centerline connector system,
call 1-800-522-6752.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3608.
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Interconnecting ideas
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SMT STANDARDS.

SPRAGUE
TANTALUMS
SET SURFACE MOUNT

4SW-6127R4

Sprague Type 195D and 293D solid tantalum chips meet the brand new EIA size
and packaging standards for surface mount capacitors. These mi ni
at
ure com p
onents
fill your surface mount needs with economy, reliability and high
performance. Conformal-coated Type 195D TANTAMOUNT®
capacitors meet EIA specifications for

Extended Capacitance Range devices.
These units feature gold or solder plated
terminals and the highest capacitance in the smallest packages available
in the industry. Rugged, fully molded Type 293D TANTAMOUNT®
capacitors conform to EIA specifications Standard Capacitance Range
devices. These "machine-friendly - tantalum chips are compatible with all automatic placement equipment. Both types
are supplied taped and reeled per EIA 481A. Standard ratings: 0.10 to 100pF, 4to 50 WVDC. For "Quick Guide
To Tantalum Chip Capacitors", ASP-642, write to Marketing Communications, Sprague Electric
Company, P.O. Box 9102, Mansfield, MA 02048-9102. For applications assistance, call our
iel 4e
Customer Service Center at Concord, NH at 603/224-1961.
'!/9
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SPRAGUE ®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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Electronics
MOTOROLA TAKES THE WRAPS OFF
COMMODITY-MEMORY THRUST
Word is out—the semiconductor giant is producing DRAMs and SRAMs in volume
AUSTIN, TEXAS

I

nan industry where secrets can seldom
be kept for long, Motorola Inc.'s success in keeping its commodity memories
program under wraps is exceptional. Despite the attention generated by an allout, three-year effort that reportedly has
cost some $300 million, executives in the
company's Semiconductor Sector and
MOS Memory Products Division have
been able to keep details from leaking.
Until now, Motorola has
shared information about
the project, one of the
most ambitious currently
being attempted by amaTechnology
jor U. S. chip maker, only
(il microns)
with major customers.
1.8
This period of self-enforced silence is coming to
1.2
an end, however. Motoro0.8
la's effort, with the aid of
apact with Toshiba Corp.,
to build its presence in the
memory market has now
passed acritical point In
recent months, the company has taken some giant
strides in establishing a
solid base in the memory
market—and now it's
talking about them.
The memory shortage of the past several years has helped Motorla's efforts,
of course, since it provides aseller's market for dynamic random-access memories. But the proof is in the pudding, and
now Motorola has shown that it can turn
out state-of-the-art 1-Mbit DRAMs in
growing volume at its plants in Austin,
Mesa, Ariz., and East Kilbride, Scotland.
The DRAMs are based on designs from
Toshiba, the world leader in memory production; the two companies make amillion 1-Mbit DRAMs per month at their
joint facility in Sendai, Japan.
When it comes to fast static RAMs,
which computer makers continue to gobble up as quickly as they are produced,
Motorola's own design technology is key.
Its latest SRAM offering, a256-Kbit 20-ns
chip, is now at the sample stage.
Motorola has come along way since late
1985, when plummeting prices caused by
DRAM dumping in the middle of achip reElectronics / May 1989

by its own technology, the defeat was
particularly galling. "We've kept it all
low-key," acknowledges Jim George, corporate vice president and general manager of the MOS Memory Division. "We've
had new technologies coming out of the
oven on acrash basis every year to 18
months." George points out that one reason Motorola stayed quiet for so long is
that the company views its efforts
through along-range lens. " When we
came back [into the memory market], we pushed a
10-year button," he says.
To date, Motorola is the
only U. S. chip maker to
Peak
Products
Introduction
pull off asuccessful reenoutput
DRAM
start
date
try into the memory busi1977
1982-83
1988
64 Kbit
256 Kbit
ness [
Electronics, April
1989, p. 28]. It had to over1 Mbit
1985-86
1991
256 Kbit
1980
come some formidable ob1994
4 Mbit
1983
1988-89
1 Mbit
stacles to do so. One such
barrier is the very long
16 Mbit
1991-92
1997
1986
4 Mbit
lead time required to de1994-95
16 Mbit
64 Mbit
1989
sign and manufacture
memories. When Motor256 Mbit
1992
1997-98
64 Mbit
ola pulled out of the mar1995
2000-01
256 Mbit
1 Gbit
ket in late 1985, for example, memory makers were
just readying 1-Mbit
DRAMs for introduction—those chips had
dies on wafers supphed by Toshiba, but as- been in development since 1980. Developsembled, tested, and packaged by Motor- ment of the 4-Mbit chips now appearing in
ola. The analyst expects Motorola to post small quantities was well under way in
1985, and work was just beginning on the
big gains this year in both categories.
16-Mbit DRAMs that will debut in 1991Motorola's stated goals for the memory market are ambitious. By 1994 it is
92. Lead times for SRAM development
are similarly lengthy. "It's atehnology
aiming for close to a10% share of the
worldwide DRAM market, which is extreadmill," says Bud Broeker, director of
pected to reach $12 billion that year. It operations at the division. " When we
also hopes to gain 10% of the projected $3 jumped back in, we had to run even faster
than the treadmill moves, and we're still
billion to $4billion SRAM market in 1994.
"Motorola has made the decision to be
doing it."
abig player in the memory market," says
But Motorola had no choice but to get
Charles M. Clough, president of Wyle
back into the memory business to protect
Laboratories Inc., an Irvine, Calif., dis- its leadership position in microprocessors,
says Cuhney of Kidder Peabody. He says
tributor that handles Motorola's memory
many processor buyers, especially the
chips. But the company is " not yet the
smaller ones dealing with distributors,
strong player [it] wants to be," he says.
demand apackage deal—with memory inMotorola's initial reluctance to divulge
information about its memory program
cluded. "If Motorola wanted to stay amino doubt stems from the beating it took
croprocessor company, it had to have
in 1985. For acompany that prides itself memory," Cuhney says. ( Intel Corp.
on offering abroad product line powered
linked up with South Korea's Samsung

cession forced it to quit the DRAM market
entirely. The Schaumburg, Ill.-based semiconductor giant doesn't break down its
sales figures by product line, but Adam F.
Cuhney, afinancial analyst at Kidder, Peabody & Co. Inc. in San Francisco, estimates
that memories accounted for about $300
million in sales at Motorola last year. Of
that total, he says, $270 million came from
DRAM sales and the rest from SRAMs.
The 1988 DRAM sales were entirely from
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several years ago on the same grounds.)
There was another powerful kicker,
too: along with most of the industry, Motorola executives regard DRAM design
and process technology as the driver for
all other chip work. The holdup back in
1986 was aDRAM technology gap, notably in mass-manufacturing techniques
developed by Japanese firms. "Motorola
couldn't jump back in without technology
help," says Broeker.
The alliance with Toshiba neatly bridges
the gap. The cooperative effort has proved
to be all that could have been expected by
both sides, according to George and
Broeker. "Toshiba has been agood partner, with super technology and avery positive attitude," says George. As Motorola's
own worldwide production of DRAMs expands from the present rate of about 12
million units ayear, it will become less dependent on Toshiba for wafers, but it intends to keep taking small quantities.
"We'll continue buying them as benchmarks," says George.
To make best use of Toshiba's designs
and processes, which support DRAMs and
slower (upwards of 55 ns) SRAMs, Motorola has spared no horses to keep pace internally. "We couldn't be in memory in any
bigger way," says George.
SRAM SAM. The SRAM product line is
largely Motorola's own show; the underlying technology comes mainly from its
own laboratories. Several years ago, Motorola researchers came up with asynchronous architecture that, according to
Motorola, allows for higher speeds by
eliminating interconnection delays. Using
this design as its base, Motorola has
steadily beefed up its CMOS product portfolio of 1.5- and 1.2-µm devices, and now
has acore family of 25-ns SRAMs that are
in solid demand.
Its top-of-the-line CMOS SRAM, a1Mbit, 0.8-pm chip that runs at 25 ns, is
due out the third quarter of next year, as
is its first biCMOS SRAM, a64-Kbit, 1.0p.m device that runs at 10 ns.
Motorola is clearly positioning itself
for aleading role in the memory market,
but intentions don't always become reality, as analyst Cuhney points out. Producing top-quality SRAMs on tight schedules
has proved troublesome in the past for
Motorola, he notes, and problems could
resurface as the higher complexities
make chips even tougher to build. Cuhney adds that some competitors—like Integrated Device Technology Inc. of Santa
Clara, Calif.—have a head start that
might be difficult to overcome.
And as one marketing official at arival
memory maker notes, manufacturing
commodity memories efficiently with
good margins is not getting any easier.
"If anything trips Motorola up, that will
be it," he says.
Motorola executives, particularly those
at the MOS Memory Division, credit their
32

comeback in the memory business to the
1986 Semiconductor Trade Accord between the U. S. and Japan. "It leveled the
playing field," says Broeker. Some U. S.
memory users claim otherwise, saying
the pact created conditions for amemory
shortage and extreme price hikes that led
to windfall profits by Japanese firms.
But Broeker says the accord's provisions for barring Japanese producers
from dumping memory chips into the
U. S. at ruinous prices gave Motorola a

chance to regroup after the 1985 disaster.
In that year, prices fell to as low as
$0.25 for a64-Kbit chip and $ 1.30 for a
256-Kbit chip—levels that did not cover
direct costs, much less pay for investments. The rules set forth in the accord
also provide aconsistent economic framework that allows Motorola to plan its
memory operations over a period of
years, Broeker says. The company hopes
the pact is extended beyond its current
five-year term.
-Larry Waller

MERGERS

HOW WILL HP-APOLLO SIFT
OVERLAPPING PRODUCT LINES?
two competing lines of 68000-based and
RISC-based work stations," says David
lowing the surprise merger between
Card, an analyst who tracks work staHewlett-Packard Co. and Apollo Comput- tions for International Data Corp., the
er Inc. last month masks some concerns
Framingham, Mass., market-research
among industry watchers about the fu- firm. "Iimagine Apollo's [68000] line will
ture of the ground-breaking Apollo line
eventually die out"
of work stations—and, indeed, about the
For his part, Michael Gallup, Apollo's
future of the work-station market itself.
vice president for product marketing and
On the face of it, it's undeniable that programs, hints that this might be so.
the acquisition of Apollo, which had reve- Gallup says he can envision one of Apolnues of $653 million last year, by the $9.83
lo's two 68000-oriented engineering
billion HP is blockbuster. It vaults the
groups being designated to continue that
joint company over Sun Microsystems
development effort, with the other being
Inc. and Digital Equipment Corp. into the
freed to undertake new tasks.
lead in work-station market share, signifiAs for the overlap in RISC-based prodcantly altering the lineup of key players
ucts, Gallup says, "We have to figure out
there. HP and Apollo together had 30.4%
soon where we go with these, but it's too
of that market at the end of last year, acsoon to have that worked out yet"
cording to estimates by
Rumors had been cirDataquest Inc., the San
culating for months that
Jose, Calif., market-reApollo was atakeover
The companies have
search organization. competing lines in RISC target, but most of them
That puts them just
had the suitors as Euroand 68000 machines
ahead of Sun, with a
pean or Japanese firms.
28.3% share.
Virtually no one would
But it might be an earhave named the Palo
ly indication that this market is starting to Alto, Calif.-based HP as abidder: the giant
slow down, in the view of at least one anamanufacturer of integrated instrument
lyst. "This sort of consolidation is to be ex- and computer systems hasn't made amapected," says Mark Stahlman, awork-sta- jor acquisition since the 1960s, when it
tion market watcher at Sanford C. Bern- bought what is now amedical electronics
stein & Co. in New York. " Iwouldn't be
division in Waltham, Mass.
surprised to see more of it"
But at atime when hostile takeovers
A more immediate question is the direc- have become routine, HP and Apollo quition that the new Apollo, now adivision in
etly got together and pulled off adeal
HP's Workstation Group, will take. Both
unanimously endorsed by both firms'
companies design and build Motorola boards, with HP offering $476.4 million
68000-based work stations, and both have
for Apollo. The sale needs approval by
reduced-instruction-set systems as well.
the federal Securities and Exchange
Apollo, in fact, has been attempting acorCommission and stock tendering by 51%
porate revitalization with its Series 10000 of Apollo's shareholders. Assuming no
RISC-based desktop supercomputer problems crop up, the deal should be com[Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 69]. The
pleted in June or July.
high-end machine has made amajor conSince its founding in 1980, Apollo has
tribution to bolstering the Chelmsford
become known for innovative technology
company's dwindling profits and slowing and for its early recognition of the imporrevenues since it began shipping last fall
tance of distributed computing and net[Electronics, September 1988, p. 158].
working. But the hard times it has en"I can't see [ HP and Apollo] keeping
countered in recent years left the once
CHELMSFORD, MASS.

he general euphoria on both sides fol-
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preeminent company lagging behind Sun
in work-station market share.
In the aftermath of the merger announcement, top executives at both HP
and Apollo spoke glowingly of joining
forces. " Both companies are recognized
for technical innovation and high-quality
computer products, and for acommitment to the industry's move toward cooperative computing environments based
on open industry standards," says John
A. Young, HP's president and chief executive officer. For his part, Apollo chairman and CEO Thomas A. Vanderslice
says that HP's "commitment to the workstation business and to open industry
standards, its product strengths, and its
well-known concern for its people add up
to avery good fit."
Perhaps Apollo's most important contribution to the deal is its strong installed
base of more than 93,000 work stations

used by "customers who are happy with
their products and technology," says
Richard Watts, director of marketing for
HP's Computer Products Sector. Another
asset is Apollo's strong presence in electronic design automation, including the
software technology contributed by its
leading customer, Mentor Graphics Corp.
in Beaverton, Ore.
SIZE AND STABILITY. Watts also cites
Apollo's Network Computing System approach to distributed work-group computing and its RISC architecture, first introduced in the Series 10000. HP had already become alicensee for the networking software, he says, "but now we get
access to that technology ahead of everyone else." In return, Watts says, HP
lends Apollo size, stability, and financial
resources sufficient to relieve the anxieties of its customers. Some of them were
worried about Apollo's financial condition

as revenues sagged and profits shrunk or
disappeared in recent quarters. " We
think we can put customers at ease about
that," Watts says.
Most industry analysts assess the acquisition as agood one for both sides, despite the problems stemming from product-line overlaps. As for morale at Apollo,
Gallup at least sounds upbeat. He says
that the odds "are about amillion to one
that we would have been acquired by
someone as well suited to us as HP is."
But an elegiac note was sounded by
Apollo cofounder David Nelson. "From a
founder's point of view, the assimilation
of Apollo's identity into HP is somewhat
disappointing," says Nelson, who recently resigned as vice president and chief
technical officer to start his own company, Envision Systems Inc. in the Boston
area. " It's not the final chapter we all
would have written." -Lawrence Curran

MANAGEMENT

THE CHANGING STYLE AT SEMATECH
WASHINGTON

I n the weeks after the management
shakeup that left Sematech's chief operating officer, Paul Castrucci, walking
the streets of Austin, Texas, in search of
ajob, critics of the chip-manufacturing
consortium came out in full force, pointing to the incident as proof that U. S.
companies couldn't work together. But
officials both inside and outside Sematech say that's not the case at all—that
the sudden firing of Castrucci was neither acomment on Sematech's progress
nor asurprise move.
Now Sematech is on the verge of amajor management reorganization that will
probably result in amuch more active
role for chief executive officer Robert
Noyce, who joined the consortium last
summer ostensibly to play Mr. Outside to
Castrucci's Mr. Inside. In the coming
months, Sematech insiders say, Noyce
may well do away with Castrucci's position altogether, replacing the single operations officer with acorps of deputies focused on specific parts of the Sematech
puzzle, all reporting directly to the CEO.
Under the original plan, Noyce was
supposed to have been acheerleader and
politician, handling Sematech's interface
with industry and government; Castrucci
was to have run the facility day to day.
But that's not the way it turned out.
"There were too many cooks in the kitchen," Castrucci says. "[Noyce] was around
more than we expected."
The reason? Says C. Scott Kulicke, a
Sematech board member and the chairman of Kulicke & Soffa Industries Inc., a
semiconductor-equipment concern: " Bob
Noyce is too qualified to be just acheerleader. He's involved right up to his
Electronics/May 1989

with outside vendors [to develop advanced processing equipment]. It wasn't
because things weren't getting done."
But getting things done was apparently harder than it needed to be. " What
you're not looking at is the amount of effort it took to get all that work done,"
says Kulicke. " Differing management
styles are asubstantive problem."
Indeed, the problems boil down to differences in management and personal
style. Noyce, acofounder of chip giant Intel Corp., came from the free-thinking entrepreneurial environment of Silicon ValIs Sematech just too small
ley; Castrucci arrived fresh from 32 years
to support both aCEO
aloyal IBM Corp. soldier. Noyce faand achief operating officer? as
vored aparticipatory style of management, while Castrucci did things the IBM
way: assign tasks, assist where possible,
and wait for results to be reported back.
has been with Sematech since its incepFor some outside observers, Castruction in September 1987 and who has alci's departure has ominous implications.
ready put in one four-month stint as interHe is " adamned good manufacturing
im COO, says he would "have no problem
guy," says Charles Minnihan, aretired
moving back into the ranks again" if
vice president from Perkin-Elmer Corp.
that's what Noyce asks.
now working as aconsultant. "He's probMeanwhile, Castrucci says he could tell
ably started more new products than any"right from the start that the chemistry
one else in the world. This blows my
between Bob and me wasn't that good."
mind. It really sets [Sematech] back."
Nonetheless, he says he was completely
Now the day-to-day management job
surprised when Noyce called him to a
breakfast meeting March 20 and asked
falls to Hasty, who is currently working
him to quit. He says his management on signing up companies to develop the
next-generation equipment, materials,
team had met each of the goals it set in
processes, and test-chip demonstration
his first six months on the job, including
vehicles for the 0.5- and 0.35-µm phases
getting the wafer fab up and running beof Sematech's research program. That's
fore the end of March.
the line width needed to produce areason"With time, I'm sure things would have
worked themselves out," Castrucci says
ably sized 64-Mbit dynamic random-acnow. "Just look at the record. The fab got cess memory. The first of the contracts
should be awarded by early May, with
built. We ramped up the staff from 45 to
over 500 people in six months. Wafers got others coming over the rest of the spring
and summer.
-Tobias Naegele
processed. We got negotiations started

nose." Kulicke acknowledges that the Sematech management structure may not
have been the ideal choice. The fact is, he
and others say, Sematech may just be too
small to support both achief executive
and achief operating officer.
Now, with Castrucci out and Turner
Hasty, a30-year chip research veteran
from Texas Instruments Inc., acting in
his role, Noyce is expected to play with
the management structure. Hasty, who
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INTERACTIVE VIDEO

ARE MULTIMEDIA PCs AROUND THE CORNER?
M
Multimedia personal computing—the
integration of full-motion video, au-

PRINCETON, N. J.

dio, and graphics into aPC—has finally
gotten its act together. It will be playing
on an IBM Personal System/2 by early
1990. But industry watchers still see formidable hurdles in seamlessly stitching
together several technologies, including
interactive video, high-performance
graphics, high-fidelity audio, and compact-disk, read-only-memory storage.
Far from calming the waters, IBM
Corp.'s recent bombshell endorsements of
Intel Corp.'s Digital Video Interactive technology and of the CD-ROM XA audio standard are astarting gun for competitors
claiming they can solve some small piece of
the puzzle better. "The race is on," says Satish Gupta, manager of IBM's Mixed Media
Products Division in White Plains, N. Y.
"We're going to see people inventing better and better hardware."
Another hurdle is software. "The real
barrier is getting applications created
and having products that make people
think they should put [multimedia] in
their box," says Robert Gutenstein, an
analyst with Kalb, Voorhis in New York.

The ferment began in earnest March 30
with IBM's endorsements, which Big
Blue announced at the Microsoft CDROM Conference in Anaheim, Calif. For
the upcoming video-bred generation of
PC users, IBM will integrate into its PS/2
platform Intel's DVI technology for stor-

IBM's support for DVI
and a CD-ROM standard
is setting off a ripple effect

ing full-motion, full-color video on CDROM disks. DVI's key attraction is its
ability to compress bit-hungry video data
at a125: 1ratio so that more than an
hour of full-motion video can be stored on
astandard CD-ROM disk [
Electronics,
February 1989, p. 57]. For the audiophile,
IBM has endorsed the CD-ROM XA standard, sponsored by Microsoft Corp., for
storing digital audio information on the
same optical disks.
IBM's support of DVI and CD-ROM XA
means the company has finally taken the
multimedia plunge, says Linda Helger-

son, editor of CD Data Report, aFalls
Church, Va., newsletter for the CD-ROM
industry. James Cannavino, president of
IBM's Entry Systems Division, left little
doubt, she says, that the announcements
were of "equal magnitude and comparable significance" to its introduction of the
IBM Personal Computer.
There are also implications for DVI's
main competitor, the proprietary Compact Disc-Interactive standard being
pushed byPhilips International NV of the
Netherlands and Sony Corp. of Japan. By
teaming up with Intel and Microsoft,
IBM has given CD-Ithe cold shoulder.
"This is the beginning of the mutual
growth and sharing in the benefits and
rewards of an open standard," Helgerson
says, instead of "control through the insistence on aproprietary standard."
A more recent competitor—one just as
interested in open architectures as IBM
and Intel—is two-year-old Universal Vidco Communications Corp. of Irvine, Calif.
It claims to have asolution to DVI's major shortcoming. While DVI can decompress stored images in real time, the compression algorithm for coding information onto the disk is so demanding that it

DOING BUSINESS IN SINGAPORE
TAKES A BIT OF CULTIVATION.
Although the business world
of Singapore is thriving,
trying to deal with its three
distinct cultures- Chinese,
Malay and Indian- takes
acertain delicate balance

le
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LET'S HAVE A MEAL,
LET'S MAKE A DEAL. An
essential tool of business is
hospitality. Visitors are
treated to lavish entertainment before and during negotiations. It's important to
know that you're required to
return the favor. An
excellent choice for
dinner would be the

LOOK TO U.r

Domus restaurant at the
Sheraton Towers Hotel.
Tel. 737-6888
EVERYONE'S
A WINNER. Saving face
is important Singaporeans
won't tolerate losing an
argument, but they won't
let you lose face either
as they're very aware of the
pride of others. A word of
advice: call it adraw.
ARE YOU SINGLE?
Don't be surprised if
people ask you very personal questions, just

answer politely but keep
all of your own inquiries
as objective and
impersonal as
.c)pr 41191111-.2 „
possible
*)II>
NORTHWEST
411.
NOTES. On June 1st
we begin convenient
connections to Singapore
from over 200 U.S. cities.
And, in addition to our all747 fleet, we offer you
something no other U.S. airline can— the knowledge and
information that comes from
over 40 years of helping
people do business in Asia.

NORTHWEST AIRLINES

requires ahigh-end parallel-processing TRANSACTION PROCESSING
computer.
"We can do real-time compression in the
same box that's doing the playback," says
vice president John Music. Although Universal Video has publicly positioned its VP2000 video work station directly against
early 1990s, according to Mark Smith, diNEW YORK, N. Y.
DVI, athird-party developer familiar with
both systems is not so sure. While DVI proife in the financial fast lane is getting rector of financial services marketing.
Other technologies also stand to thrive
faster. Global traders in markets from
duces full-motion video at 30 frames/s, the
VP-2000 "is designed to do 10-frame/s vid- treasury bills to pork bellies have their in the push toward 24-hour global trading
eo," says David Dering, president of Amer- eyes on 24-hour operation, and the securi- services. For starters, exchanges will
need to upgrade their wide-area networkican Helix Corp., aLancaster, Pa., soft- ties and commodities exchanges that haning systems. Then too, the emerging tradware developer that used the VP-2000 in a dle the transactions are girding for fierce
er's work-station mardemonstration at the CD-ROM Confer- competition to be first
ket will become abatto deliver round-theence. VP-2000 has potential, he says, and
clock service.
American Helix wants to develop software
OLTP vendors scramble tlefield for faster,
smarter personal comtools for it. But "people like to see 15, 20,
Brokerage houses
to give traders
puters. There will even
desperately "need a
or 30 frames/s." Universal's Music claims
24- hour service
be agrowing need for
that when adjustments for flicker are way to involve ourartificial intelligence
made, viewers cannot discern the differ- selves with the markets
applications, particularall around the world
ence between 10 and 30 frames/s.
ly in object-oriented programming.
Meanwhile, Intel is filling in its soft- and pivot them around New York," says
Round-the-clock global trading will reware gap—and the acknowledged void in Joseph Macchia, vice president for communications at New York-based Liberty quire more than just upgrading equipapplications. "We're working with two
Brokerage Inc. The implications for the ment A major challenge is the conversion
companies to develop high-level authorelectronics industry have adistinctly of securities clearing and settlement sysing tools," says Bob Brannon, general
green glow, especially for systems tems from overnight batch operations to
manager of Intel's DVI operations in
Princeton. The authoring package is set houses that sell on-line transaction pro- on-line operations. "The move from 100%
batch to an on-line environment is not just
for release at the end of the third quarter cessing mainframes and minicomputers.
amatter of buying new equipment," says
and will run on Intel's 80386-based Stratus Computer Inc., a Marlboro,
Pro750 applications-development platMass.-based maker of OLTP systems, ex- Smith. "The only way to handle on-line
form. The Pro750 will ship in July, Bran- pects the exchange-automation market to settlement is relational data bases, and
they have just started to appear in on-line
non says.
Jack Shandle
grow at a40% clip each year through the

WALL STREET LOOKING TO
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
L

NORTHWEST ASIA SERIES
INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS 1-800-447-4747, U S. RESERVATIONS 1-800-225-2525
c 1989 Northwest Alt-Imes, Inc

transaction processing in the past two
years." Whether relational data bases
can handle on-line the high volumes of
data generated in securities trading remains to be seen, Smith says.
Until round-the-clock trading becomes
areality, the operation of global trading
systems will be limited. One obstacle that
stands in the way of current global trading is the difference in time zones. For
now, the problem of timely settlements is
being solved by adjusting trading hours.

For example, the American Stock Exchange altered the trading hours for its
Major Market Index when it franchised
the index to the European Options Exchange in Amsterdam. One criterion for
trading the Major Market Index is that it
must have auniform settlement, which
means trading hours in New York and
Amsterdam must coincide. Optimally,
trading would take place from 10 a.m. to
4p.m., Amsterdam time, which means 4
a.m. to 10 a.m., New York time.

Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

Daicel Chemical Industries is a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and
development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous (non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt.Our research ha:sbrought about
results:results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronicetotal system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL IN)USTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: [031507-3112 ¡Optical Memory Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile: [031593-2708
Deiced [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: [2131629-3656/3657
Deice] (
Europe] Gmbét konigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
F.R. Germany Phone 1021111341S8
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But because settlements are processed
in overnight batches in New York, the offices there are not ready to start trading
until 6a.m., so trading hours are noon to
6p.m., Amsterdam time.
Simulating the action that takes place
on the trading floor when the floor is not
open is particularly important to some exchanges, such as the Chicago Board of
Trade. The CBT trades 26 items, including
treasury bonds and notes, agricultural
futures, market indexes, and metals. It
needs asystem that provides an adequate
electronic replication of the "open outcry" system employed in the trading pits.
Existing systems match buy and sell
orders, but they don't simulate the action
of an auction, in which each bidder can
see—and hear—what the competition is
bidding. "The auction system introduces
acompetitive element as opposed to just
sitting around and waiting for amatch,"
says Michael O'Connell, assistant manager for financial products at the CBT.
sump YOUR OWN. And instead of just sitting around and waiting for asuitable
system to be developed, the CBT is putting together its own: Aurora, an electronic auction for after-hours trading.
Tandem Computers Inc. of Cupertino,
Calif., will supply the mainframes, and
Apple Computer Inc., also of Cupertino,
will supply AI work stations based on
Macintosh II personal computers with
Texas Instruments Inc.'s Micro Explorer
AI hardware and software. A prototype
of Aurora will be up and running in September, O'Connell says.
With Aurora, traders will have before
them " ascreen that replicates the pit,
with icons for each bidder along with other information, such as the size of the
contract and bid or asked price," O'Connell says. By using amouse to move the
cursor, atrader can select another trader
to deal with. Even after aselection is
made, the screen will continue to display
the contracts and prices being offered by
other traders who, if they were in the
trading pit, might be within apoint of being in the market.
Although Tandem's high-reliability,
high-speed OLTP mainframes provide
raw processing power, the key technology is TI's Micro Explorer. The system includes the Dallas-based company's Lisp
(for List-oriented programming) programming language, says John Mandell,
AI product marketing manager at TI.
The rapid system prototyping made
available by Lisp is what made the work
station attractive to the CBT. Economists
employed by the board developed aconcept of how the electronic system could
mimic trading in the pits. "Once that was
done," says Mandell, "we could prototype
it very rapidly. The idea is that you get a
program shell running very fast to tell
you what the end system is going to look
like." The prototype allows for aquick
Electronics/ May 1989

A Testbed For The Imagination

SESiworkbench
Simulation and modeling
software for designing
large, complex systems.

System complaxity...ever increasing, it requires sophisticated
tools for its management. And, as complexity increases, the costs
of flawed design decisions increase with it.
If you design...complex hardware systems, software systems,
communications systems, or VLSI circuitry, you know the
consequences of discovering asubtle flaw late in the development cycle.
What if...you had an easy to use, elegant tool that could
determine the impact of design decisions when they are made,
not weeks or months later?
Introducing...a multi-level simulation, modeling, and design
evaluation tool that will let you test your ideas, not regret them:
SES/workbench.
Call 512-474-4526, write to us
or check the reader response
card for more information.

SES

Test the design, not just the end product.
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Scientific and Engineering Software, Inc.
1301 West 25th, Suite #300, Austin, Texas 78705
Phone: 512/474-4526 Fax: 512/479-6217
See us at the Design Automation Conference in Las Vegas, June 25-29.

Winner Of Wes con's
New Products
And Technology
Achievement Award.

Toshiba PA- ST LCD modules are available in
two sizes: the 640 o 400 dot TLX-1501-C3A4
and the 640 0480 dot TLX-1551-C3A4.

At Wescon/88, our remarkable new Monochrome ST (M-ST)
Liquid Crystal Display modules earned aNew Products
and Technology Achievement Award.
Toshiba's M-ST modules offer significantly improved
black-and-white contrast for better visibility, with aunique
single-layer design that makes them 25% lighter and 15% thinner
than double-layer panels.
Toshiba's thin, light, high-contrast M-ST Liquid Crystal Display
modules — the new industry standard in LCD performance.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc., Chicago Office: One Parkway North, Suite 500, Deerfield, IL 60015-2547 Tel: 312-945-1500
North Western Office: 1220 Midas Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Tel: 408-737-9844 Eastern Area Office: 25 Mail Road, 5th Floor, Burlington, MA 01803 Tel: 617-272-4352
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scaled up by adding processors as needed
without reprogramming. A VLX with
four processors can execute 7.5 transactions/s, says Ray Villareal, Tandem's assistant to the senior vice president for
sales and marketing. Other vendors, notably Concurrent Computer, Digital
Equipment, IBM, and Stratus, are also
vying for the exchange-automation market for 24-hour global trading.
Among the qualities Villareal sees as
crucial for this market are processor modularity, the ability to place mainframes
in remote sites without on-site service,
and the ability to switch computing resources from region to region as financial
activity changes in time zones.
A second tier of requirements, says Villareal, includes maintaining data integrity, afeature that involves not just redundancy but also assuring that bad data,
when it crops up, is not passed around the
network.
Jack Shandle

evaluation of the concept, Mandell says.
"We are now in the process of filling in all
the functionality," he adds.
Key to Lisp's rapid prototyping capacity is the ability to incrementally compile
lines of new code without having to compile the entire program. Also, alibrary of
about 15,000 object-oriented subroutines
can be plugged in with ahigh probability
that they will not have to be altered.
NATURAL LANGUAGE. Finally, the ability
of Lisp to handle natural-language inputs
is critical. "You can develop similar functionality in conventional programming
languages," says Mandell, "but it's more
like writing the program in stone. If you
want to change something, you have to
chip away at acorner and run the risk of
breaking the stone."
In aanother manifestation of the need
for highly flexible, quick-change technology, the CBT is using Tandem's top-ofthe- line VLX mainframe, which can be
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HERE'S SOFTWARE TO SPEED VECTOR CREATION
BEAVERTON, ORE.

ircuit-design systems and testers have
%been integrated only very loosely up to
now. And though the start of atrend toward linking them more closely is discernible, the solutions so far have not addressed the real problem of designing for
test while designing the chip. The latest
attempt to address this problem is anew
software package from Tektronix Inc.
Some systems can now convert simulation vectors into test vectors. But the
Tekwaves package from the Beaverton
company takes the next logical step forward. While it doesn't go all the way—it
can't incorporate testing into the chip-design process—Tekwaves does provide an
efficient means of automatically creating
test vectors for adevice that has been designed. It's easier to use than most systems thanks to agraphical user interface
akin to the one on the Apple Computer
Inc. Macintosh, says Chris Pieper, verification automation manager at Tektronix.
The task facing adesign engineer is to
create enough test vectors to find any
glitches in his prototype. For atest engineer creating atest program for an integrated circuit, the job is to increase fault

The Tekwaves software from Tektronix uses waveform subroutines to create additional test
vectors; it boasts a Macintosh-lice graphical user interface

Sampling A/Ds
DATEL's video speed sampling AID converters
give superior dynamic performance, to bring
both harmonic distortion and
signal-to-noise ratios to new lows.
For complete information call 1508) 339-3000
1
l Model
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1MHz
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-71dB

13 watts

24- pin DD1P
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ADS- 132

2MHz
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-73dB

29 watts

32-pin TOE?
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ADS- 131
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4.2 watts

40- pin TD1P

5549

ADS-130

10MHz
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-69 dB

4.5 watts

40- pin TD1P
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'TM ITotai Harmonic Distortion
_

Starlights: A new fuseholder generation

«1›

Yet another innovative result of Wickmann technology. Fuseholders for 5 x 20 mm and 6,3 x 32 mm fuses feature extra
solid contact pins, compatibility with existing shock- safe fuseholders, and sealed terminals. Now everyone can afford superior circuit protection.
A mark
of safety

Postbox 2520 • D-5810 Witten6 • Te1.02302/6620 • Fax02302/66 2219
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INNOVATION AND EXCELLENCE IN PRECISION DATA ACQU4SITION
DATEL, Inc., 11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048
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Think of it as aFrame Grabber that's
big on versatility and small on cost.
The DT2853 all-purpose frame grabber.
This $1,795 frame grabber board contains all
the basic essentials for image processing. Real-time
capture and display with 512 x512 resolution and
256 gray levels. Two onboard buffers. Onboard
look-up tables. There's even an optional square
pixel version available.
There's also abroad range of software available to support the DT2853 for specific applications,
ranging from microscopy to modeling, to motion
analysis and more. IRIStutor Image Processing

Software is shipped FREE with the board.
Think of the Dr2853 as amulti-purpose
tool for real-time digital image processing on
the IBM ® F'C AT®.
Because it is.
You should also know that the DT2853
frame grabDer wins the price/performance
comparison every time. Because it gives you
more features and options for less cost.

FREE 1989 Image Processing
Handbook.

Call (508) 481-3700
In Canada, call (800) 268-0427

DATA TRANSLATION®
Workl Headquarters: Data Translation Inc, 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro MA 01752 : 192 USA. (508) 481 3700 Tit 95'646
UMW Kingdom Headquarters: Data T•anslateon Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Védkingharr, Berkshire RG11 2Q.J, U.K. 4)734) 7938381v 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation Until. Stuttgarter Stresse 66, 720 8etighiern.Bissingen, West Germany01742-54025
IMornational Sales Offices: Australia 12) 6624255; Beimum 12) 466.8199; Ganda (416) 625-1907, CNna (1) 868-721 x4017, (
408) 727-8222; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland ( 01 172144, France ( 1) 69077802. Greece ( 1) 951-4944. ( 31) 527 039 ( 1) 361 4300.
Hong Kong ( 5) 448963; India (22) 23.1040; Israel ( 3) 5401524; Italy (2) 82470.1; apan) (3) 502.5550, ( 3) 3488301, Q) 355.1111; Korea (2) 7568954; Netherands (
70)99 6360 New Zealand ( 64) 9.545313, Norway ( 2) 53 12 50. Portugal ( 1) 545313,
Singapore ( 65) 7797621; Sixth Africa (12) 8037680/93; Spain (1) 455-8112; Sweden ( 3) 761 71120; Svottterland (1) 7231410; Taiwan (
2)7020405
lRlStuaiatraderrrreiv ane Data 'rranslation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation Inc All other trademarks are the property of thee respective holders
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An advanced ASIC famili; flexibility and comprehensive technical support
help you take your ASIC project in the right direction.

OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES.

With OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES we bring it
all together, an advanced ASIC family, systemoriented flexibility and comprehensive technical
support. Oki gives you afull range of solutions.
And we do our best from start to finish to ensure
they precisely match your design objectives and
total system needs.
ASIC technology doesn't stand still
To cover today's wide range of needs, Oki has already
introduced 1.2 1a standard cells, 1.2# high-speed gate
arrays and 1.5,a Sea-of-Gates gate arrays. Because technology never stops, as the 1990s draw near Oki is readying anext-generation of CMOS ASIC families based on
advanced 0.8µ technology.
High-performance fault coverage
The ultimate test of an ASIC design is final in-product
operation. Oki is ready to help you pass that one the
first time around.
Introducing Automatic Test Generation (ATG), a
powerful system for automatic test program generation
that achieves more than 95% fault coverage with little
loss of space or performance. You'll find ATG running
on mainframes at Oki design centers.
Meeting customers more than half way
Total customer satisfaction is at the core of OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES. That's why we not only
maintain large teams of field engineers, but staff and
operate design centers across the U.S., Europe, Asia and
Japan. Oki provides total project assistance, from ASIC
design, testing, packaging and manufacturing to system
components and modules. And, of course, technology
assistance is available at any development stage.
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
7-5-25 Nishishinjuku,Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160, Japan
MITel:3-5386-8100•Fax:3-5386 -8110
IIITelex:J27662 OKIDENED
Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstr. 2, D-4040 Neuss 1,
West Germany
3Tel:2101-15960 • Fax:2101-103539
IIITelex:8517427 OKI D

Oki Semiconductor Group
785 North Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086, U.S.A.
1'Tel:408-720-1900B Fax:408-720-1918
II1Telex:296687 OKI SUVL
Oki Electronics (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Suite 1804-4, Tower 1
China, Hong Kong City, 33 Canton Road.
1ST. KLN, Hong Kong
• Te1:3-7362336 • Fax:3-7362395
MTelex:45999 OKI HK HX
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OKI
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan

coverage from the 65% typically achieved
with design vectors from asimulator up
to the 95% required to assure adequate
testing. Historically, both designer and
test engineer have had to resort to typing
in test vectors manually, along, tedious,
and error-prone process. Most stimulus
creation today is still done in this manner.
Tekwaves provides amore effective
way of creating these extra vectors with
waveform subroutines. To produce asubroutine, the designer, using aTTL data
book or application-specific IC, describes
awaveform for each pin of adevice being
tested. An IC typically has signals such
as chip select, clock, read/write line, and
address latch enable. Each signal must
occur at acertain point in time. With Tekwaves, the designer creates waveform
subroutines for each signal; the software
will then replicate the waveform just as a
signal generator would.
Once the user has written subroutines
for every pin of the device, he has atime
set, or frame, of signals. Each of these
frames—or individual signals within a
frame—can be "cut and pasted" into the
frame for another device.
Also, Tekwaves brings some new capability to the task of turning simulation
vectors into test vectors. Like other tools
available, Tekwaves acquires vectors
from simulators from GenRad Inc., Mentor Graphics Corp., and other vendors
and converts them into waveforms. "Tek-

waves knows the characteristic of the final tester, minimum pulse width, maximum cycle length, edge-placement accuracy, and so on," says Bob Turner, senior
software engineer at Tektronix.
The program identifies by time and signal name all the points in the data where
atester violation has occurred, and presents them in text form in awindow. As

The Tektronix package
is an attempt to link
test and circuit design

the designer looks at the waveforms on
the screen, he can see where the errors
have occurred. To eliminate the error,
which might be awaveform edge in the
wrong place, for example, the designer
simply points to the edge with amouse
controller and moves it. The waveform
data base is automatically revised to incorporate the change.
Once the vector errors are fixed, the
software automatically creates atest program. For test systems that Tekwaves
does not support, the designer simply
wires together several icons on the
screen and the software does the rest.
Tekwaves is available now for $5,000.
The package runs on Apollo Computer
Inc. work stations under avariety of

graphic environments, such as X Windows. It can handle simulation files from
Cadat's HHB, Daisy Systems' VLAIF,
GenRad's Hilo, Mentor's Quicicsim, Teradyne's Lasar, and Valid Logic Systems'
SIM simulators. The system produces
test programs automatically for Tektronix' LV-500 ASIC Verifier; support for
other testers will follow.
Tektronix is not alone in seeking solutions to the design-test dilemma. Systems
from Asix Systems Corp. of Fremont,
Calif., and Daisy Systems Corp. of Mountain View, Calif., can convert simulation
vectors into test vectors, providing asolution for aspecific set of hardware.
But one major competitor to Tekwaves
that serves multiple simulators and test
systems is PBridge from Test System
Strategies Inc., aBeaverton neighbor of
Tektronix. It has the current advantage of
automatically creating tester-specific test
programs for awide variety of testers.
Though Tektronix executives concede the
broader support, they point out that the
TSSI tool does not have graphical editing of
the waveform and, at $20,000 plus $15,000
for required software, it's much more expensive than Tekwaves.
Finally, one other software product
that addresses the testing problem much
earlier in the design cycle than any of the
competitors is the Test Assistant from
VLSI Technology Inc. in San Jose (see
p. 116).
Jonah McLeod

SHOWS

AT THE CICC, THE ACCENT IS ON ANALOG
SAN DIEGO
At
the

professional meetings attended
V I) \electronics-industry movers and
shakers, the Custom Integrated Circuits
Conference is the most accurate reflection
of the preoccupations of original-equipment manufacturers and system designers. Most other IC conferences are technology-driven, motivated by the eagerness of
chip designers and process engineers to
show what they can do in terms of performance, density, and functionality.
USER DRIVEN. But the CICC is, by and
large, user- and customer-driven. Historically, many of the custom and semicust,om
circuits described at the annual clambake
have been developed, designed, and—in the
case of large vertically integrated OEMs—
made by the users themselves. And the
computer-assisted-design tools and methodologies described also mirror the concerns of OEMs and their systems designers as they assess the continuing trend toward higher speed and greater integration.
So OEMs are looking with great interest at this year's CICC, being held this
month in San Diego, where three things
are on everyone's mind: analog, analog,
and analog. Of the 185 session papers, tu52

torials, and panel topics, 43% are devoted
to analog or mixed analog/digital design,
fabrication, and simulation.
Many papers reflect aconcern with
how to integrate analog and digital functions on the same chip, with higher density. Equally important is the development
of design tools that simplify the process
of analog design, making it as easy and
automatic as digital. There is also afocus
on improving the processing of analog
and mixed analog and digital circuits in
CMOS, bipolar, and biCMOS technologies.
With biCMOS in particular, attention is
being paid to processes that give users
the power savings and density of CMOS
plus the speed and enhanced linear performance of bipolar.
Why all the interest in analog? As the
level of chip integration increases, designers and users are bumping up
against an incontrovertible fact of life:
the real world is analog. And the industry
is aware of the need to address the issue
of interfacing to the real world, according
to Britain's Marconi Electronic Devices
Ltd.'s IC Division. But for all the talk
about its importance, there is little solid
information about the functions needed.

To repair that omission, Marconi surveyed industrial-system designers and
OEMs and came up with aCMOS-based
set of analog functions that are compatible with the traditional double-level-metal
interconnect approach used in digital
gate arrays. It differs from the traditional analog tile-cell approach in that the array has no special areas set aside for specific analog functions. Also, it incorporates process features that can be used
with equal advantage by both analog and
digital designs.
Such simplification of analog design is
being addressed on several fronts. One of
the most ambitious is adesign-automation system for analog circuits based on
the oxymoronic concept of fuzzy logic
and developed at the University of Tokushima in Japan. Rather than requiring
the designer to develop adesign completely by hand, the aim is asystem that
deduces automatically the optimum circuit values of an analog IC quickly and
accurately. The system consists of adesign program, acircuit simulator, and a
fuzzy-logic rule base that is used to evaluate the suitability of agiven circuit.
Here's how it works: the designer enElectronIcs/May 1989
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The Intel Recommended
Cache Design In 5Chips
Now you can replace 27 ICs
with only 5chips using our new
CacheRAMTm, the
386/82385
IDT 71586. You can
CLOCK FREQ.
save two-thirds of
16MHz
your board space
20MHz
and reduce power
consumption by a
25MHz
third. The IDT 71586
33MHz
makes the ideal 2-set
associative, 32 K byte
cache. Optimized for Intel's 82385
cache controller, the IDT 71586
matches 33MHz I
nt
el803S6TM
designs with its 25ns access time.

Big Savings In Board
Space
With on-board address latches
and byte enables, the IDT 71586
eliminates extra transceivers and
latches in your design. Each
CacheRAM's 8K byte capacity
replaces four 2K byte SRAMs and
lets you save at least 4square

St.>
101 71586
Cacbeillffl -

inches of critical board space. All
because it's designed specifically
for high-speed Inte1386Tm / 82385
caches. Fewer chips also means
lower power
IDT 71586
requirements —
SPEED
typically less than 1.5
55
watts for 32K bytes of
45
data storage.
35
25

Speed Upgrades
For 33MHz
Processors

Forget about cache
redesigns when your CPU clock
speeds up to 33MHz. The
IDT 71586 has been designed to
provide aclean upgrade path to
higher speed microprocessors. Just
plug in the 25ns version of the
IDT 71586 and take advantage of
the 30 percent added performance.
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For more information, including
pricing, call our toll-free hotline:
800-544-SRAM.
Ask for your free copy of our
1989 IDT Data Book Supplement
that's loaded with up-to-date
information on all our high
performance CMOS products. It
has the information you need
about SRAMs, FIF0s, Dual-Ports,
RISC Processors, BiCMOS ECLI / 0 RAMs, CMOS FCT/FCTA
Logic, Modules and more.
Integrated Device Technology,
3236 Scott Blvd., PO Box 58015,
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015.
When cost-effective performance counts

You Can Count On Us
Discover how our CacheRAM
can give your system a
performance edge. Call your IDT
distributor for immediate delivery.

CacheRAM is atrademark of Integrated Device Technology.
InteI80386lm and Inte1386Tm are trademarks of Intel Corp.
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Featured at
SEMICON West ' 89!
Total synchronization of analog and digital worlds.
Reliability and repeatability second-to- none. All
standard features of the Advantest 17341. No more
FFT processing leakage phenomenon, either.
Uses DSP to minimize device-testing overhead
while providing shorter data transfer times. Tests
ISDN, LAN as well as ADCs, DACs, Bi-CMOS,
160M Hz AC and 40/80 MHz digital devices.
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Spend ten minutes at the Advantest booth
and go beyond VLSI testing.
Enter the world of Advantest Test Systems. A
world combining the best of VLSI, memory, burnin and E- beam test systems. A world of absolute
system timing accuracy. High quality and reliability. And the most efficient system architecture
available today.
Advantest's mature software and system integration, along with complete training and support,
puts you in the most sophisticated, trouble-free
testing environment in the world. And here's your
chance to see it all!
Also see these Advantest test systems!
•T5362 Memory Test System and M3841A
Handler— high quality 60/120MHz RAM testing
lets you keep up with tomorrow's megabitmemories. Dual timing generator/dual pattern
generator. Test up to 32 DRAMs.
•E1231 E- Beam Test System — stand-alone test
system is ideal for integration with existing CAD
systems. Provides accurate waveform readings
on sub- pm lines and can be equipped either with
MS-DOS or UNIX operating systems. Patented
electron optics and precision electronics ( beam
focused to 0.1 pm at > 1nA current).

•T3344 VLSI Test System— Configures up to
256 I/O pins for 40/80 MHz high-throughput
testing and evaluation of ASICs and gates.
High-speed 64-Kword pattern generation for
maximum flexibility ( store even deeper test vectors generated by CADs with optional 64-Mbyte
memory buffer).
•B2190 Burn- in Test System—on-line test monitoring of over 1200 device outputs per board on
complex VLSI/ULSI devices like AISCs, microprocessors, peripherals. Eight burn-in positions
in up to four electrical zones. 1280 lines per BIB.
Stimulates device and all pins within device to
create actual environments.
Stop by the Advantest booths in Pavilion 1 at
SEMICON West ' 89 on May 22-25.

ADVANTEST
Advantest America, Inc.
300 Knightsbridge Parkway • Lincolnshire. IL 60069
312-634-2552
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with special matching requirements, such
ters the required specifications, and the
system creates and simulates adraft de- as differential pairs, matched switches,
sign with aknown configuration. Then a and large folded devices. Anagram places
these blocks using an annealing algoperformance-suitability level is derived
rithm and then routes them using anovel
using the fuzzy-logic rule base. If the
specs are not met, the rule base is modi- analog scheme that models noisy and sensitive wiring, crosstalk, shielding, and
fied until they are, on the known design.
ground loops. Anagram has laid out avaThe debugged rule base is then used to
riety of Oasys-synthesized op amps and
design and simulate the new circuit. The
loop is repeated for each of the specifica- comparators with what the researchers
tions until all are met within the design- describe as good accuracy—within 10% in
most cases—considering the simplified
er's predetermined limits.
device models used.
SIMPUFY DESIOM Taking another path to
To bring automated analog design into
analog design simplification, researchers at
the range of the average designer, anew
General Electric Co.'s corporate research
CAD methodology, called Liberty, has been
and development center in Schenectady,
developed by Custom Arrays Corp. It can
N. Y., have devised afloor-planning algobe implemented on alow-cost work station,
rithm strictly for analog circuits. Although
much like digital design. The Sunnyvale,
several such techniques have been proCalif., company's package consists of five
posed in the past, all have had the unfortumodules: aschematic design-entry packnate byproduct of lengthening the design
age, aSpice simulator, an interactive symcycle. But the GE method, based on the
bolic layout-design editor, amask-pattern
standard leaf-cell approach used in many
of the digital methodologies, simplifies de generator, and aproprietary logic-verification routine called Decoras, which supports
sign and reduces design time as well.
design-rule and electriUnlike the standard
cal-connectivity checking
leaf-cell approach, in
which sensitive and inOEMs are bumping up plus post-layout netlist
sensitive sides of each against afact of life: the extraction and schematic
back annotation.
leaf are adjacent to one
real world is analog
Still, as important as
another, the analog leaf
automating the analog
cells are arranged so
portion of adesign is, it
that the sensitive sides
are adjacent. This serves to form sensi- comes to naught if it can't be merged at
tive and insensitive channels. The sensi- the chip level with the digital portion. But
tive are used for analog signal and power design of analog and mixed-mode analog/
digital application-specific ICs has lagged
routing and the insensitive for digital.
behind pure digital.
Researchers at Carnegie-Mellon UniFor one thing, analog performance is
versity in Pittsburgh are taking an even
much more sensitive to the manufacturmore comprehensive approach to the
ing process, says Edmund Chung, areproblem. Scientists in the department of
searcher at Silicon Compiler Systems
electrical and computer engineering have
Corp. in San Jose, Calif. Then too, modelcreated adesign system called Acacia
ing analog circuits requires much greater
that automates the entire design path
accuracy than digital. Unlike digital
from specification to silicon for critical
ASICs, semicustom analog designs need
analog modules. Its proprietary interface
allows analog designers to explore vari- elaborate characterization of the analog
cells and frequent layout tweaking.
ous circuit trade-offs automatically.
One approach to this problem comes
Two of Acacia's most important compofrom researchers at IMP Europe Ltd. in
nents are tools called Oasys and AnaSwindon, UK. It makes use of so-called
gram. Oasys provides ageneral framework for hierarchical synthesis of circuit personalized cells, which are introduced
schematics from performance and pro- to fit the specific needs of adesign. Also
factored in are layout-dependent circuit
cess specifications; it's also asynthesis
features that locate crosstalk, analog and
tool incorporating knowledge of CMOS
operational-amplifier and comparator de digital noise, parasitic resistance, supply
sign. At any level in the hierarchy, aset buses, and grounding.
Meanwhile, from the IC Design Center
of block-diagram topologies is available,
and heuristics are used to select the best at the University of Hawaii comes atechapproach. Oasys then employs approxi- nique for constructing analog cells to be
used in mixed analog/digital designs
mate analytical equations to refine the
block specifications into specs. It also in- based on atechnique reminiscent of the
spreadsheet programs used in business.
corporates algorithms for automatically
Applicable to both CMOS and biCMOS
generating schematic drawings.
and scalable to below 1gm, the technique
The second tool, Anagram, transforms
device-level schematics into mask geome- is based on the tiling of modules using an
internally designed layout editor. The editry and operates like adigital macrocell
tor incorporates ageneric layout rule set
place-and-route system. The macrocells
can be individual devices, such as transis- that allows conversion between different
mask rules and includes rules for two laytors and capacitors, or groups of devices
Electronlcs/May
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PICO

transformers
small size
...big specs
4
1`

Lai&
• size variations cf .
25" dia. x
.25" to .
75" dia. x82" ht.
• MIL- T- 27E (PICO is QPL source)
• 20Hz —250KHz
•pulse applications . 05µs to 100ps
•prim. and sec. impedances
2ohms to 250K ohms
•power to 3 watts
• inductors to 80 henries
• plug-in construction, surface
mount, or flying leads
• extreme resistance to thermal
shock MIL- STD- 202F, method
107(25 cycles). Special designs
for 300 cycles.
Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N MacOuesten Pkwy. MI. Vernon. N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free

800-431-1064

IN NEW YORK CALL

914-699-5514

PICO also manilidulùlda UVer 500
standard DC- GC Converters and over
2500 Miniature Transformers
and Inductors.
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ers of polysilicon and for npn devices.
In this generic scheme, the first-layer
metal always runs vertically within a
module and is used to strap active contacts; second-level metal always runs horizontally between modules and is used,
together with selective placement of vias,
for interconnect. Since gates run vertically, gate width can be increased simply by
adding modules in parallel. A spreadsheet-like program then performs various "what-if" analyses of different design alternatives, with the software calculating circuit specifications directly.
When the design is complete, the
spreadsheet produces code to generate
the layout using atiling program. It also
generates aSpice netlist, including parasitics, which checks the predicted performance. Used in several outside projects
for industry, the new technique, the researchers say, resulted in the redesign of
an existing op-amp cell library with 10%
to 20% area savings.
A development that could lead to an industry-wide rethinking of the problem of
mixed-mode simulation is iSPLICE3 from
the Coordinated Science Laboratory in
Urbana, Ill. Mixed-mode simulators let
the designer trade off simulation accuracy for speed by representing different
parts of the same circuit at different levels of abstraction and combining them
into one simulation.
The iSPIICE3 program has anumber of
novel features. In the de solution, for example, it uses atechnique that is four to
five times faster than the standard Newton
approach on digital circuits. The circuit is
first solved at time zero using switch-level
simulation and logic simulation to derive
the initial conditions at each node. Then the
Newton method is applied. Since the Newton method relies on an initial guess being
close enough to the eventual solution to
guarantee convergence, using switch-level
logic on initialization makes the de solution
more reliable.
SPICE INTERFACE. The company has also
developed aunique interactive Spice interface with aschematic-entry capability
and graphical display of simulation results. Using this tool, schematic designs
may be entered, edited, and thoroughly
analyzed within acommon front end. In
the simulation of anumber of circuits,
such as dynamic random-access memories, phase-locked loops, and analog-todigital converters, it nets atenfold speed
increase over Spice implementations.
At the process- and circuit-design level,
the problem of mixed analog/digital designs is being approached from three directions: CMOS, bipolar emitter-coupled
logic, and biCMOS.
Most significantly, researchers at
AT&T Bell Laboratories in Allentown,
Pa., have developed a 0.6-gm analog
CMOS technology that allows designers
to add many analog functions to adigital
56

Custom Arrays' Liberty CAD system brings automated analog design within reach of the
average designer, since it can be implemented on alow-cost work station like digital packages.

technology without any appreciable
change in the basic properties of the transistors. The resulting technology is suitable for applications requiring switchedcapacitor filters, successive-approximation data conversion, and other combined
analog and digital functions, according to
the researchers.
The process is amodular enhancement
of afifth-generation twin-tub technology
process developed for digital applications.

Systems to simplify
analog design abound; one
relies or fuzzy logic

Most of the additional analog processing
occurs after the growth of asacrificial
gate oxide: amask to block athresholdadjustment implant from the low threshold n-channel devices, with asecond one
to allow alarger implant going into just
the low-threshold p-channel devices. A capacitor bottom plate is built from adoped
amorphous silicon layer; after patterning,
the film is oxidized during the gate oxidation to form adouble-poly capacitor.
At the high-speed ECL end of the spectrum, Applied Micro Circuits Corp. of San
Diego and LTX Corp. of San Jose have developed aseinieustom array that combines 100-ps digital speeds with highspeed RAM and precision analog performance. Based on a14GHz trench-isolated
bipolar process, the new circuit, the
Q20D080, combines a1,024-transistor analog section with an 8,000-gate digital section and aRAM block organized as two
1,280-bit arrays.
Also garnering much attention are the
bipolar/CMOS offerings, as much for
their potential in mixed analog/digital ap-

plications as for their speed and density
advantages. Examples come from Hitachi, NEC, Stanford University, the Technical University of Nova Scotia, Texas Instruments, and Toshiba.
Traditional switched capacitors have
been limited to CMOS analog designs and
lower performance ranges, well under 1
MHz. To push into megahertz range, the
Nova Scotia group has built npn bipolar
junction transistors on the same substrate with n-MOS and p-MOS devices using ap-well CMOS technology.
At Japan's NEC Corp., researchers in
Kanagawa have developed avertical pnp
triple-diffused transistor to a2-gm digital
CMOS process. Measured unity-gain frequency in asingle-supply op amp is 32
MHz, five times better than when amore
traditional lateral pnp transistor is used.
The speed, density, and power advantages of biCMOS are not being ignored at
this conference. One of the most aggressive designs comes from Tokyo's Hitachi
Ltd., a0.5-gm channelless gate array
with an average gate-delay time of 220
ps, twice as fast as that of CMOS with
similar capacitive loading. This speed is
only slightly slower than bipolar ECL, but
the power dissipation is about one tenth.
The Hitachi scientists have built a54,000gate array without dedicated routing areas. Using more conservative 1.2-gm design rules, NEC's biCMOS gate-array
family is capable of 270-ps gate delays
with densities up to 24,000 gates.
With a 0.8-gm CMOS process only
slightly less aggressive than Hitachi's,
Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas has
been able to achieve much higher densities—up to 100,000 gates or more. In exchange for the density boost, the TI offering sacrifices some gate delay, about 360
ps, making it 30% slower than the Hitachi
array.
-Bernard C. Cole
Electronics/May 1989
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Next-generation analog:
Advanced Linear ICs
A new breed of linear chips, born of leadership processing at
Texas Instruments, can help you design superperformance systems.

T

he human brain has separate
but dependent left and right sides.
Similarly, an electronic "brain" or
system has separate but dependent
parts, one digital, one analog. Designers accustomed to the spectacular performance gains made in
digital chips are now demanding
comparable improvements in
analog devices so that both parts of
their systems can function to full
potential. Leading the analog evolution: Advanced Linear circuits
from Texas Instruments.
These new chips are called
advanced for one or more reasons.
They are more highly integrated
than ever before, often combining
digital and analog functions on a
single chip. They offer higher performance and greater flexibility.

Sophisticated design and simulation tools shorten development cycles of TI's Advanced Linear
ICs, helping you get to marker faster. By using these tools, TI can offer as standard circuits many
designs that previously would have had to have been customized.

They are often the result of
advanced processing that may
merge two or more technologies.

Better parameters
from better processing
Because advanced analog system
requirements for performance and
flexibility vary greatly, asingle
workhorse technology typically
can't do the job any longer. Nor
can creative circuit designs alone.
We at TI are convinced the key to
driving the linear evolution lies in
the excellence of our processing
technologies.
TI is committed to developing
and implementing arange of leadership wafer-fabrication processes (
see
descriptions on back page). The

result: TI's Advanced Linear
devices are already helping system
designers link digital brains to
advanced analog worlds more efficiently and with greater ease in
many applications. Here are afew
examples.

Advanced Linear:
Displaying greater brilliance
Out of our pacesetting LinEPIC"
processing comes our high-performance Color Video Palette, operating at 125 MHz with avery highresolution 1024 x1024 pixel count.
Because of one-micron CMOS
processing, power consumption is
reduced more than 40% compared
to other CMOS implementations.
Additionally, the device is pack-
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...the key to driving
the linear evolution lies
in the excellence of
processing technologies.
aged in reliable, economical plastic.
LinEPIC has also produced such
high-speed, high-density interface
chips as our Flash AID and our
Video DAC for use in graphics displays, imaging systems, monitors,

chips are ideal for use in automotive antilock braking systems,
electronic transmissions, and active
suspension systems.
Either technology can produce devices with low-side drive, high- side

to design with—it is available in
our LinASIC" cell library for
integration with digital ASICs.
A new family of Analog Interface Circuits ( AICs) is emerging
from our Advanced LinCMOS"
processing. The voice-band AICs,
designed for modems and fax equipment, combine high-performance
analog functions- 14-bit A/D and
D/A converters and switched
capacitor filters—with digital
functions such as control circuitry,
program registers, and DSP interface. The usual clutter of resistors,
capacitors, and pots is eliminated.
High-speed AICs are available
for use in servo controllers and
hard-disk-drive applications.
These AICs are also high-performance members of our LinAS1C
standard-cell library. Based on TI's
proven digital ASIC methodologies, the LinASIC library has
allowed us to develop complex,
semicustom chips in as little as
16 weeks.

Advanced Linear: Boosting
instrumentation accuracy

High-density Analog Interface Circuit chips demonstrate the greater integration achieved by TI's
innovative linear processing technologies. These USP interfaces allow you to alter circuit configuration under software contn,1 without external irjustments.

and cameras. Both devices require
about five times less power than
bipolar equivalents.

Advanced Linear: Intelligent
power for every car
Chips fabricated with our Power
DMOS-based BIDFET" processing
are replacing electromechanical
relays in many automotive applications, such as driving headlamps
and motors. Power BIDFET allows
us to minimize power loss in the
switch and add high-complexity
logic functions.
Multi-EPI bipolar processing, a
very cost-effective technology, is
used to produce chips having
inherent reverse battery protection
and high operating voltages. Such

drive, or H- bridge configurations.
In the future, these developments
may lead to multiplexed systems
for cars, replacing bulky wiring
harnesses.

Advanced Linear: Enhancing
modems and facsimiles
TI's dual driver/receiver is agood
example of the integration
achieved with advanced processing
technologies. LinBiCMOS"
processing has enabled us to put
the drivers and receivers needed for
RS- 232 voltage levels on the same
chip with the charge pump
required to generate the necessary
split rails from asingle 5-V supply.
You eliminate external power supplies and get adevice that's easier

Even one of the most basic analog
building blocks, the operational
amplifier, is benefiting from TI's
Advanced Linear technologies.
Our Excalibur op amp family combines low power consumption with
a5X speed improvement while
retaining low offset voltages. Offsetvoltage drift has been cut from
300 µV to 60 µV to reduce your
calibration, test, and measurement
expenses.
For high-accuracy applications,
Advanced LinCMOS is making
possible Chopper Stabilized Op
Amps with chopping frequencies
10 times higher than previously
available ( 10 kHz). Noise levels are
the lowest on the market.
The evolution in analog devices
has only begun. Dramatic progress
lies ahead throughout the 1990s.
As the Advanced Linear leader,
Texas Instruments is pledged to
remain at the forefront, supplying
you with new ways to link digital
brains to advanced analog worlds.
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PERVASIVENESS OF ANALOG FUNCTIONS IN ASICs BY 1990
Circuits combining analog functions with digital logic will soon be widespread in ASIC chip
designs. TI is takng aleadership role y. ir
development of its LinASIC methodology.

Checkpoints for choosing an analog
supplier in the 1990s.
Questions and answers with Pin Engillxis, Vice President, Semiconductor Group,
and Manager, Linear Products, Texas Instruments Incoprated.
Q. What is the first thing to look
for in choosing alinear supplier?
A. Product performance is definitely the first priority. Our customers
are asking for ever-increasing linear
device performance. At TI, we
believe creative circuit designs
alone won't meet the challenge.
Advanced process technologies—
note the plural—are becoming ; he
keys to success in linear device
performance of the '90s.
Q. What else should adesigner
look for?
A. Whether or not the supplier has
experience with digital as well as
analog devices. These two worlds
are merging (
see chart above). Functions once performed by analog are
now done digitally, and agrowing
percentage of our Advanced Linear
devices combines analog and digital circuitry on one chip.
At TI, we've leveraged our 30
years of digital expertise into the
development of our Advanced
Linear products and processing
with highly satisfactory success.
This has been especially noticeable
with our LinASIC methodology.
Q. Do you expect ASICs to play a
major role in your linear future?
A. Very definitely, as they already
do today. Cell-based designs will be
the rule in both user-specified functions and highly integrated stan-

dard products. Digital .ASIC
methodologies are also the key to
cutting system design cycles. As our
digital experience proves, suppliers
who have advanced process technologies and fast, accurate designautomation tools will be the best
equipped to deliver single-chip
solutions.
Today, we Irave customers doing
their own LinASIC designs using
our advanced processes and design.
automation tools.
Q. What role does manufacturing
capability play in picking a
supplier?
A. It is always afactor, and the
need for efficient worldwide
manufacturing facilities such as TI
has in place will become even more
important. Today's semiconductor
market is global in nature. You
can't serve worldwide customers
from asingle plant—you have to be
"multilocal." This is particularly
true with ASICs.
Q. Any other important factors?
A. Yes, I'd suggest that, in choosing
alinear supplier, the designer find
one he can live with for along
time. Close supplier-customer
relationships are essential to the
development of products that will
provide the highest performance
and lowest cost systems.
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TI's Leadership Linear
Processing Technologies
LinBiCMOS—Combines Advanced LinCMOS, digital ASIC
CMOS, and up to 30-V bipolar
technologies to allow the integration of digital and analog standard
cells and handcrafted analog
components on amonolithic chip.
LinEPIC—One-micron CMOS
double- level metal, double- level
polysilicon technology which adds
highly integrated, high-speed
analog to the high-performance
digital EPIC process.
Advanced LinCMOS—An
N-well, silicon-gate, double- level
polysilicon process featuring improved resistor and capacitor structures and having three-micron
minimum feature sizes.
Power BIDFET—Merges standard linear bipolar, CMOS, and
DMOS processes and allows integration of digital control circuitry
and high-power outputs on one
chip. Primarily used for circuits
handling more than 100 V at currents up to 10 A.
Multi-EPI Bipolar—A very costeffective technology that utilizes
multiple epitaxial layers instead of
multiple diffusion steps to reduce
mask steps by more than 40%.
Used to produce intelligent power
devices that can handle loads as
high as 20 A and voltages in excess
of 100 V.
Excalibur—A true, single- level
poly, single-level metal, junctionisolated, complementary bipolar
process developed for high-speed,
high-precision analog circuits
providing the most stable op amp
performance available today.
Our just-published Advanced Linear
Circuits brochure examines more fully
the changes taking place in analog system design and their impact on linear
devices. The brochure also describes
TI's leadership processing technologies
and explains the performance improvements that result. For your copy, call
1-800-232-3200, ext. 3407, today.
T' Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated
© 1989 TI
08-8459
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
DARPA SEEKS TERA—OPS SPEED FROM REVAMPED STRATEGIC COMPUTING PROGRAM ...

Tindustry proposals designed to guide its Strategic Computing Program into
he Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is now sorting through

the next generation of computer performance. We are in the process of
redirecting [the program] toward anew set of goals," says Darpa's outgoing
director, Raymond Colladay, who is leaving this month to join industry. He
says Darpa has " achieved the kinds of goals we set out to get five years
ago" —namely, massively parallel computer designs based on standard microprocessor architectures and capable of 10 billion instructions/s. Now the
agency is seeking to up the ante still further, targeting more advanced microprocessor technology, three-dimensional chip-packaging techniques, highspeed gallium arsenide digital circuits, and optical interconnects—all with the
aim of getting acomputer that runs atrillion operations/s. In conjunction with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, it's also going after a
nationwide distributed computing network with data rates in excess of 1
gigabit/s. "We think we realistically can achieve these goals by the mid1990s," Colladay says. Key to the effort will be advanced chip and packaging
technologies designed to squeeze the maximum computing punch into the
smallest space. Hoping to boost the intelligence quotients of future missiles,
aircraft, ships, and portable battlefield equipment, Colladay says, "We're
shooting to get gigaflops performance in asoup-can-like volume."
D
... AND FUNDS INTEL TO DESIGN 2,000— PROCESSOR COMPUTER BASED ON i860

TCray

he goal: a massively parallel computer that's 2,000 times faster than a
1supercomputer yet as simple to use as today's technical work
stations. The trick: a massively parallel architecture linking 2,000 of Intel
Corp.'s most advanced microprocessors, including the fast-as-a-Cray i860
[Electronics, March 1989, p. 25]. Afull configuration, Intel says, will be capable of running 128 billion 64-bit floating point operations/s. The Santa Clara,
Calif., company expects to spend $27.5 million on the project, to be called
Touchstone, over the next three years, of which Darpa will contribute $7.6 million. Development will focus on system software to harness the powerful
Touchstone computer; a high-speed communications network to tie all the
processors together and distribute data at speeds over 100 Mbytes/s; and
advanced packaging technology that will allow the prototype machine, which
is due in 1991, to operate in an air-cooled environment, rather than the liquidcooled environments used for today's most advanced supercomputers.
D
AT THE HEART OF SOIS ANTIBALLISTIC MISSILES LIE THE GUTS OF A PC
that powers an experimental antimissile weapon now
Theundermicroprocessor
development for the Strategic Defense Initiative is the same one that

runs many top-of-the-line desktop computers: Intel Corp.'s 80386. That chip,
surrounded by aset of semicustom gate arrays built with Very High Speed Integrated Circuit technology, enables the Light-weight Exo-Atmospheric Vehicle
developed by Hughes Aircraft Co. to process more than 100 images/s and
track down asoaring nuc'ear missile, says Mick Blackledge, assistant director
for interceptors and command control at the SDI organization in the Pentagon.
The unit receives the images from amercury-cadmium-telluride infrared focalplane array with 128-by- 128-pixel resolution. The Hughes projectile's intelligence comes from an 80386-based CPU that can calculate 4.2 million instructions/s at a sizzling 300- MHz clock rate. What's more, all that computing
power fits into a1-kg package. That's 6.3 kg lighter than the data-processing
module inside the Advanced Medium- Range Air-to-Air Missile—and six times
as fast. The next step? Shrinking the processor board to an even smaller 0.3
kg and forging the circuitry in radiation-hardened silicon.
D
Electronics / May 1989
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
MIMIC SCORES ITS FIRST INSERTION: THE HARM MISSILE...
Texas Instruments Inc. is building advanced monolithic amplifiers into its
iHigh- Speed Anti Radiation Missile, marking the first application of technology developed under the Pentagon's Microwave and Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits Program. The eight amps, fabricated in gallium arsenide by one of
four Mimic teams, a TI- Raytheon Co. joint venture, replace hybrid devices that
were included in the HARM's original design. The result is a " part-count reduction that's a factor of four fewer parts and interconnects," says Dave
McQuiddy, TI's Mimic program manager. That translates into a two- to tenfold
reliability improvement, he adds. It also means savings: hybrid yields are low,
and when parts don't meet rigorous performance specifications, they have to
be manually tuned, which dramatically increases labor and cost. The new
monolithic devices, however, sport very good first- pass yields, McQuiddy
says; and since wire bonding and rework are eliminated, manufacturing costs
are one half to one quarter what they were for the hybrids.
D

... AND SEEMS TO BE OFF TO A FASTER START THAN VHSIC

T

he effort to develop a set of monolithic amplifiers to replace the hybrid
components in the HARM missile predates the Pentagon's Mimic program
by at least a year, but it underscores how Mimic program managers learned
from mistakes made in the Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program.
Unlike their VHSIC counterparts, Mimic contractors were required to closely
tie their efforts to ongoing weapons-system development from the start, so
that the Defense Department's $ 230 million investment in Mimic technology
over the next three to four years could be leveraged as quickly as possible.
As a result, while VHSIC contractors are still struggling to find programs interested in their wares, Mimic technology is taking an express route into systems. Without Mimic, " I'm not so sure we'd be this far along with the HARM,"
says Dave McQuiddy, Texas Instruments Inc.'s Mimic program manager. The
program helped TI " work through all of the wickets" in the technologyinsertion process much faster, he says. Most VHSIC parts, by contrast, were
generic technology test vehicles that never found their way into real systems.
"It looks like our market penetration will happen much faster than was the
case with VHSIC," says Eliot Cohen, the Mimic program manager at the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. The Air Force's Anti MediumRange Air-to-Air Missile program and the Navy's Global Positioning Satellite
project are likely to join the Mimic bandwagon shortly.
D

BAD TIMES IN THE DEFENSE INDUSTRY ARE GETTING WORSE

D

efense electronics companies aren't doing enough to help themselves in a
hotly competitive and shrinking market, industry insiders say. While the
Justice Department is making hay with its ongoing Pentagon procurement investigation and Congress is continuing to threaten defense industry players
with tighter restrictions, most defense companies are just rolling over and
playing dead, says Anthony Battista, who resigned as head of the House
Armed Services Committee staff 18 months ago to become a consultant. The
industry, he says, is too worried about its public image and has been battered
into submission by the media. " Now there's excess capacity relative to the
money being spent," Battista says. " We're in for a mighty tough time, with a
lot of Chapter 11 [ bankruptcies], especially at the smaller companies." But big
companies are in trouble too. Companies like Grumman Corp. and GTE
Corp., which are now winding down major military programs, face the 1990s
with no big revenue producers in sight. Says one worried GTE planner:
"We're in a position where if we don't win a couple of big things now, we're
going to see a real big downturn around 1991 or ' 92."
D
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SIEMENS

World standard plus know-how
The quality of components is what
makes boards, units of equipment and
whole systems reliable.
When you are offering components
of very high standards of quality,
you need know-how in many areas,
particularly in manufacturing technology. This is the kind of knowledge
that Siemens has accumulated and
consistently applies, in continuous
optimization of the entire manufacturing process. Thus the whole spectrum
of our SOT 23 components is produced
on fully mechanized lines with CECC
approval. E
However, to make full use of these
benefits the application must also be
optimal. And here too Siemens has the
kind of know-how you need. Like in
surface- mount technology, from board
layout through automatic placement to
sure mastery of the different soldering
techniques.

To find out more about our discrete
semiconductors, just write
Siemens AG, Infoservice B-Z016,
Postfach 2348, D-8510 Fürth,
West Germany quoting " SOT 23".

TopTech Components —
Siemens

Sizing Up
the Earth
in 200 B.C.
Eratosthenes believed the earth was round.
As director of the great library at Alexandria
in Egypt, he decided to go beyond abstract
argument and actually measure it to back
up the argument.
Knowing that the midsummer
noon sun shone straight down
avertical well in Syene far to the
south, he measured the slight
angle of the sun's shadow in Alexandria on the same
Eratosthenes
day. He figured the distance between
the two cities by how long it took acamel to
walk there. Then, with alittle simple geometry,
Eratosthenes came up with fairly accurate
figures for the earth's circumference and
radius. His pioneering measurement made
asignificant impact on history.

Communications Support for 2000 A.D.
Today, Anritsu's pioneering efforts in communications measurement are also paying
off. Anritsu has long been aleader in the
most sophisticated measuring methods, and
continues to reach new levels of accuracy.
The complex technologies behind modern
multiplex techniques, for example, demand
the highest degrees of precision. That's
why carriers and manufacturers alike turn
to Anritsu for the answers when it comes to
accurate measuring and test equipment for
communications.
Anritsu continues the pioneering tradition
in measurement.
MP11301A

5GHz

Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
Circle 55

V-Series - microprocessors make
your product stand out because
they offer unique performance
features. With advanced CMOS
technology and original architecture, they give you more choice,
more speed, more on-chip functions and an overwhelming advantage in cost-efficiency.
The expanding V-Series
includes adozen devices ranging
from industry- standard pPs to
singlechip microprocessors. They cover the entire
spectrum of 8-, 16- and 32- bit
applications. And they're all fully
supported by the world's largest
semiconductor supplier.
Choosing the right microprocessor is a crucial step in
creating a successful system.
Before you make any decision,

OUTSTANDING SYSTEMS
START WITH THE COURAGE

discover the microprocessors that
make a world of difference.
The V-Series from NEC.

TO STAND OUT
V- SERIES MICROPROCESSORS
For fast answers, call us at:
USA Tel: 1-800-632-3531.
TWX: 910-379-6985.
W. Germany Tel: 0211-650302.
Telex: 8589960.
The Netherlands Tel: 040445-845. Telex: 51923.
Sweden Tel: 08-753-6020.
Telex: 13839.
France Tel: 1-3946-9617.
Telex: 699499.
Italy Tel: 02-6709108.
Telex: 315355.
UK Tel: 0908-691133.
Telex: 826791.
Hong Kong Tel: 3-755-9008.
Telex: 54561.
Taiwan Tel: 02-522-4192.
Telex: 22372.
Singapore Tel: 4819881.
Telex 39726.
Australia Tel: 03-267-6355.
Tele* 38343.

QC
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EUROPEAN OBSERVER
COMING: A 5-GIGAFLOPS SUPERCOMPUTER FROM WEST GERMANY
oining
prenum GmbH of Bonn has unveiled the first clusters of asystem that, fully
J
configured, will boast acomputing power of 5billion floating-point operations
the small ranks of high-performance supercomputer makers, Su-

per second. That performance would put the machine in the class of supercomputers built by the likes of Cray Research Inc., Fujitsu Ltd., and Hitachi
Ltd. The system, also called Suprenum, is the result of afour-year research
and development effort at anumber of West German universities, institutes,
and industrial firms. Suprenum GmbH coordinated the project and is marketing the machine, which carries a $ 14 million price tag. The company says it
has already held sales talks with 10 research institutes arid universities in
West Germany. Suprenum plans to extend its marketing effort to the rest of
Europe next year and eventually to sell its system in the U. S. The first Suprenum clusters, each consisting of 16 processing nodes that together offer
320 megaflops of computing power, debuted at last month's Industrial Fair in
Hanover. Afully configured system, slated to be available by year's end, will
comprise 16 clusters, making for atotal of just over 5gigaflops.
D
PHILIPS BUILDS A DEFENSE AGAINST TAKEOVER BIDS

SNetherlands should end now that the company has bolstered its defenses.
The Eindhoven-based electronics giant gained some takeover insurance by
peculation about an unfriendly takeover of Philips International NV in the

altering its so-called Articles of Association agreement with its holding company, NV Gemeenschappelijk Bezit van Aandeelen Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken—Bezit, for short. At the annual shareholders meeting last month, the authorized share capital of Bezit was doubled, from 5billion to 10 billion Dutch
guilders (about $4.74 billion). The move gives Philips acombination of priority
shares and the power to issue preference shares that it can use to counter a
hostile takeover attempt. The shareholders also moved to set up afoundation
that will be granted an option on Bezit's preference shares to be exercised if
an unfriendly takeover is attempted. There has been some speculation in the
West German press that Japanese companies may be interested in taking
over Philips to gain afoothold in the unified Western European market, which
is scheduled to become areality by 1992.
D
SIEMENS ANTICIPATES A BOOM IN WORK-STATION SALES
Work stations are turning out to be one of Siemens AG's hottest items. Last
WV year, the Munich-based company sold $54 million worth of its Sicomp
WS30 work stations. That works out to more than 2,000 machines and a40%
increase over 1987 sales. Siemens expects this year's sales to increase by
another 40%, thanks largely to the introduction of two new models: the
Sicomp WS30-430 and WS30-450. At the heart of these machines are the
MC68030 microprocessor and the MC68882 floating-point processor. Working at 25 and 33 MHz, respectively, the new systems operate at from 4million
to 8million instructions per second.
D
TOSHIBA TO MAKE LAPTOP COMPUTERS IN WEST GERMANY
With demand for its laptop computers on the rise in Europe, Toshiba Corp.
WV of Japan is drawing up plans for aproduction facility for the machines in
West Germany. The plant, expected to begin production next spring, will be
located in Regensburg, Bavaria, and will be run by Toshiba Europa GmbH.
Initially, the plant will turn out 5,000 laptops amonth, but Toshiba expects it to
be prodùcing 20,000 machines amonth by 1993. Toshiba's goal is to produce half of all the laptops it sells in Europe in Regensburg.
D
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Is this the way your 16-bit
conttder company does business?

Call National.
THE HPC FAMILY.
NOTHING ELSE GIVES YOU
THE SAME DEGREE OF
FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICE.
If you've been confronted
with a "take it or leave it— that's all
you need" attitude on the part of
your 16-bit controller vendor, we
suggest you take anew look at
National's HPC - family. Because for
today's complex designs in information control, including printers,
faxes, scanners, data storage and
communications, you need achoice
of optimized solutions that fulfill
all your requirements.
Specifically, you probably
need more in the way of intelligence, connectivity, interface and
data handling. And much less in
overall system costs.The HPC family
more than measures up to these
considerations. Let's look at just
how well.
MAKE THE
INTELLIGENT CHOICE.
Multiple functions mean
multiple benefits. Including much
faster context switching and interrupt response, due to our compact
54-instruction set. And higher
system performance, because of
our fast 30MHz clock rate, 67-ns
instruction cycle, and 16-bit memory mapped architecture. And our
ANSI-standard Ccompiler is just
one way the HPC family can lower
engineering costs, and speed
your time to market.
1989 National Semiconductor Corporation
HPC is atrademark and TapePak is aregistered trademark of National
Semiconductor Couporatkin.

HPC PRODUCT FAMILY SUMMARY
Memory
16-bit
Timers UPI I/O ROM RAM

Part #
HPC16003*
HPC16004
HPC16064
HPC16083*
HPC16104
HPC16164
HPC16400
HPC16083MH

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

32
O
O
32
52 16K
52 8K
o
32
52 16K
52
O
52 8K UV

Features

4ICRs
256
4ICRs
512
512
41CRs
4ICRs
256
512
8CH A/D
512
8CH A/D
256 2HDLC & 4DMA
UV Emulator
256

Standard features: Wa chdog, Synchronous Serial Peripheral
Interface, Uniform Memory Address Space, UART, 32X16-bit
divide, 16X16-bit multply, and available as standard cell.
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS:
PC-based development system
Relocatable Ccompiler, linker and symbolic debugger
ICRs = Input Capture Registers
HDLC = High-Level Data Link Control
*MIL-STD 883C

Another
is packaging,
and specifically,
our unique feature called TapePaeAs the latest
generation in VLSI packaging,
TapePak gives you awide variety of
industry-standard, high-density,
high-leadcount options. When you
put it all together, then throw in
eight timers and up to 11 addressing
modes, you can easily see why
members of the HPC family are
considered smart cookies indeed.
OPT FOR INTERFACE
AND CONNECTIVITY
The HPC family has more
on-chip integration, and increased
I/O. And that can mean alot more
capacity to manage system functions.
It can also mean alot less, when
it comes to reducing board space
and chip count. In addition, our
Universal Peripheral Interface (UPI)
allows you to partition your system,
by using the HPC as aperipheral
to ahost processor for high-end
applications.

PUT THROUGHPUT AT
THE TOP OF THE LIST
Thanks to our on-and-off
chip uniform memory mapped
peripherals, all data manipulation
can be accomplished on any memory location, regardless of whether
it's part of an external device, or
on the HPC itself. Which can be
very important in ISDN, SCSI and
LAN applications.
ASK ABOUT OUR
NEW COMMUNICATIONS
CONTROLLER.
For data communications, and especially for those
applications requiring prGtocol
zconversion, we offer the newest
member of our HPC family: the
HPC16400. It's acomplete solution,
supported by afull library of application-specific software. With two
full-duplex HDLC channels, driven
by 4-channel DMA, plus one fullduplex programmable UART channel for rate adaption, the HPC16400
is completely optimized for TE,
TA, and line-card applications.
CALL AND FIND OUT MORE.
To get afree brochure on our
full HPC family, call us today at
800-825-5805, ext. 100. Once you
discover how we do business, you'll
agree that when it comes to 16-bit
controllers, there's only one
company of choice: National.

ij.2n National
KAll Semiconductor
Circle 13
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TOUGH

RISC VS. CISC:
WHERE THE
MARKET'S
HEADING

CHOICES
A HEAD
The new

T

processors
bring more

he latest crop
of microprocessors gives
designers more power to
work with than they've
ever had—they can put
on adesktop amachine
that's the equal of afirstgeneration supercomputer. At the same time,
the newest processors
are confronting originalequipment manufacturers with harder decisions
than they've ever had to make.
They must choose among RISC, CISC,
and CRISP architectures—reduced-instruction-set, complex-instruction-set,
and the hybrid that mates the two, complex-reduced-instruction-set computing—
and then among an increasing number of
different implementations of those architectures. Those decisions involve aseries
of calculations about which trade-offs to
make. The designer can choose RISC for
its performance, but in doing so he will
sacrifice access to avast installed base of
systems and applications software written for CISC. He can try to have it both
ways by using one of the new CRISP
chips, but that leaves him wondering
whether he's ignoring what seems to be
the wave of the future, RISC, and heading down atechnological dead end.
All of the confusion stems from several
trends in technology that arose early in

this decade and now are
converging. A revolution
in architectures is culminating in sophisticated
reduced-instruction-set
computing. Rapid advances in semiconductor
process technology are
producing chips holding
up to amillion transistors. Vast strides in circuit design are making it
possible to cram more
and more features onto those chips.
The most important of these trends is
the emergence of RISC chips and RISCbased systems. " RISC processors replaced the instruction microcode in the
random-access memory of CISC processors with the instruction cache in which
optimizing compilers generate highly efficient binary code," says Mike Butts, senior research engineer at Mentor Graphics Inc. in Beaverton, Ore. As aresult, he
says, RISC-chip makers could build a
complete central-processing unit on asingle chip sooner than CISC-chip makers
could. Having the whole computer on a
single chip boosted performance by eliminating delays in signals going on and off
the chip.
A year and ahalf ago, RISC processors
appeared that offered performance of 10
million instructions per second and more.
The CISC processors available then—in-

power for the

desktop—and

hard decisions
for OEMs
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eluding the Intel Corp. 80386 and the Motorola Inc. 68020, the two most widely
used commercial chips—could provide
only 2to 3mips. Market pundits began
predicting the death of CISC processors
and CISC-based systems.
But the reports of the death of CISC
are highly exaggerated. At least two factors assure it ameasure of good health
for some time to come. One is the installed base of machines built around the
existing CISC-chip product lines or, more
precisely, the software written to run on
those machines. The other is the potential
that exists in the newest class of semiconductors, with their million transistors and
enhanced circuit designs.
The existing CISC software amounts to
ahuge reservoir of customers for hardware built around the two most important CISC processors, the Intel and Motorola chips—areservoir of customers no
Electronics/May 1989

OEM can afford to ignore. "There are
around 4,000 applications written for
68020-based Unix platforms," says Travis
Lutton, editor and publisher of PC/
Workstation Wars, aSan Jose, Calif.,
monthly newsletter on work stations.
"But only around 400 have been written
for RISC-based work stations." In addition, there are 2,200 applications running
under Xenix on the 80286- and 80386based computers,
says
Richard
Yanowich, the manager of developer relations and market development at the Santa Cruz Operations in Santa Cruz, Calif.
Both users and software developers
have avested interest in this installed
base. For their part, users have awide variety of different applications available
on these CISC-based platforms. And applications developers can add more features and functions to existing software
to take advantage of the increased comElectronics/ May 1989

puting power of next-generation platforms. Or they can write new programs
that can sell into alarge installed base of
compatible systems.
Porting that software to anew platform is expensive and time-consuming,
no matter how clean the new architecture
or how compatible the compilers on different platforms, says Butts at Mentor.
Developing and maintaining two separate
sets of software starts to cost asignificant amount of money after awhile. Mentor's product line comprises around 5million lines of source code; doubling that
amounts to asubstantial investment in
programmers' time.
In addition, getting software developed
for anew platform is aCatch-22 situation.
Software developers are reluctant to create programs for aplatform until it has a
decent number of users. Users are reluctant to buy the platform until it has are-

spectable amount of software that can
run on it.
The advantage that existing CISC chips
have in software ties into the potential
that opens up for them with the newer,
bigger semiconductors. Using the enormous number of transistors now available and working with far more effective
circuit-design tools, CISC-chip makers are
creating what amounts to anew class of
microprocessor: the CRISP chip.
Both Intel and Motorola's newest
chips—the 80486 and 68040, respectively—qualify for the new designation. They
incorporate RISC-like features to run in
under two clock cycles instructions that
once took four to six cycles, and they take
advantage of more transistors and better
design to cram onto one chip floatingpoint and memory-management units and
caches to further boost performance.
Both rival RISC chips in their power—but
at the same time they are direct descendants of their CISC predecessors, and so
they maintain software compatibility
with them. The immense library of CISCbased applications packages is available
to their users.
"Having less than two cycles per instruction on aCISC machine means that
frequently executed instructions such as
Load, Store, and Add are implemented in
hardware rather than microcode," says
Mentor's Butts. That takes more gates,
of course, "but with 1million gates possible on achip, CISC designers have gates
to spend," he says.
Both new chips incorporate an integer
unit that is fully compatible with earlier
members of their families. Both of them
contain MMUs that first appeared on-chip
with the previous-generation 80386 and
68030. However, both companies have improved the MMUs on the newer devices to
up performance. For example, Motorola
added two independent address-translation caches to the 68040 paged-MMU
which allow simultaneous translation of
both instruction and data accesses.
Both processors have on-board fourway set-associative caches. The 80486 has
an 8-Kbyte shared cache. The 68040 has
separate address and data caches, although Motorola will not reveal their capacity. With the MMU's address-translation caches, the independent address and
data caches allow the 68040's integer and
floating-point unit to access the instruction and data cache simultaneously.
That means the on-board floating point
71
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units—something not available on
Foundation and Unix International
either of the predecessor chips—
eventually will make some version
execute in parallel with the integer
of the Unix operating system a
units. In addition, the same kind of
standard.
RISC-like design techniques enDaisy-Cadnetics is already movhancing the integer-unit perforing in that direction by adapting its
mance are used in the floatingsoftware to run on avariety of difpoint units. Motorola also hardferent platforms. The mechanism
wired some instructions in the
is aset of interface libraries, says
68040 and added capability to perDavid Neihaus, director of systems
form transcendental functions,
marketing at the company. Applisays Jeff Nutt, Motorola's technications programmers write to the
cal marketing manager.
interface, and proprietary algoFor the time being, then, the oldrithms inside the libraries ensure
er CISC architectures, at least in
the software will run on any of six
the form of the CRISP hybrids, are
platforms in the Daisy product line
not only unendangered but proswithout sacrificing performance.
pering. Nevertheless, it looks as if
The libraries also include Sun's
in the long run the field belongs to
XDR protocols, to handle the byte
RISC. Ironically, the same factors Motorola's 88000 RISC series is built around the CPU, this ordering between different platthat are prolonging the life of the 88100 cache/ MMU chip, and the 88200, another memory chip. forms. The idea is that software
CISC architectures eventually will
developers writing applications to
begin to work in favor of RISC. Further ning on amachine with the improved per- execute on acore set of Unix functionalidevelopments in software combined with
formance of RISC.
ty can transport their code from one hardbig chips and the attendant improveMentor Graphics has ported its soft- ware to another by merely recompiling
ments in design can do just as much for ware to the DN10000, the RISC-based
the source code.
RISC as they do for CISC.
work station from Apollo Computer Inc.
A project at Mentor called Falcon aims
In software, the major restraint on de- of Chelmsford, Mass., to cite one exam- at the same transportability, says Steve
veloping applications for RISC-based sys- ple. Daisy-Cadnetics Inc. in Boulder,
Swerling, vice president of technology
tems is the Catch-22: system builders look
Colo., is now adapting its software to the
and afounder of Mentor. The company is
for users before they will commit to a entire family of work stations from Sun
trying to develop an underlying modular
processor and therefore spur software
Microsystems Inc. in Mountain View,
and transportable software architecture
development, but users won't commit to a Calif., to cite another.
that can run on any hardware.
processor until enough software is writThe willingness to adapt software to
POWERFUL MOTIVATOR. And just as it
ten for it to make aworthwhile system.
new platforms will increase dramatically
becomes easier to write software for
The vicious circle is already on its way to if astandard operating-system environRISC machines, another powerful motivabeing broken. Software developers are
ment is established, cutting across archition is emerging to impel software develwilling to invest in aseparate, RISC-oni. tectural lines. Such an environment opers to create RISC-oriented applicaented version of an application if the ap- seems virtually assured. The efforts of tions: the same improvements in chip caplication benefits sufficiently from runorganizations like the Open Software
pacity and design capabilities that make
CRISP chips possible. In effect, bigger,
more sophisticated chips give RISC the
same performance boost they give to
CISC. Hence, the advantages in performance to be derived from RISC programs
are growing.
With amillion transistors, RISC-chip
makers can use the same techniques
CISC-chip companies are using to create
CRISP. They can put multiple integer and
COMPOUND ANNUAL
floating-point processing units and larger
GROWTH RATE: 143%
caches on asingle chip. But instead of enabling the processors to execute instructions in under two clock cycles, as they do
with CRISP chips, the advantages in number of transistors and circuit design will
enable RISC chips, with their inherently
greater speed, to execute instructions in a
fraction of asingle clock cycle. About the
only restraint on RISC-system proliferation that will be left is the necessity to
create efficient compilers that can exploit
the full potential of RISC architectures.
1989
1990
1991
1992
Developing such compilers is not asignificantly difficult feat—it's not simple, but
EMBEDDED
CPU
the techniques exist.
SOURCE: INFORMATION NETWORK
In time, then, RISC's domination of the
UNITS SHIPPED

HOW RISC IS GROWING
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RISC IS GAINING ON CISC
microprocessor world is inevitable, barring the development of some unforeseen
technology that will eclipse RISC, CISC,
and CRISP alike. The trend is evident in
the market projections people are making
for the various architectures.
For example, International Data Corp.,
the Framingham, Mass., market-research
firm, expects sales of all work stations to
grow at acompound annual rate of over
36% through 1992. But work stations
built around RISC chips will grow at 83%,
from 50,000 units shipped this year to
225,000 units in 1992. Of the 540,000 work
stations of all kinds expected to ship in
1992, IDC predicts 42% will be RISC-based
machines, 37% CISC-based, and the rest
CRISP or some other architecture.
Perhaps the greatest evidence that
RISC is the wave of the future is not market figures but the actions of the market
leaders. Both Intel and Motorola, the
leading sellers of conventional CISC processors, have introduced RISC processors
of their own. Intel's chip, the 80860, is the
newer of the two, arriving alittle more
than two months ago [
Electronics,
March 1989, p. 25]. Motorola's 88000 came
out alittle more than ayear ago [
Electronics, April 28, 1988, p. 75].
A FIRST. The 80860 from the Santa Clara,
Calif.-based Intel is the first RISC processor to take advantage of the chip capacity
made possible by the latest semiconductor technology. Along with the 32-bit integer processor—which uses avery small
set of 32 instructions—are afloatingpoint unit, memory-management unit,
graphics processor, and cache. Connecting all of them is an extensive network of
64-bit-wide buses moving data at the rate
of agigabyte per second around the chip.
Most other RISC chips have a32-bit internal architecture.
However, Intel's competitors say the
compilers for the Unix operating system
are, so far, not sufficiently developed to
make the chip acompetitive threat. Intel
announced C and Fortran compilers and
Fortran vectorizers when it introduced
the chip.
Nevertheless, a number of system
makers have signed on to use the 860.
Mercury Computer Systems Inc., amanufacturer of application accelerator boards
in Lowell, Mass., is one of them. Stratus
Computer Inc., aMarlboro, Mass., manufacturer of fault-tolerant computers, is
another. Mercury's first products, using
the 33-MHz version, are scheduled for introduction in the fourth quarter of this
year, with volume shipments to begin in
early 1990. Stratus is actually switching
from another RISC chip, the Motorola
88000, to the Intel 860 as its central processor for afuture product family to be
introduced in the early 1990s.
Electronics /
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Reports of the
death of CISC are
exaggerated, but if
current trends
continue, the
future belongs
to RISC
The 88000 from Motorola, based in
Austin, Texas, is not as highly integrated
as Intel's chip. The 88000 actually consists of two chips, one holding the integer
and floating-point units and the second
carrying the memory management, cache
memory, and cache logic. On the other
hand, it's been around longer and hence
has been designed into more systems—
depending on production volumes, some
20 companies are planning 88000-based
systems.
Chief among them is Data General
Corp. in Westboro, Mass. The chips are
being used in a20-MHz single-processor
version and a40-MHz dual-processor version of Data General's machines.
The 88000 uses an instruction set
slightly larger than the Intel 860's, but is
still quite small at only 51 commands,
none larger than 32 bits wide. It can execute in less than 1.5 instructions per cycle, using an architecture divided into independent execution units: the data unit,

the instruction unit, the floating-point ad
der, and the floating-point multiplier
Each unit has its own pipeline and can ex
ecute concurrently. The companion chip
provides memory-management logic, 16
Kbytes of fast-cache static RAM, and
cache-control logic.
The first version of the chip set is now
entering volume production. It can run at
14 to 17 mips of throughput using a20MHz clock. This month, Motorola will
start offering samples of a25-MHz version that will push performance up to 20
mips or more.
A number of architectural variations
are also being considered. One obvious
one is an integrated version, putting the
processing units and the memory functions on one chip. Another is aless expensive version, without the floating-point
processor, targeted at embedded processor applications (see p. 74). Yet another
would be specialized application-specific
variations with instruction-set extensions. Also being considered are architectural variations that incorporate expanded data, address, and instruction buses to
push the execution rate faster, to under
one clock cycle per instruction.
In cooperation with Data General, Motorola is also working on amultichip, bipolar emitter-coupled-logic version of the
88000. Scheduled for completion in early
1990, the new chip set would be blindingly
fast: asustained data rate of 100 mips
and apeak rate of at least 140 mips.
Even higher performance will result
from the ECL variant of the 80486 that
will be jointly developed for amultiprocessor system by Intel and Prime Computer Inc. of Natick, Mass. However, the
companies do not anticipate releasing a
73

HOW MOTOROLA'S 68040 IS PUT TOGETHER
product for another three years.
Both Intel and Motorola, in short, are
fielding impressive implementations of
CRISP and RISC. It's agood thing they
did so. The two companies may well have
gotten aboard the RISC bandwagon just
in time. The first generation of RISC
chips is giving way to newer, more powerful processors. At the same time, the
chip makers are looking beyond simply
implementing aparticular architecture
and toward advances, especially in software, that will carry them to the next level of performance.
In the RISC world now, it's no longer
enough to choose an architecture and try
to wring as much performance as possible from it. As apractical matter, it's fair
to say that each high-end microprocessor
has some strengths and weaknesses,
from the Intel 860 to Sun's Sparc. " We
have taken astep beyond architecture
now," says Brian Halla, vice president of
the microprocessor products group at LSI
Logic Inc. in San Jose, amaker of Sparc
chips. "Other issues are more important,
especially software support."
Most RISC architectures fall into one
of two competing camps. One is based on
work done at the University of California
at Berkeley, the other on research done
at Stanford University. The basic architectural feature of the Berkeley approach
is the use of alarge number of windowed
registers.
The Stanford approach uses fewer registers; the compiler optimizes execution
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The Motorola 68040 is one of the so-called CRISP chips—acombination of RISC and CISC
that takes advantage of new process technology and circuit design.

by putting instructions into apipeline.
The leading implementation of the
Berkeley approach is probably the Sparc
processor, which Sun is working vigorously to establish as astandard. Sparc is
aRISC architecture that emphasizes simplicity, so that it can be quickly implemented in the emerging high-performance semiconductor process technologies. Sun has licensed five semiconductor
vendors to produce Sparc processor implementations. Besides LSI Logic, they
are Bipolar Integrated Technology, Cypress Semiconductor, Fujitsu Microelectronics, and Texas Instruments.
Sparc makes use of traditional RISC
principles, such as single-cycle execution
for amajority of instructions. Separate

32-bit buses are used for data and addresses. A large, windowed register file
with three ports stores and accesses frequently used variables. There are 120
thirty-two-bit registers organized into
seven register windows in the initial
implementation.
An advantage of the basic Sparc RISC
integer processor is that it can be implemented in as few as 50,000 transistors.
This makes possible the broad scalability
touted for the design, since it is relatively
easy to put 50,000 transistors on achip
using most of the emerging process
technologies.
In fact, at the time Sparc was introduced, the only standard definition was
the instruction-set architecture for the in-

IT'S NOT JUST COMPUTERS-EMBEDDED CONTROLLERS ARE HOT, TOO
the 32-bit microprocessor action
Ellis in the work-station and personalcomputer arenas—there's plenty going
on in the embedded-processor market,
too. The number of players is smaller, but
the competition is no less intense. The
reason: arollicking market. " Over the
next four years, we estimate that the
number of RISC chip sets sold into the
embedded market will increase almost 20
times," says John Peskuric, marketing
manager for the Am29000 reduced-instruction-set processor at Advanced Micro Devices Inc. in Austin, Texas. Embedded processors will constitute about half
of the RISC chip-set market this year—
about 195,000 units. By 1992, they will
make up 75%, Peskuric says.
Up until ayear ago, ahandful of companies had the high end of this field to
themselves. Motorola Inc.'s general-purpose, complex-instruction-set devices, the
68000, 68010, and 68020, were widely used
as embedded processors in the absence of
any other more application-specific solution. Also weighing in were Intel, with its
74

80186; VLSI Technology, with its
VL86C010 Acorn; and National Semiconductor, with a version of its 32-bit
NS32000 family.
But all that changed when Intel Corp.
introduced new 32-bit embedded processors last year. They were the 16-MHz
8096KA, running 7million instructions
per second, and the 25-MHz 80860KB,
ranked at 12 mips. Then AMD moved into
the market with its Am29000, and other
companies followed.
Now AMD is pushing to increase perfotimance in its 29000 family. With 16-,
20-, and 25-MHz CMOS parts in production, the company has just started offering samples of a30-MHz, 20-mips version,
and work is under way on a40-to-45-MHz
device offering throughput' up to 35 mips.
AMD will get the performance boost
through process enhancements and architecture improvements.
Meanwhile, National Semiconductor
Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif., has undertaken amajor shift in strategy by refocusing
its 3200 architecture for embedded pro-

cessing rather than work stations. Its
family of 32-bit CPUs will become the
core of aseries of customized processors,
with special instructions augmenting the
existing general-purpose commands. The
first effort in this direction was the 10MHz 32CG16 [
Electronics, March 17,
1988, p. 66], which was followed last
month by the 20-MHz 32GX32.
At the low end of the embedded-processor market is VLSI Technology Inc.,
which is one of two companies—the other
is Intergraph—in volume production
(about 40,000 chip sets since 1986). The
four-chip Acorn RISC chip set consists of
the 12-MHz, 6-to-8-mips VL86C10 CPU
and three peripheral chips for memory,
video, and input/output. Over the past
year, VTI has converted the chip set into
megacells, which have been added to its
semicustom cell library. The plan is to develop a range of application-specific
RISC-based embedded controllers says
James Farrell, technical communications
manager at VTI's logic products division
in Tempe, Ariz. The first step in that diElectronics / May 1989

There's a Catch-22

teger processor. No standard definition
for an MMU, cache controller, cache
scheme, or floating-point unit was available. And the only implementation was a
gate-array version, from Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc. in San Jose of the integer
processor and afloating-point controller
chip for Weitek floating-point units. The
MMU, cache control and configuration,
and floating-point computational units
were left up to the customers and the
chip vendors.
A movement is afoot now to standardize some Sparc reference architecture
definitions for these features. For example, anew implementation from Cypress
Semiconductor Corp. in San Jose provides
acomplete architecture including the in- claims is the most advanced CMOS in proteger processor, floating-point unit, mem- duction. With this process, Cypress can
produce highly integrated processor chip
ory management, and cache, and sets up
sets running at 33 to 50 MHz.
support for multiprocessing.
So far, the integer unit is rated at 25
The multiprocessing support includes a
direct-data-intervention multiprocessing and 33 MHz in different versions. Curprotocol for maintaining cache consisten- rently, floating-point support requires a
cy. The chip's memory-management unit CY7C608 floating-point controller and
CY7C609 floating-point unit. But this
conforms to the Sparc reference MMU arquarter Cypress will have samples of an
chitecture. Other reference specifications
integrated 64-bit floating-point engine,
adopted include one for the module bus.
the CY7C602, that completely impleIn addition, Cypress is circulating the
ments the Sparc floating-point instrucspecs for its cache-consistency protocol
tion set. The CY7C602 will be offered in
among the members of Sparc International with the suggestion that it become 25- and 33-MHz versions delivering over 5
million double-precision Linpak floatingaSparc reference standard available to
point operations per second.
all Sparc licensees.
To round out the set, Cypress is buildThe Cypress chips—the 7C600 family—
ing an integrated cache controller and
are being built using a0.8-µm CMOS proMMU chip in two flavors. The CY7C604 is
cess technology, which the company

in software:

developers wait

until aplatform
has users, users

wait until there's
lots of software

rection was the introduction in late April
of sample quantities of a32-bit RISC processor, the 20-MHz, 16-mips VL86CO20.
Meanwhile, Motorola has announced
that toward the end of the year it will begin offering samples of the MC68332, a
high-end, 16-MHz embedded processor/
controller built around a68000/68020
core. Motorola's basic strategy is to offer
an upgrade path to users of both the 8-bit
68HCO5 and the 16-bit 68HC11 microcontrollers and to designers of 68000:oased
embedded-processing applications, says
Brian Wilke, advanced MCU operations
manager for Motorola.
Containing all of the 68000/68010 instructions and some of those from the
68020, the CPU core, with atwo-clock bus,
has arespectable 8-mips peak performance at 16 MHz. That gives it 65% to
80% of the performance of the 68020. A
16-by-16 multiply takes 1.5 µs and a32by-16 divide takes 1.9 to 2.5 le.
Coming later this year from Intel in
Santa Clara, Calif., is the second generation of application-specific 80860 procesElectronics/ May 1989

acomplete implementation of the Sparc
reference MMU architecture. This chip
will make Sparc the first RISC architecture to support real-time processing—it
will have the capability of locking entries
in the on-chip translation lookaside buffer
and entries in the cache's RAM.
The second flavor is the CY7C605,
which is asuperset of the CY7C604 CMU
that supports multiprocessing with a
dual-cache-tag architecture, plus acache
model that allows each processor to access each cache directly while maintaining coherency among them. The CY7C604
will be available in sample quantities this
quarter at 20, 24, and 33 MHZ; samples of
the CY7C605 will be available in the third
quarter at 25 and 33 MHz.
Fujitsu, the makers of the first Sparc
chip, now has its second-generation implementation in production. The 25-MHz
S-25 integer chip, implemented with the
Fujitsu 1.2-µm CMOS process, can
achieve sustained performance of 15
mips. Fujitsu also makes floating-point
controller chips to go with the Sparc integer processors. It expects to ship in volume in acouple of months.
A third generation of Sparc architecture, Sparc-H, has been in the works for
the past year at Fujitsu's Advanced Products Division. Samples should be available in the second half of this year.
"Sparc-His the next level of price/performance beyond the Cypress implementation," says Susan Mason, Fujitsu's marketing development manager. Sparc- H

by its ability to execute up to three instructions in asingle clock in most cases,
and up to two instructions per clock doing
time-consuming loads and branches.
The next-generation 960 core will have
seven basic units: the instruction sequencer, execution unit, address generation and multiply-divide units, the local
register cache, register file, and instruction cache. It will contain athree-stage
pipeline for the basic ALU; athree-, four-,
or five-stage pipeline for loads; and atwo
stage-pipeline for branches.
Although the performance of the various application-specific 860 processors depends on the environment, the company
says, the core element itself has been
tested using anumber of benchmarks.
VLSI Tochnology's VL86C010 is the core of a Assuming zero wait state external memory, 33-MHz operation, and no data cache,
set of application-specific controllers.
the 860 core runs amatrix multiply at 66
mips, acopy operation at 45 to 60 mips,
sors. The first device will be built around
acore CPU with throughput rates up to and acompare operation at 66 mips—
speeds more than 10 times greater than
66 mips with only a33-MHz clock. Fabricated in the company's 1.0-pm CMOS pro- the previous generation of Intel controllers.
-Bernard C. Cole
cess, the core gets its high performance
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will have aHarvard architecture—sepament of aSparc application binary inter- follows the Harvard model, with separate
rate instruction and data buses-64-bit face with AT&T, after Sun bowed out as
data and address buses. The cache
buses, an integer unit able to execute
AT&T's partner.)
scheme is aphysical cache rather than a
more than one instruction per cycle, and a
Despite its formidable strengths, Sparc virtual cache, which helps in implementfaster floating-point unit in better balis by no means alone in the RISC field.
ing multiprocessor systems. It has 32
ance with the integer unit.
Among its rivals, one of the strongest is
general-purpose registers in the CPU,
LS! Logic is busy making both Fujitsu- the architecture developed by MIPS Com- plus sixteen 64-bit floating-point registers
compatible and Cypress-compatible Sparc puter Systems Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif.
in the floating-point unit The optimizing
integer units, using its 1.0-µm CMOS proThe MIPS architecture derives from
software performs the register allocation
cess. LS! Logic is also working on achip the Stanford approach to RISC. Both the
for fast context switching.
that is acombination of aSparc MMU,
latest version, the R3000, and the earlier
The five MIPS chip makers bring varicache controller, and cache-tag memory,
R2000 were designed as full-custom VLSI
ous strengths in process technology to
for introduction in the fourth quarter. By implementations by MIPS's own design
bear. LSI Logic offers high-quality capathe end of the year, it will be offering a team. The R3000, introduced in early bility in application-specific integrated
three-chip Sparc set consisting of
circuits, using its powerful 1.0-p.m
the Cypress-compatible integer unit,
CMOS process. LSI Logic also has
the MCP, and afloating-point unit
afast biCMOS process for its ASIC
Meanwhile, Bipolar Integrated
technology. Both Integrated DeTechnology Inc. in Beaverton is
vice Technology Inc. in Santa Clara
trying to get its high-speed ECL
and Performance Semiconductor in
version of the Sparc integer proSunnyvale offer state-of-the-art
cessor ready to go to market. BIT
static-RAM technology.
will be using its high-density, lowIn addition, IDT plans to use its
power BIT P111 bipolar process to
CEMOS III process, which is a1.2produce the Sparc chips. The key to
p.m CMOS technique, to produce a
BIT's bipolar VLSI is the small
33-MHz version sometime this
transistor size-14p,m 2—produced
year. IDT then plans to switch to
by aself-aligned, triple-implanted
its 1.0-p.m CEMOS Vprocess, which
structure. Yields and density of
it is using now to build memories.
this process are as high as CMOS.
This will increase the yield and
The range of Sparc implementaavailability of 33-MHz parts.
tions would make it a popular
SAMPLES COMINO. "
Some evaluachoice as aRISC processor regardtion units of the 33-MHz chips will
less of whether it had anything
be available in 1989—they will be
else to recommend it. But what
very limited in the summer, remakes Sparc aleading contender
stricted availability in the fourth
for the role of ade facto standard
quarter—and they will be generalis the wealth of application softly available in early 1990," says
ware available to run on Sparc The newest member of the oldest commercially available Larry Jordan, IDT's vice president
chips. The Sparc instruction-set ar- family of RISC chips is Intergraph's C311 version of the Clipper. of marketing. As part of its CEchitecture is source-code compatiMOS Vprocess, IDT has asuperset
ble with the Sun work stations that are
1988, represents an advance over the process to add bipolar modules; it may
based on the Motorola 680X0 CISC proR2000 in several respects. It has afaster use the biCEMOS process on a40-MHz
cessors. Such compatibility makes it easy clock rate, 25 MHz versus 16 MHz; cache
R3000 in the first half of 1990.
to quickly port the many applications al- enhancements; and better support for
The two newest members of the MIPS
ready written for Sun hardware.
multiprocessing. Those specs make the
semiconductor team, NEC Corp. in Tokyo
Also helpful is system and developR3000 probably the fastest RISC proces- and Siemens AG in Munich, are not delivment software, which is available from
sor on the market today.
ering chips yet NEC plans to deliver its
Phoenix Technologies Ltd. and InteracEach processor consists of aCPU with
first CMOS implementation in the third
tive Systems Corp.; both are licensed to
an integrated MMU and floating-point quarter and Siemens is expected to follow
resell Sun's complete offering of Sparc
unit As with Sun's Sparc, the chips them- in the fourth quarter. Both companies are
systems software. The combination of selves are fabricated by five semiconduc- expected to use MIPS chips in some of
compatibility and system-software availtor companies. MIPS specifies the chip ar- their own systems as well.
ability has produced, at last count, more
chitecture and implementation and proIn software, the MIPS architecture is
than 500 application packages that run on
vides the design to the chip makers (some
supported currently by the RISC/os operthe Sparc architecture.
of which also make Sparc chips). But the
ating system, acombination of AT&T's
More important, astandard application
Sparc group of chip vendors offers avari- System V.3 Unix and the Berkeley Unix.
binary interface is being developed by ety of chip sets, partitioning the architec"One of the particularly strong areas of
Sparc International and AT&T Co. for the
ture in anumber of different ways, while software support is the MIPS compiler
Sparc architecture and AT&T's Unix Sys- the processors from the MIPS chip ven- support," says Halla of LSI Logic. MIPS
tem V, release 4. A compatible binary
dors are all plug-compatible, regardless
has invested many man-years in its opticode interface allows shrink-wrap binary
of which of the semiconductor companies
mizing compiler and run-time executive,
application software to be produced for a actually makes the chip. The chip makers
and in return is getting very high perforbroad offering of system products from a can define extensions and alternate form
mance from its processors. "MIPS has a
variety of vendors. (Sparc International
factors in addition to the basic-set build- large lead in compiler and run-time Execwas set up two months ago by the five
ing blocks.
utive," Halla says.
Sparc chip makers to take over developAlso like Sparc, the MIPS architecture
To provide asource for MIPS-compati76
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WHO'S IN FRONT: 32-BIT RISC CHIP SHIPMENTS
ble applications software, an independent
company, Synthesis Software Solutions
Inc. of Sunnyvale, was set up by MIPS a
year ago to be asoftware services and development organization to all companies
building computers out of the MIPS chip
set. "Synthesis does its job two ways: by
contracting to license or relicense products developed by others and, over time—
within the next year—developing its own
tools," says Owen Brown, the company's
president and chief executive officer.
Synthesis is concentrating on horizontal
packages—tools and tool sets, such as
compilers along with tools for optimization and porting.
The Synthesis software catalog, issued
last January, contains 24 software packages distributed by Synthesis and references 48 packages distributed by other
companies. Data-base systems are the
dominant type of software currently
available. The second most popular category is languages. Synthesis plans to expand in the next two years beyond the
data-base emphasis with communications
and interoperability tools and more languages, according to Brown.
POPULAR. MIPS's approach is proving
commercially attractive—industry experts say 30 to 35 major computer companies are building systems around it or
plan to in the immediate future. Vendors
with systems on the market include Silicon Graphics Inc. of Mountain View,
Calif., the leading supplier of high-performance, three-dimensional-graphics work
stations, and Ardent Computer Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., with its Titan supercomputer work station.
The biggest and best-known company
to sign up with MIPS did so early this
year: Digital Equipment Corp. in Maynard, Mass., introduced aseries of highend work stations based on the MIPS processors [
Electronics, February 1989,
p. 49]. Another big name, Sony Corp., has
announced that it will use MIPS processors for future Sony NeWs work stations. And MIPS itself has gotten into the
systems business with aline of desktop
work stations.
The Sparc and MIPS architectures both
are technological leaders and strong market contenders, but the market leader is
the first commercially available RISC processor, the Clipper, from Intergraph
Corp. in Huntsville, Ala. Intergraph, a
work-station vendor, bought the Clipper
technology from Fairchild Semiconductor
Corp. in Cupertino, Calif., when Fairchild
was acquired by National Semiconductor
Corp. of Santa Clara; National already
had its own RISC offering, the 3200 family. Some 20,000 Clipper chip sets have
been sold.
The Clipper series—there are two prodElectronics/ May
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ucts, the C100 and the newer 0300—is
similar in architecture to Motorola's
88000. The two processors have in common their ancestry and architectural philosophy, but diverge on the details of
hardware implementation and instruction-set makeup. Unlike the MIPS architecture with its roots at Stanford and the
Sparc architecture with its Berkeley origin, the Intergraph and Motorola implementations can trace their genesis to the
supercomputer designs of Seymour Cray,
founder of Cray Research Inc., the supercomputer market leader.
Both use register scoreboarding to allow multiple instructions to execute concurrently with aguarantee that "stale"
data will never be used. Both architectures are oriented toward multiprocessing applications and therefore are parti-

The Sparc and
MIPS architectures
are both strong
contenders, but in
the RISC market,
the leader is still
the Clipper

tioned similarly, with the integer and
floating-point units on one chip and the
cache memory and logic integrated on another chip. In both cases, aminimum
three-chip set is required: the CPU and
separate cache/memory-management
chips for instruction and data. All data
transfers to and from main memory are
done via an external multimaster bus
that allows multiple chip sets to share
main memory.
Internally, the CPUs reflect asimilar
philosophy with multiple execution units
that operate concurrently. Both are pipelined, with three stages for the Clipper
and four for the 88000.
One major advantage OEMs see in the
Clipper family compared with other RISC
machines, including the 88000, is availability, not just in sample quantities, but
in volume production. Where the Clipper
departs from the 88000 is not in its technology but in its longevity in the market.
"When we started development on our
product, we looked at everything that had
been announced," says one Clipper user,
Dale Petros, asoftware engineer at Lennane Advanced Devices Inc. in Sacramento, Calif. "We found that the only real
RISC machine around that was in volume
production and that we could reliably depend on for parts in the quantities we
needed was Intergraph's."
Similar concerns were what brought
Intergraph one of its most important customers to date: E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
and Co., based in Wilmington, Del. The
deal allows for volume purchases of
50,000 units or more per year, which will
77
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INTEGRATING THE CPU AND FPU ON THE R3000
go into products targeted at instrumentation, fingerprint recognition, optical character recognition, industrial real-time
control, and flight simulation. "When we
began our design, it was the only chip set
around in volume production and with a
well-defined upgrade path and atimetable for new versions," says Kevin Cook,
the division's imaging-product manager.
The upgrade path through the various
levels of Clipper is indeed the best-defined in the RISC business. Intergraph's
strategy is to offer arange of chip- and
system-level products that starts with
low-end work stations, where cost is as
important as performance, and goes up to
very high-end work stations and mainframe computer nodes.
CLIPPER RANGE. At the low end is the
C100 Clipper, in two versions. One is a25MHz, 6-mips chip set; the second a33MHz, 8-mips set. Both are fabricated in a
2.0-µm CMOS process. Intergraph has
just cut the C100 price by between 30%
and 40%. In the midrange is the C300 chip
set, a40- to 50-MHz implementation fabricated using a1.5-µm CMOS process. Capable of throughput up to 14 mips, this
second-generation chip set is just now going into volume production.
For the high end, Intergraph will offer
the C311, achip set fabricated in the same
process as the C300 but capable of 50MHz, 20-mips performance. It will use a
128-bit-wide demultiplexed system bus
that interfaces to large discrete cache
memories along with adiscrete memorymanagement unit, as opposed to the integrated cache and MMU of the earlier implementations. That version of the C311
is available now in sample form. Intergraph is also working with its foundry,
Fujitsu, on abipolar ECL version capable
of clock rates up to 100 MHz and throughput of up to 80 mips.
Under development is anew Clipper architecture that will be implemented in a
1.0-µm CMOS process incorporating such
advanced features as wider address,
data, and instruction buses; delayed
branching, hardware scoreboarding, and
more pipelining and parallelism. The
CMOS implementation should reach 50
mips; an ECL version could hit 100 mips
or more.
Despite its current advantages in the
market, Intergraph takes arealistic view
of the future. When competing RISC-chip
makers ramp up production, its lead over
them inevitably will narrow, says Gary
Baum, the company's director of marketing. But Intergraph does expect to maintain its momentum, as several OEM customers go into production with Clipperbased systems.
The company is also broadening its
marketing effort, by setting up aClipper
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The fastest RISC processor is probably the R3000 from MIPS Computer, atwo-chip set with
the CPU on one chip and the floating-point unit on another.

Products Division that will sell separately
Intergraph's own Clipper-based work stations and software designed for them.
Heretofore, the hardware and software
were sold bundled into aturnkey system.
The move in effect unbundles the Intergraph sales force, too, freeing them to
market either hardware or software, and
therefore puts on the market the all-important component of asuccessful RISC
sales effort: applications software. About
180 application packages—ranging from
computer-aided design and manufacturing software to office-automation applications—are ready now, and by the end
of the year that number should reach
more than 200. "This is at least four times
the number of application-software packages available on any competitive RISC
machine," says Du Pont's Cook.
In addition to the wealth of applications, Intergraph supports at the system
level the Unix System V operating system, remote file sharing, and the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol and Network File System standards.
Compilers are offered for C, Fortran,
Pascal, Ada, and Lisp; new optimizations
for the C, Fortran, and Pascal compilers
have just been introduced that will provide up to 30% higher system performance. A second phase of the optimization program should boost performance
another 20%.
To simplify software development, Intergraph has adopted the X Windows
windowing interface and the Open Soft-

ware Foundation's Motif as its basic application program interface. Adoption of
the OSF/Motif, says Baum, will make
available to Clipper users the many thirdparty applications that will be written to
conform with the standard.
RISC WARS. If software is the ground
over which the RISC wars will be fought
and won, Intergraph and the Clipper
should have enough artillery to more
than hold their own. Their better-armed
opponent, fittingly enough, may turn out
to be Motorola and the Clipper's technological cousin, the 88000.
Motorola has developed astandard for
binary compatibility that is essentially a
subset of the AT&T Unix specification.
Its backers say it is complete enough to
allow awide range of software developers to produce software that will work
without modification on any system complying with the standard.
Promotion and refinement of the standard are now handled by the 88open Consortium Ltd., based in Wilsonville, Ore.
The consortium is anonprofit organization whose members include Motorola,
software developers, and systems suppliers. It tests products for compliance with
the standard and issues certificates of
compliance. It also has devised the Software Initiative, an effort to promote the
development of software for 88000-based
systems.
Additional reporting by Bernard C.
Cole and Tom Manuel
Electronics/May 1989
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Your new system idea is off the drawing board. But now the market

window is closing fast. And when you need to create ASICs that work the first
time— on time—The New Harris Semiconductor is what your vision of the future
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communications, automotive, military and other applications. III But The New
Harris Semiconductor is far more than your ASIC supplier. We're your ASIC partner
—your ally in taking the risks out of ASICs. III Our proven ASIC design system
and extensive libraries help to ensure your design's success. Our worldwide design
centers offer afull range of assistance—working together with you as your ASIC
specialist. And our flexible manufacturing capabilities meet your needs for both
fast, accurate prototypes and high-volume, just- in-time manufacturing.
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We

also offer abroad variety of ASIC optiqns to meet your performance, schedule and
cost requirements. Including standard products, gate arrays, standard cells, compilers and full custom— for both conventional and radhard applications. In analog,
digital, mixed AID and power. And across atechnology spectrum from CMOS and
bipolar to dielectric isolation and GaAs.
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For your vision of the future in

ASICs, choose The New Harris Semiconductor. Today.
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For more information,

call toll-free, 1-800-4- HARRIS, Ext. 1989. ( In Canada, 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1989.)
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With a tightening defense budget,
the Pentagon is looking for near-term
t's the oldest problem in military electronics: how do you
make chips impervious to radiation damage? Companies have
offered up anumber of solutions over the years, ranging
from exotic new semiconductor
materials such as gallium arsenide and
synthetic sapphire to careful design
tricks that effectively isolate neighboring transistors from each other on a
chip's surface. The Defense Department, the primary buyer of this hardened, or radhard, circuitry, has invested in all of them.
But today, with the Bush Administration actively backing anear-term implementation of Star Wars technology in
the midst of atightening budget environment, defense agencies are being
forced to make tough decisions about
which technologies have the most promise. "The suggestion I'm getting from
the Strategic Defense Initiative is to put
my emphasis on the near-term technologies," says one program manager, who
manages funds from SDI, the Defense
Nuclear Agency, and elsewhere for rad82

solutions to making ICs that can

hard chip research. As
aresult, some promiswithstand heavy doses of radiation.
ing but unproven techCritics fear some promising technologies
nologies are not getting the key investmay get lost in the shuffle
ment they deserve, critics say. These are
technologies that offer greater resis- questions the material's unparalleled
tance to radiation than current process- ability to weather huge doses of radiaes, but need time to develop into viable tion, SDI officials have shown impatience
methods for producing even modest vol- with industry's inability to boost circuit
umes of chips.
densities and drive yields up to respectThese technologies—and the compaable, silicon-like levels. Instead, they've
nies that back them—have to compete
shifted their attention to more mature
for funds at very early stages in their de silicon-based technologies.
velopment, raising the risk level for SDI
SDI cut GaAs development funding
investments. "What we've got here in
from
million in 1987 to $16 million in
the government is just about the same
1988 and sought to cut it further, to just
problem you've got in industry—there $14.7 million, this year. Only alast-minare too many people who are only really
ute $18 million reprieve from Congress
interested in the short-term goals," says
last fall—in response to pleas from the
Dick Dudney, who as program manager
Defense Advanced Research Projects
for radhard silicon technologies at the
Agency, which manages DOD's GaAs
Army Strategic Defense Command in
programs—kept alive any semblance of
Huntsville, Ala., will spend $28.7 million
aviable program, says Sven Roosild,
on radhard development work in 1989.
Darpa's assistant director for electronic
The biggest loser in this technology
sciences. Yet in areport to Congress in
battle is GaAs. Even though no one
March listing the 22 "most critical" tech-

$
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nologies to the future defense of the
U. S., the Pentagon ranked GaAs development second only to microelectronics
advances in general.
This mixed message has already irked
some congressmen and may become a
topic of debate when serious discussions
of the fiscal 1990 budget get under way.
That debate has already started, with
Darpa firing the first salvo: Roosild says
the $19 million SDI is seeking for GaAs
research in 1990 "is not really enough to
support aprogram that goes anywhere."
Why has GaAs lost its luster? The answer lies primarily in the more immediate success of two alternatives—bulk
CMOS silicon and silicon-on-insulator, a
variant of the older silicon-on-sapphire
technology that is now the most common choice for critical radhard applications. Experts agree that GaAs will always be tougher than any silicon technology when it comes to "total-dose" radiation—the ability to survive alifetime
of repeated exposure. This can ultimately damage the material of achip, slowing
it down and otherwise degrading performance. But the difference in yield, cost,
and, more important, circuit density,
have made these alternative technologies more and more attractive.
GaAs also has an edge over most silicon technologies in terms of speed, but
because of the huge weight concerns of
space platforms, density is often amore
critical consideration. So experts now
expect GaAs to be used only in niche applications, where its unique combination
of speed, power, and hardness are expressly called for. "The only place GaAs
is better is total dose," says Barry Dunbridge, assistant general manager for
technology at TRW Inc.'s Electronics
and Technology Division in Redondo
Beach, Calif. "Since it's no better with
the other [criteria], it simply doesn't
have anything to offer. You've got to
ask: do you really need the speed for the
higher cost?"
So for the short term, silicon in some
form is the answer. That solution seems
remarkable in light of the conventional
wisdom of adecade ago, when silicon
MOS technologies were considered "too
soft" for space and missile applications,
Dunbridge says. At that time, the military and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration leaned on conventional or dielectrically isolated bipolar
technologies for their nuclear and spacebased missions. But as the industry
shifted away from n-channel MOS to
CMOS while embracing smaller and
smaller geometries, designers also had
to move to thinner oxide layers on their
chips. In so doing, they fell upon ahappy
accident: once oxides were cut in half, to
Electronics! May 1989

nuclear events around the globe. And
about 250 A or less, it turned out that
their need to handle tremendous on"CMOS was good enough for peaceful
board computing tasks means they will
space applications," Dunbridge says.
require levels of memory capacity never
Total-dose hardness levels of 100
before seen in space-based systems.
Krads and higher were easily attainable.
"SDI birds are memory-hungry," says
Likewise, as operating speeds improved,
the Army's Dudney. " Little 4- and 16CMOS became less susceptible to doseKbit memories aren't going to do it."
rate attack, asudden blast of radiation
Hence the extensive investment in
that can cause photon-induced currents
SRAMs in virtually every technology,
to course through achip, causing aspike
from GaAs—where 16-Kbit SRAMs are
effect that can upset memory bits and
cause logic transitions. Halving the ox- now available—to silicon. Having sucide thickness produces afactor-of-eight cessfully developed 64-Kbit silicon technology, IBM and Honeywell are now
improvement in total-dose hardness and
working on the 256-Kbit level. Other
afour-times improvement in dose-rate
funding, from SDI and the DNA, has
protection, Dunbridge says.
Later, chip developers realized that boosted development of asilicon-on-insulator 64-Kbit SRAM from Texas Instruhardening CMOS further was amatter
ments Inc. of Dallas and asilicon-on-sapof insulating individual transistors from
phire 64-Kbit part from General Electric
one another. They found that by buildCo.'s Microelectronics Center in Reing silicon circuitry on an insulating subsearch Triangle Park, N. C.
strate of synthetic sapphire, or by someThese new technologies are beginning
how growing an insulating layer onto
to edge out the oldest, silicon bipolar,
the silicon substrate itself, they could
which is currently flying in more satelproduce still harder circuits.
lites than any other. Silicon bipolar was
More recently, IBM Corp.'s Federal
the first technology to reach a high
Systems Division in Manassas, Va., and
enough maturity level to satisfy the hisHoneywell Inc.'s Solid State Electronics
torically cautious space community. But
Division in Colorado Springs, Colo., have
this process is today very limited in denpushed straight CMOS as potential solutions to even the
most stringent radhard problems. Using extensions of
the processes they
developed for the
Pentagon's Very
High Speed Integrated Circuit program, both companies have produced
radhard CMOS 64Kbit static randomaccess memories
with SDI funding,
using an isolation
technique that essentially amounts to
building a silicon
wall
and
moat
around each transistor. Their success
has thrown the rest
of the radhard
world into atizzy.
Unlike most radhard
programs,
which require only a
modicum of memory and which offload most if not all
of the processing
allium arsenide is tougher than any
needs to groundbased systems, SDI
silicon technology but is plagued by high cost, low
satellites must be
yield, and low circuit density. The Pentagon has cut
capable of instantaback GaAs funding by more than half
neously reacting to

G
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sity-4-Kbit SRAMs are the biggest
available memories. What's more, bipolar circuits are not very hard compared
with ICs built in competing technologies.
They can withstand alifetime radiation
dose of only about 100,000 rads, 10 to
100 times less than specially designed
CMOS or SOI parts and 1,000 times less
than GaAs. So while bipolar is still used
in specialized applications, it is by no
means the technology of choice today.
That title belongs to one of two silicon
technologies: dielectrically isolated
CMOS or silicon-on-sapphire, the process
RCA Corp. developed in the 1960s and
'70s for high-speed commercial applications and which owes its survival to its
hardness characteristics. SOS incorporates CMOS circuits on top of an insulating substrate of synthetic sapphire,
which acts as aground for radiation-induced electrical currents. Dielectrically
isolated silicon, on the other hand, protects its circuits from the effects of transient radiation by isolating each transistor within an individual "tub" of silicon,
making it harder for electrical activity at
one transistor to set off achain reaction
among its neighbors, says Joe Tirado,
manager of strategic marketing for military and high-reliability circuits at Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Sector in Melbourne, Fla., the undisputed world leader in radhard chip sales.
Each leading technology has its problems, however. In bulk silicon, designers
pay asteep real-estate price for isolating
every transistor from its neighbor. Honeywell's radhard CMOS 64-Kbit SRAM is
almost four times the size of acomparable 160-by-300-mil 64-Kbit part TI is developing with SOI technology. And bulk
silicon's performance is nothing to brag

A

sStar Wars

takes off, the pressure for radhard solutions intensifies;
this SDI experiment was
launched last year from a
Delta 181 rocket

about: typical access time for aCMOS 64Kbit SRAM is 40 ns or slower, against
only 25 ns for SOI or SOS.
For SOS, the problems are all materials-related: synthetic sapphire substrates are expensive, brittle, and limited
in size—the biggest wafers measure just
3in. across. As aresult of these three
factors, chips are outrageously expensive and yields notoriously low. In fact,
just getting sapphire substrates can be
an ordeal. For most of the 1980s, U. S.
companies depended on Japanese suppliers, until the Pentagon coughed up $21
million to establish aguaranteed domestic source at Union Carbide Corp. in San
Diego. Under the agreement, Union Carbide will also try to develop larger sapphire wafers to help reduce the processing cost for SOS.
Also, some experts warn that SOS
technology may have reached its fullest
density potential with today's 1.25-µm
design rules. "Sapphire material is very
limited in integration density because of
the stress between the silicon and sapphire layers," says aDNA official. By
contrast, IBM has broken the 1.0-p.m barrier with its bulk-silicon processes, working at 1.0 and 0.5 m.
Even SOS's strongest supporters—
companies like GE, Harris, and Rockwell—admit that SOS will bow out in favor of other solutions in coming years.
"We know there's going to be achangeover one day," says Quent Cansen, director of IC engineering at Rockwell International's Microelectronics Technology
center in Newport Beach, Calif. "But for
now, SOS is the only silicon-based technology that has been proven in military
systems."
The likely replacement silicon-on-insu-
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Wat makes one chip capable of withVII standing high doses of radiation and
others fail? The answer lies in acomplex
relationship between the characteristics
of the semiconductor material and the circuit design itself. Even the average commercial-grade CMOS chip has some inherent immunity to radiation. In many
cases, in fact, builders of military and
space systems merely screen such chips
through acareful series of tests, rather
than go out and shop for—or commission
the design of—specialized parts.
The French Spot- 1Remote Imaging
Satellite, for example, makes its photographs of the Earth with an array of
carefully screened, solid-state, chargedcoupled-device cameras that were designed for use in facsimile machines by
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics.
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But screening is acceptable in only the
mildest of radiation environments. For
critical applications such as nuclear arms
or the space-based Star Wars weapons,
much higher tolerances are required.
Hence the major funding for radhard
technology development over the past
five years. The Pentagon has spent well
over $250 million on radhard research
since 1984, and it plans to spend an additional $52 million in fiscal 1990—a figure
its own experts insist is far too frugal.
Calculating how much radhard technology the military buys, however, is not
so easy; accurate figures simply don't exist. Most estimates place the total at
around 5% of the $3billion military-chip
market, or around $150 million ayear.
What all that money is going for is a
chip's ability to weather some combina-

tion of four radiation parameters: total
dose, dose-rate upset, neutron radiation,
and single-event upset. Total dose is defined as the maximum cumulative dose of
radiation that apart can be expected to
withstand and still continue to operate;
dose-rate upset measures the maximum
radiation achip can survive over agiven
time frame; the neutron figure predicts
the maximum level of neutron bombardment that can attack achip's surface before it fails; and single-event upset measures apart's hardness against sudden
bursts of gamma radiation, usually emitted by the sun.
Different applications will require different parameters, depending on the mission, its orbit and operable lifetime, and
the levels of radiation it is expected to encounter in normal operation.
-TN
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THE FIRST BREAKTHROUGH
IN 8CHANNEL RECORDERS IN
MORE THAN 20 YEARS!

System ihannel
logs time, date,
speec, eng'g units

!nstantanecus
channel ex zansion
160 mm ' or high

The last real improvement in direct
writing recorders was the pressurized
ink recorder back in 1961. For the first
time chart tracings were uniform and
clear with no skipping. Simply beautiful. And since 1961 the pressurized
ink recorder has been the staidard
that all otners had to measure up to
Until now.
Introducing the revolutionary New
Technology MT-9500 direct writing
recorder.
It is revolutionary because it has
afrequency resporse equal to light

Prints own
cnart grid

Eight 40 nm
waveform ,:hannels
and eighL annotation

later-channel
arnotation (may
also be used as
-r1 marke

beam recorders Up to 12 kHz. Real
time.
It is revolLtiona -ybecause it has no
moving parts. On ythe paper moves.
It , srevolutiona .. ybecause it doesn't
use costly photo papers or ink or
toners or chemicals. It uses everyday
low cost plain thermal paper.
It is revolutionary because it records
waveforms, does line printing, logs
pertinent irrormation about recording
conditions iiclud ng time and chart
speed. And prints the chart grid.
That's right Prints the chart grid. All

Other New Technology MT Series Recorders
Model MT8800 records DC q3 5kHz real time with
extremely sharp traces on plain thermal paper. Provides
many modes of operation including data capture and
channel overlap. (Shown at left).
Dash Il model MT 2channel Field Recorder.
Ultra- reliable under brutal conditions. DC to 500
Hz real time. Uses plain
thermal paper. Battery
and line power. ( Shown
at right).

Numerical values
of waveforms in
eng'g units

Local control via
keyboard or host
,
:ontrol via RS-232
pr IEEE-488 ports

at the same time.
It is revolutionary because it can
cap'.ure data and let you do an " instant
replay" in slow motion for in-depth
analysis of complex waveforms.
It is revolutionary because it is, well,
reliable. No ink to mess with. No pens
to change. No mechanisms to fight
with. Nothing moves except electrons
ano the paper.
Not quite so -evolutionary are the
beautiful crisp, uniform chart tracings it
makes. Reminds you of pressurized ink.
But remember, no ink.

You have tc see the MT-9500 and other
New Technology MT Series recorders in
action to appreciate their remarkable capabilities. So phone today for an obligation-free
cemonstration. Or phone or write for our new
comprehensive brochures.
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Decisions. Decisions. Decisions.
PR-900 makes
them for you.
The world's leading light
measurement people have
done it again! They've developed astate-of-the-art Video
Photometer that can make all
your CRT and display test
measurement pass/reject decisions for you. Automatically!
The PR- 900 dramatically reduces measurement time, and
improves the accuracy and repeatability over manual techniques. It virtually eliminates the possibility of operator error.
And it provides NBS-traceable luminance measurements.
Only Photo Research could have brought you this special combination of capabilities nasingle instrument. The system is so flexible it can operate in the lab, the production line, as astand-alone
or in acomplete ATE environment. And it is so easy to operate it
requires a:most no training. That's what leadership means.
The PR-900 Video Photometer embodles the latest advances in
solid-state video technology and image processing techniques. Get
all the facts today.
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THE NEXT GREAT HOPE: DIAMOND CHIPS

S

ilicon in all its varieties dominates to- of diamond's brilliance. Based on aformula developed in 19'72 to derive "figures
day's market for radiation-hardened
microcircuits, but scientists say the tech- of merit" for large-scale integrated-cirnology is ultimately too soft for the har- cuit materials, diamond is at least 32.2
times superior to silicon, says Max Yoder,
shest radiation-packed environments.
aprogram manager at the Office of NaTheir slogan: silicon lasts awhile, but diaval Research. Another formula developed
monds are forever.
for microwave and millimeter-wave ICs
Diamonds? Well, diamond semiconductors. If engineers can master the fine art rates diamond 8,200 times better than silicon and nearly 1,200 times better than
of growing diamond substrates, diamond
GaAs, the preferred MMIC technology.
chips—not the kind that go into earrings,
"If we could build diamond semiconbut working electronic circuits etched
ductors today, we could revolutionize the
into diamond substrates—will be the preMimic program," says Duston, referring
ferred technology for all space and nucleto the Pentagon's five-year, $250 million
ar applications. No matter how advanced
effort to develop high-density MMICs.
silicon or gallium arsenide technologies
And there's the rub: diamond semiconget, both materials will always be limited
by inherent characteristics that, sooner ductors can't be built today. One researcher, Michael Geis at the Massachuor later, make them vulnerable to radiasetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln
tion damage. Not so diamonds.
Labs in Lexington, Mass., has had some
"The higher hardness in diamond is gosuccess in building circuits on natural diaing to run circles around everything else,"
mond. But fabricating
says Dwight Duston, director of innovative
science and technology at the Strategic De dense circuits in volume
will remain nothing but a
fense Initiative Organization, which has
pipe dream until someone
spent about $13 million in diamond relearns how to make ussearch in the last four years.
able diamond substrates.
Of all potential semiconductor materiNatural diamond is too
als, diamond has the highest breakdown
expensive and stones are
voltage, the highest saturated electron
velocity, the highest thermal conductiv- too small to be used for
anything but research, so
ity, and the lowest dielectric constant.
synthetic diamond is the
"Combine all those things and what you
key. The problem, says
get is high power, high frequency, and
Duston, is that diamond
radhard," says F. Thomas Wooten, vice
"has ahard lattice conpresident for electronics and systems at
the Research Triangle Institute in Re- stant to match."
So while it can be grown
search Triangle Park, N. C., which has an
ongoing diamond program funded in part epitaxially with relative
by SDIO. "Diamond technology is stimu- ease, finding a suitable
substrate to grow it on
lating alot of interest."
has so far perplexed scienWhat's more, diamond has mainstream
tists. Without agood latpotential in nonradhard markets. Any
tice match, growing anyapplication where high frequency, high
thing more than an ulspeed, and the ability to operate at high
temperatures are needed is ripe for adia- trathin diamond layer is
impossible—the material
mond solution, say officials at SDIO, the
will crack under the strain
Office of Naval Research, and several
of the mismatched molecprivate laboratories that are working on
ular structures.
diamond development.
There are materials
The high-temperature operation is particularly attractive for satellite applica- that do match diamond's
lattice, says James A.
tions, since 65% of the average satellite is
dedicated to thermal management, Dus- Hutchby, director of
RTI's Center for Semiton says. Since diamond circuits could operate at upwards of 600°C-475°C higher conductor Research. But
none of these are capable
than silicon or GaAs—much of that cooling equipment could be eliminated. That of withstanding the 700to-800°C temperatures
would give satellite designers the chance
to greatly increase abird's capability or that diamond must be
grown at. The institute's
to decrease its size, so that smaller, less
latest hope: finding acopexpensive launch vehicles could be used.
per-nickel alloy that can
Immunity to heat would also permit the
use of diamond chips inside aircraft en- come close to matching
gines or nuclear reactors to monitor diamond's lattice.
is finding
Meanwhile, researchperformance.
ers
at
Crystallume,
a
But immunity to heat is only one facet

Menlo Park, Calif., company, are taking a
different tack. They're trying to develop
alower-temperature process for growing
diamond that might allow the use of lithium- fluoride and other materials that,
while they match diamond's lattice close
ly, disintegrate at between 300 and 400°C.
If they can grow diamond at a low
enough temperature, they can use these
substrates to get started and then burn
them off at alater stage in the chip-making process, says SDIO's Duston.
Likewise, the Naval Research Laboratories are also interested in lower-temperature processing, says James Butler, an
NRL researcher. "Right now, we sort of
have asimple-minded view of why diamond can be grown by chemical vapor de
position," he says. "The next aspect of
our research is to understand the surface
chemistry of diamond so we can grow the
material at lower temperatures." -TN.
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he key to producing diamond ICs
asubstrate to match diamond's
unusual lattice
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The industry is placing its bets on SOI
lator, which is, in fact, asuperset
technology, and has made big strides in these lower levels it can boost orof technologies that includes SOS. finding an insulating substrate without theits
ders, cut costs, and broaden
Harris, TI, and others have been
market. "Business projections for
making enormous strides in reproblems of sapphire. The leading
SDI are huge, but they keep getcent years toward creating an inting pushed out and pushed out
sulating substrate without the approach: Simox, from Texas Instruments again," says TI's Powell. "We
problems inherent to sapphire.
want to be aplayer in that market,
The leading approach is TI's Sibut we also want to look at the
mox process, in which the natural propnarrow the gap further by funding sub- lowerrad markets as well."
erties of bulk silicon are altered through
micron SOI work.
TI's strategy is rooted, at least in part,
aseries of process steps so that the siliWith all its promise, Simox has prob- in the notion that Simox may be aviable
con becomes, at once, an active semicon- lems of its own. Ion-implantation equip commercial technology of the future.
ductor layer and an insulating substrate.
ment, needed to create the insulating
Unlike SOS, which will never make it in
With Simox, TI literally embeds an in- layer within the substrate, is expensive.
the commercial world thanks to its missulating layer inside the silicon sub- And since Simox is new, it will take time erable yield, Simox may hold better
strate. TI won't say just how high the
for it to gain the confidence of DOD pro- promise than traditional CMOS for all ciryields are, but they're "at least double
gram managers, the rank-and-file speci- cuits, once design rules descend to the
the yield of SOS, simply because we've
fiers whose decisions will ultimately de- 0.3 m level and below.
got abetter substrate," says Tom Pow- termine the winner of the radhard batThat's because the insulating SiO 2
ell, radhard branch manager for TI.
tle. The success or failure of aprogram
that makes Simox radhard could also
Moreover, power dissipation at standby
under, say, amajor's watch, can go a make it immune to current leakage or
is " three orders of magnitude better long way in determining if he ever crosstalk between neighboring transisthan bulk" CMOS, he adds—about 100 makes colonel. And with that in mind, in- tors, aproblem that's already leading
nA to 1µA vs. 0.5 to 1mA.
siders say, few are likely to take arisk.
IBM and Honeywell to consider dropping
But what is most remarkable about
"The program manager's got his career voltage levels to 3rather than 5V for
the TI technology is how fast it has ma- riding on these decisions," Dudney says.
their next-generation 0.5-p.m 256-Kbit
tured. With the firm backing of the
That attitude has hurt GaAs especial- SRAMs. A source at the DNA goes even
DNA, "they've brought that technology ly, and was the reason that Congress
further: not only would Simox conceivalong much faster than anyone thought eventually set aside extra money to fund
ably be able to operate at the standard 5
possible," says the Army's Dudney, who aseries of GaAs insertion efforts. And it V, he says, but it might even become
has overseen the work for DNA.
is the kind of thinking that could untrack cost-competitive with conventional
"They've split the maturity gap between TI in its effort to get SOI parts into ava- CMOS at that level, because the CMOS
SOI and SOS from five to two and ahalf riety of low-hardness programs. The
isolation problems would be that much
years." Now Dudney says he wants to
company hopes that by reaching out to harder to master.

HOW THEY STACK UP: THE TOP FIVE RAD-HARD TECHNOLOGIES
Biggest Available

Typical

Chip

Key

Static RAM

Access

Technology

Companies

(Kbits)

Speed ( ni)

Development

AMO

4

10

Mature technology, but

Silicon ( Bipolar)

Dose Rate
Stage of

Harris

losing ground to lower-

National

power MOS processes

Neutron

Wee
Single-Event

Total Dose
Upset
Radiation
Upset
(rads)
( rods/s) ( neutrons/cm 2 ) ( errors/bit/day)

10 5-10 7

10 8

10' 4

106

10 9

10 15

10 - 7 to 10 - 8

10 5-10 6

10 10 -10 11

10' 5

iø -

105_106

10 10 -10 11

10 15

10 -9

10 9-10 10

io 7

10 15

10 -7 to 10 -8

TI
Silicon (bulk MOS)

Honeywell

64

40

IBM

Emerging as the technology of choice in
most applications

Silicon-on- Sapphire

GE

64

25

Most mature of the sili-

Harris

con-on- insulator tech-

Hughes

nologies, but believed

Rockwell

limited in terms of much
higher integration

Silicon-on- Insulator

Harris

64

25

TI

Believed to be the rodhard technology of the
future, with potentially
lower cost than SOS
and higher integration
than bulk silicon

GaAs

Gigabit Logic
McDonnell- Douglas

16

5

Hardest technology
against total- dose radi-

Rockwell

ation, but very limited

TriQuint

by integration level
with the material. Ultimately a niche technology for microwave and
millimeter- wave ICs
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ANIN-CIRCUIT TESTER SO SIMPLE,
SO AFFORDABLE, YOU CAN ORDER IT BY MAIL.
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rby phone, if you
prefer.
The Zehntel 1800 is so
radically easy to own, well
send you afull price list
and specifications— just to
prove it.
The 1800 is the first full
in-circuit tester at an MDA
price. With true analog and
digital in-circuit testing.
Diagnostics that trace faults
right to the device. And simple

PC-based operations, which
means programming is as
easy as using aspreadsheet.
Best of all, its
price: under $53,000
for 384 analog and
digital test points,
expandable to 640
points with plug-in
driver/receiver cards.
Need more test
points? The Zehntel
1820 expands up
to 2048.
It's as simple
as that.
Circle 52

FREE PRICE LIST61.
SPECIFICATIONS
10A110

Call (8001457-8326
noworattach
yourblminesscard
hemandsendto:
Teradyne
2625
Shadelands
Walnut
Creek, CA
94598
Oder expires
July 31, 1989.

At last, an assistant that
follows your directions
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100% autorouting.

Wouldn't it be great to
delegate your routing?
You can! We know your time is
valuable. That's why Wintek
pioneered comprehensive and
affordable CAD packages for IBM
personal computers. HiWIRE-Plus
continued that tradition, integrating schematic- capture features
and printed- circuit- artwork
capabilities into one versatile
package.

New autorouter.
The Autorouter for HiVVIRE-Plus
is powerful enough to handle the
most demanding design problems,
yet simple enough for a casual
user. Just turn it loose on your
design. It's hassle free because
it works long hours, without supervision or errors.

The autorouter for HiVVIRE-Plus
rips- up, reroutes, and with appropriate design rules, racks up
100% completion.
Forget gridded routers. This
autorouter places vias and traces
anywhere your design rules
allow. With 1- mil resolution.
Vary trace width and spacing for
individual networks. Route 1, 2,
3, or more tracks between IC
and connector pins.
Set up boards ' rom 1to 250
layers, up to 60" >< 60".
Specify shape, size, and type
of vias, layer- by- layer: throughhole, blind, buried, micro.
Specify via types for individual
networks.
Use fewer vias and layers than
comparably priced autorouters.
For use on your IBM PC, XT,
AT, PS/2, or compatible with
640K RAM.

Why pay more for a 100%
autorouter?
Compare the features and
performance to packages costing
five times more. HiWIRE-Plus and
the Autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus
sell for $ 895 each. Both have a
no-nonsense, 30- day moneyback guarantee. With unlimited,
toll- free, no- charge technical
support.
Let HiWIRE convince you that it
makes a great assistant. Call us
toll- free at ( 800) 742-6809 today
and put HiWIRE-Plus and the
Autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus to
work for you tomorrow.

«"MnIZ
Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Fax: ( 317) 448-4823
Phone: ( 317) 742-8428 or

(800) 742-6809

Europe: RIVA Ltd, England, Phone 0420 22666, FAX 0420 237000 / Brazil: Comicro, Phone ( 11) 289-7193 / Japan: BEST, Phone: ( 03) 374-1161, FAX ( 03) 374-9450
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HIRE RATE IS SOARING
Electronics-industry managers
are relying more heavily
on contract engineers and
third-party development houses
as pressures on
profit margins dictate
keeping aleaner
full-time staff

Electronics/ May 1989

here's avalued new employee on the scene in the electronics industry
these days, but you won't find his or her
name on the regular payroll roster. The
engineer, designer, or project manager in
question is a " temp"—ahighly skilled
hired gun brought on for aparticular project with alimited life span.
Though using temps is not anew concept, the hire rate has soared, spurred by
heightened competition that puts apremium on acompany's ability to change its
work force quickly in response to changing technology. Hard statistics are difficult to come by, but some sources believe
high-technology firms account for up to 25% of all
salaries paid to temps in
the U. S. today. Another
index of the robustness of
the trend is found in the
temp-agency business itself, which has scored annual growth rates of more
than 20% over the past 10
years running.
Hand-in-hand with the
increasing reliance on outside help—whether individual contractors or those recruited through a hightech temp agency—is the
related phenomenon of
third-party development
houses. Such busir esses,
which in effect are subcontractors that handle aproject from the design stage

through pilot manufacturing, are flourishing. As an industry, they've skyrocketed from amostly insignificant role adecade ago to be worth acombined $1billion
annually, according to estimates by business consultant Arthur D. Little Inc. of
Cambridge, Mass.
A notably open-minded bunch, electronics-industry managers have long
been hiring temps to smooth out workload peaks or to fill in for absent hands.
As far back as the mid-19'70s, they discovered that skillful weaving in of outside
talent could give them an edge over the
competition. In fact, the peaks and valleys associated with the semiconductor
business cycle are tailor-made for temps.
Motorola Inc.'s Semiconductor Products
Sector, for one, has avoided the heavy
layoffs that come with the down part of
the cycle by depending more heavily on
contract labor than its peers.
But today, competitive pressures on
profit margins require keeping the leanest possible full-time staff and make finding quality temps more urgent. Technology talent usually comes through technical service agencies, which supply designers, engineers, and scientists as readily
as Kelly Services agencies deliver office
help. These "nonstandard types of staffing," as the Conference Board, abusiness-research organization, calls temps,
may be referred to as alternative, contingent, or peripheral employees. Some talk
about the trend as a "core-ring" concept,
where awork force is divided into acore
of full-time workers surrounded by an
91

WHO ARE THE TECHNICAL TEMPS? NOT YOUR AVERAGE JOES'
I f you think the technical brain trust
working as temporary or contract employees consists of engineers who are momentarily between jobs, think again. Executives in the temporary-service business say there's an abundant pool of technical talent, perhaps topping 150,000
people, that prefers to work freelance.
"Technical temporaries aren't just your
average-Joe engineers," says Joseph B.
Morris, executive director of the National
Technical Services Association in Alexandria, Va. Most have advanced skills and in
many cases are better qualified than anyone who could be hired on apermanent
basis, he says. "They get up to speed immediately. This is definitely not afield for
beginners."
Founded in 1966, NTSA has 84 member
companies employing its temps as on-site
contract engineers. The firms range in
size from about $2million to over $50 million in yearly sales. Morris estimates the
temp-placement industry itself at about
$3 billion annually, growing at a12% to
15% rate.

leading product-development outfits.
At any one time, Feguson may be directing several development programs
for anumber of companies. He is responsible for all facets of each job, which typically last six to nine months from concept
to delivery of the prototype.
Ferguson has more than 10 years of experience in digital and computer-system
design, including astint with HewlettPackard Co., and holds BSEE and MSEE
degrees from the University of California
at Berkeley.
But the business side of his projects often claims more of his time than the technology. "Scheduling [of delivery] is genJohn Ferguson prefers overseeing Tidewaterally the No. 1interest of our customer's turnkey projects to corporate life.
ers," Ferguson says.
Ferguson believes that he is in the ideal
Another type of temp is one who works
spot, always supervising designs that
for aproduct-development company, a test his mettle by pushing into the higher
firm that handles projects on aturnkey
levels of technology. So he has no
basis for larger corporations. One such
thought of going back to work directly
engineer is John Ferguson, an engineerfor companies. " Iget to work on something here from start to finish. It's astiming project leader for Tidewater Associates Inc. in Union City, Calif., one of the
ulating environment," he says.
-L. W

outer ring of part-timers, temps, or contract workers.
During flush times, companies can
take on temps without committing to fulltime salaries and the benefit packages
that typically add some 40% and as much
as 60% in " hidden costs" for each employee. Then, if business conditions hit the
skids, as inexorably happens from time to
time in the recurrent product and commodity cycles, companies can trim the
temps first, sidestepping the need to fire
permanent employees.
While the pluses are apparent, there
are some negatives to consider, too. Topping the list is maintaining work quality,
along with the closely related issue of insuring that temps are as energetically
motivated as the full-timers.
Managers must also consider the possibility that federal regulation may be in
the offing regarding the treatment of

temporaries. Already, the Internal Revenue Service has gotten into the action
with its Section 89 provision, which became official this year. Its intent is fairly
clear, say sources at temp agencies: to
broaden benefit coverage for temps. But
just how the regulation will work in practice, and the liabilities associated with it,
are still subject to interpretation.
"If corporate executives think using
contingent workers is going to be afree
lunch, they are going to be surprised,"
says labor economist Richard Belous of
the National Planning Commission in
Washington. Companies will have to
make investments in training and in setting up workable structures to reach
their quality-control and motivation goals
for temps, he says.
Because of the sensitivity of the subject, along with reluctance about giving
valuable information to competitors,

WHY COMPANIES HIRE TEMPS
To Alleviate Work Overloads

70%

For Special Projects

61%

To Fill in for Workers on Leave

52%

To Fill in for Vacationing Workers

51%

To Fill Vacancies Left by Resignation or Firing

44%

To Fill in for Workers out Sick

37%

To Perform Work for Which Full-Time
Positions Cannot Be Financially Justified

36%
SOURCE: ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
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most electronics companies decline to talk
for the record about how they use temporary workers. And high-tech temp agencies are forbidden to identify their clients.
Even Motorola, which in the past has
been outgoing about its success in using
temps, is now keeping mum.
A notable exception is Hewlett-Packard Co., which late last year unveiled a
plan to build an in-house alternative labor
pool. The strategy carries extra weight
since the Palo Alto, Calif.-based HP has
over the years earned areputation as perhaps the most advanced and benevolent
organization in the industry in terms of
employee relations. Its no-fire policy—
employees are hired for life, and not laid
off due to hard times—is widely admired,
if not emulated.
HP's new Flexible Work Force became
official at the start of its fiscal year, Nov. 1,
as asort of internal temp agency, says
Stephanie Decker, who runs the program.
"We're trying to build in lots more flexibility for the company because there's so
much more competition, and this is away
to respond to the changes," she says. Although HP will continue to hire temps
from the outside, keeping an internal pool
is ameans toward tighter control of temps,
Decker says. The Flex Force spans all
parts of the company, but no manager can
use it for more than 10% of his or her programs. After studying the interplay between temps and permanent employees,
HP has set guidelines intended to get the
advantages of flexibility "without changing the culture," she says.
The key to the program's success, says
Electronics/May 1989

THE SALARY IS ONLY THE BEGINNING
Decker, is choosing personnel "who truly
want to be temporaries." Although salaries are comparable with those of fulltime counterparts, the jobs carry no medical, pension, or other benefits, so the ideal
hires are retirees, students, or part-timers who have coverage elsewhere. The
bedrock requirement is that Force workers cannot use temp jobs as steppingstones to permanent slots at HP. "This is
not ascreening device" for full-time employment, Decker says. To this end, there
are built-in time limits in two categories:
contract workers of from one to six
months, extendable to two years maximum; and pool workers who come and go,
to atotal of 1,400 hours ayear. So far, attracting the right mix of workers has
been no problem, the company says.
Part of the impetus for Flex Force
springs from HP's no-fire policy, astance
that cost it dearly in 1985. During that
downturn, HP kept several thousand unneeded workers on its payroll and
"learned alesson," Decker says, about
how temp help interleaved with the permanent staff might ease the pangs without violating the no-layoff policy.
PIONEERING EFFORT. With its vast resources, HP can afford to hand-tool an internal temp force to precise needs. "It is
one of the programs that is particularly
interesting," notes Helen Axel, an economist at the Conference Board. " It is apositive approach that is testing the waters."
But most other high-tech firms have to
depend on agencies to supply them, creating opportunities these temp outfits are
eager to meet. The action is spirited both
in specialized technical agencies that are
proliferating throughout the country and
in general-purpose temp companies that
are adding high-tech workers to their employee rosters.
With the added interest has come a
change in attitude, says Michael Iandoli,
executive vice president of Technical Aid
Corp. of Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
"Temporary technical talent commands
more respect today than 10 years ago,"
he says. His company, located adjacent to
Boston's Route 128 electronics and computer hotbed, is 20 years old this year,
and Iandoli can't think of amajor company in the region that hasn't used its talent
bank. The payroll averages about 9,000
persons per week, he says, from office locations throughout the U. S. in three major areas: design engineers and draftsmen; software personnel for business applications; and software designers and
programmers for scientific tasks.
Most executives say that in the minds
of their clients, the watershed for temporaries came during the major recession in
1981-82. "That was the jump-off point,"
says Phil Bratspis, president of United
Electronics/May 1989

Base Salary

$200.00

Mandatory Payroll Taxes

25.20

Time Not Worked
(vacation, holidays, sick days, paid breaks from work)

29.60

Hiring and Administrative Costs
(training, bookkeeping, miscellaneous clerical work)

14.00

Company Benefits
(pension, profit sharing, insurance, miscellaneous benefits)

51.40

TOTAL COST

$320.20
SOURCE- UNIFORCE

Temporary Personnel Services in Brea,
Calif. "Before that, companies primarily
wanted work-overload and vacation relief—we were anecessary evil." But the
concept of flexible staffing, allowing
companies to hold their direct work force
to aminimum, then became so attractive
that "overnight it changed."
Also contributing was the word- and
data-processing revolution brought on by
the personal computer, which "parallels
the growth of temporary companies," he
says. "Most companies buying the equipment couldn't run it, and this forced them
to come to the temporary-help industry,
which had people who could."
A new twist in the technology field
that's giving strong signs of taking off
for United involves managing entire production plants for clients on aturnkey basis. The firm now has ahalf dozen such
facilities-management projects, compared with none ayear ago, says Bratspis. This approach allows the phased use
of temporaries as what amounts to "justin-time" personnel. Expect to hear more
of JIT temps, says Bratspis, because the
concept dovetails so smoothly with what
may be the hottest idea for increased productivity now being pursued in the U. S.
DESIGNERS. The bulk of agency personnel, however, is employed not for JIT reasons but for design projects, says Jerry
Kapalko, senior vice president of temp
supplier Olsten Corp. of Westbury, N. Y.
"There was atremendous expansion in
this market when companies realized the
design side of their business was cyclic,
and stopped hiring full-time employees to
do what amounted to apart-time job."
Even the hefty premiums that clients
must pay for ahighly skilled temp designer—which could amount to as much
as 50% more than atypical salary—is no
hindrance: "They know the work will go
away in afew weeks or months."
If hiring design specialists on aproject
basis works well for agrowing list of
firms, then it makes sense for many to take
afurther step into turnkey product development by third-party houses. The emergence of Tidewater Associates Inc. during
the past several years has shown what
these houses have to offer. Founded in
1984, the Union City, Calif., firm has built

design expertise in some of the hottest
product categories, along with an enviable
client list. It offers one-stop development,
from concept to pilot manufacturing, or
handles any part of that process.
A successful series of assignments
helped overcome ingrained industry resistance about letting key research and
development move outside direct control,
says founder and chief executive Bernard
Daines. Besides delivering the goods with
the promised performance, he says, Tidewater does it on astepped-up schedule
that clients couldn't hope to match internally. "We have adifferent mentality,
geared to afaster pace," he says. Unlike
contract engineers from temp firms,
Tidewater does all the work at its own
site with the help of the newest computeraided design gear and adesign team "at
the cutting edge, which would be prohibitively expensive for most organizations,"
Daines says.
ASIC SPECIALISTS. It is not coincidental
that Tidewater's core technology is in application-specific integrated circuits, which
support most new products. All companies
are aware of the value of ASIC advances,
Daines says, "but haven't bitten that bullet
yet" in terms of in-house expertise. That's
where Tidewater steps in.
Among the jobs that have propelled
Tidewater's revenue to more than $8million currently was the development of
complex printed-circuit boards for aPacific Bell trial communications system at
an unheard-of one-a-week pace for some
35 weeks. When Bell & Howell Co. asked
Tidewater to streamline the design for an
optical-disk-based system to be used as
an on-line graphics data base, the firm responded posthaste. Within five months, it
created system architecture, designed
hardware and software, and packaged
the product for beta testing. Since speed
in getting aproduct to market is preeminent among managers' concerns, says
Daines, Tidewater's turnaround time justifies its stiff fees, which can reach six
figures. "A substantial share of Tidewater's business stems from repeat clients
and referrals," he says.
Additional reporting by Lawrence Curran and Jack Shandle
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"There's so much. New applications. New markets.
Denser memory for our systems. We could release that
design we made last year."
"So what are you waitingfor? Get to work'
"You're kidding. Is the 4Megabit DRAM out? Who's got it?"
"lbsbiba. And you. It should be here this
afternoon r
They're here all right. 4Mb DRAMs from lbshiba. Just think what you
can do with them. You can attack whole new markets. Design new portable
and lap-top applications where you've never had room for enough memory.
Embedded applications, too, where you're always so cramped for board space.
Here's the best part. You get the 4Mb density without any penalty in
power. In fact, they use no more power than a1Mb DRAM. That means you
can upgrade asystem without major redesign. It also means your system
will run cool, for added reliability.
Or how about that 8Ons access time. That means you can design true
zero wait-state systems without resorting to cache memory or complex
interleaving schemes.
4Mb DRAM SPECIFICATIONS
The high density is made
IMx 4
4M x1
possible
by our 0.8 micron
8Ons, 100ns
80 os, 100ns
Access Times
578mW, q95mW
Operating Power
550mW, 468mW
design rules, and our Twin TUb
ZIP & SOJ
Packaging
CMOS fabrication process. But
Modes
Fast Page
Fast Page
Nibble
Static Column
you'd expect that from the
Write Per Bit
Static Column
world leader in DRAMs. You'd
expect them to be available in all standard JEDEC package and mode
options. And they are. You'd expect them to operate on asingle 5volt supply,
too. And they do.
But we give you afew things you might not expect. Amaster slice
concept, for instance. That will cut your qualifying costs tremendously.
When you qualify one part, you qualify the whole family.
We save you costly testing time, too. The 8-bit parallel test mode lets
you test the unit as if it were eight 512K blocks in parallel. That takes only
1/8th of the time. And the test can be done at the component, board or system
level. In fact, your customers can test memory every time they power-up.
There's more to tell. Much more. But we've run out of room. If you'd
like complete information, give us acall at 1-800-888-0848 ext. 517. We'll
drop adata sheet in the first mail. Service is our key component.

In Touch with Tomorrow
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T'S A
As the HON era dawns,
liquidcrystal displays
are starting to
challenge the CRT
as the scheme of choice
for flat-panel 111s.
Large LCDs with vivid
color and high contrast
are on the scene as
vendors perfect the
active-matrix approach

Tektronix uses liquid crystals as acolor
shutter to produce color graphics in 3-d
96
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fany flat-panel technology looks ject at General Electric Co.'s Research
like asure bet to replace the ven- and Development Center in Schenectady,
erable cathode-ray tube, it's liqN. Y., pegs the crossover point for replacuid-crystal displays. LCD technoling CRTs at two or three years for sizes
ogy is making rapid strides tobelow 5in., the mid-1990s for displays up
ward vivid color, larger screens,
to 10 in., and 10 years for sizes 13 to 15 in.
higher contrast, and greater viewing anGenerating most of the excitement in
gles, thanks to improvements in materiLCD development is work being done in
als, driving circuitry, and manufacturing.
active-matrix technology. It has " the
And it's especially attractive as the elec- best chance [in the LCD-CRT battle], betronics industry casts its collective eye to- cause that has attracted the heaviest inward high-definition TV.
vestment in R&D of all the display techThe demand for LCDs is coming mostly
nologies," Credelle notes. In this apfrom the consumer side, as evidenced by proach, arrays of thin-film transistors
the proliferation of 2- and 3-in, hand-held
(TFTs) or diodes—usually of amorphous
color TV sets. This segment will show a silicon—are incorporated directly into the
compound annual growth rate of more
display module to drive the individual picthan 30% between
ture elements. Acnow and 1994, when
tive-matrix displays
sales will top $ 1bilyield high contrast,
lion, says Joseph A.
good color, and awide
Castellano, the presiviewing angle.
dent of Stanford ReThey also "preserve
sources Inc., a San
two of the most atJose, Calif., markettractive features of
research firm. Larger
LCDs—namely, low
TVs are embracing
power consumption,
LCDs, as well—table
which translates to
models with 6-in.-diagportability, and low
onal screens will
voltage, which means
make their debut later
they can be driven
this year, and 14-in.
from TTL logic levmodels will probably For military applications, GE offers a els," says Lionel Robbe on the market in
very high-resolution wr
bins, vice president of
1990, Castellano says.
sales and marketing
And ultimately, LCD flat panels may be
for Ovonic Imaging Systems in Troy,
the technology of choice for the hotly purMich. Even more important, he says, acsued HDTV market, with wall-type distive-matrix technology pushes the inherplays of up to 40 in. diagonally.
ently slow-switching LC material to video
A secondary driver is the growing marspeed, "which you can't get out of earlier
ket for laptop computers and auto, milikinds of LCDs."
tary, and avionics displays. Some of the
Analyst Castellano says that by 1994, acsmaller TV panels will soon be found, for tive-matrix types will dominate the higherexample, in the backs of airline seats,
range LCD products, such as TVs, computgiving passengers more in-flight enterers, and instruments. Right now, though,
tainment options. By 1994, Castellano
production comes at some cost. The active
says, the nonconsumer market for LCDs
matrix is actually avery large integrated
will grow to $2.1 billion. Unless some rad- circuit deposited on glass, and the larger
ical shifts occur, Japan, which has about the display, the more thin-film active ele75% of the worldwide LCD market, will
ments are required and the greater the
continue to dominate, though its share
chance for defects.
will dip to 55% by 1994, Castellano says.
Further complicating production is the
Of course, relegating CRTs to the dust fact that in acolor display, the number of
heap is abit premature—the cost differ- pixels is quadrupled and filters must be
ential between them and LCDs will keep
added with somewhat critical alignment.
the tubes at the top of the display world
All this makes for relatively low yield and
well into the 1990s. But there's no ques- keeps the cost of manufacture high. But
tion that LCDs are in hot pursuit. Thomas
manufacturers are learning how to inCredelle, manager of amilitary LCD procrease yield with better processing equipElectronics/ May 1989
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LCDs are finding their way into anew generation of small-screen TI 's for both the consumer and nonconsumer markets,
including this one set into an airline seat. The technology is also being primed for the kuge-screen IIDTV arena.
ment and control of equipment, as well as
by the use of redundancy in their designs.
As their name implies, LCs are materials
with an orderly molecular structure but
which have the properties of aliquid. The
most common LC material in use today is
the so-called nematic, in which the molecules are all oriented in the same direction.
A recently developed variation is twisted
nematic (
TN), in which the LC molecules
form atwisted helix.
A display is formed by sandwiching the
nematic material between two glass
plates. Without an applied voltage, the
molecules remain twisted. Light entering
the upper polarizing plate becomes oriented in one direction and passes through
the twisted LC material, which rotates
the polarization by 90°. The light's orientation now matches that of the rear polarizing plate and passes through, yielding a
bright display.
With avoltage applied, the LC molecules line up in the same direction perpendicular to the polarized light. This blocks
the light, yielding adark display. To implement agraphic or alphanumeric display in its simplest form, an array of rowselect electrodes is formed on one piece of
Electronics/ May 1989

glass and an array of column-data electrodes is formed on asecond piece. Voltage applied to these causes the liquid
crystal to act as ashutter, either transmitting or blocking light.
The earliest TN liquid-crystal displays
suffered from poor contrast and narrow
viewing angle, and they degraded at elevated temperatures. Continued improvements in recent years have overcome
most of these problems. A furiher advance was the development of the supertwist (
STN) display: with the addition
of another LC polarizer plate, it yields improved contrast and viewing angle. But
such displays had acharacteristic blue
tinge that users didn't like. To overcome
this, the double supertwist (
DSTN) LCD
was developed. In the DSTN approach,
an extra color-compensating LC glass
substrate is added, resulting in an almost
pure black and white display with double
the contrast of the STN and abetter viewing angle. Most black and white LCD panels today use the DSTN technology.
One way to improve the quality of
DSTN black and white displays is to increase the twist angle of LC molecules.
This creates asteeper distortion vs. volt-

age curve, resulting in asharper transition threshold from off to on. When rapidly multiplexed, the result is ahigh-contrast, wide-viewing-angle display. Most
STN displays have an angle of 180° or
more. Recently, LCDs with twists of 270°,
such as the Hypertwist from Tektronix
Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., have been introduced for even higher contrast and greater viewing angle.
But DSTN produces greater light-transmission losses than the STN process, so it
needs an intense backlighting source—a
requirement that results in increased power consumption, thickness, and weight. Recently, Japan's Hitachi Ltd. and Toshiba
Corp. introduced DSTN displays that replace the extra layer of LCD glass with a
thin polymer film. Both companies claim
substantial reductions in weight, thickness,
and power consumption.
Because of the limitations of the STN
and DSTN approaches, LCD developers
are today embracing active-matrix technology-to get the response time and resolution required of ahigh-quality color display. Here, anonlinear element such as a
diode or transistor is placed in series with
each LC element, with aresultant in97

crease in switching speed. Combining the
liquid crystal, the TFT array, and acolor
filter produces acreditable full-color array. But while large displays up to 14-in.
have been produced in the laboratory, the
commercial technology is currently limited to a5- or 6-in, diagonal screen.
In atypical TFT layout, amorphous silicon is the thin-film material used for the
active devices. Some developers are experimenting with polysilicon, which
boasts ahigher mobility than amorphous
silicon, thereby making it possible to integrate driver circuits right on the display
substrate. But fabrication requires a
high-temperature process and ion implantation, which is slow and costly. Also,
storage capacitors are needed at each
pixel to retain the charge during an entire
frame. So despite its low mobility, amorphous silicon seems to be the technology
of choice in the active-matrix arena, mainly because it can be deposited over large
areas at low temperatures.
Among the companies exploring activematrix technology is Ovonic Imaging
Systems, which has developed an approach using thin-film diodes as switches
instead of transistors. The diodes are vertical mesa types measuring 14 by 14 ¡£m,
and the company holds that this scheme
offers ahigher yield than is possible with
TFTs. This is because you avoid crossing
the addressing lines on any one substrate, Robbins says.
"When you build amatrix with TFTs,"
he explains, "you have insulated crossovers at every pixel on one of the pieces
of glass that make up the display. Since
the insulation is athin film, the possibility
of apinhole or ashort-through is avery
real one." But with diodes, he says, "you
can have the horizontal conductors on one

layer of glass and the vertical on the other, so you avoid insulated crossovers."
Redundancy produces another yield advantage, according to Ovonic, since this
approach makes it easy to overcome pixel
defects due to diode shorts. Since diodes
are two-terminal devices, introducing one
or more of them in series prevents shorted pixels. The extra diodes work automatically, add no processing steps, and
take up very little additional area.
COLOR IN THE COCKPIT. With this technology, Ovonic has produced prototypes
of a6-by-8-in. black and white computer
display. It has 640 by 480 pixels, acontrast ratio of higher than 20: 1, and a
viewing angle wider than 140°. The company has also entered a $4.5 million codevelopment program with Allied Signal
Inc. of Morristown, N. J., to develop highresolution full-color cockpit displays of up
to 8by 8in. for military and civilian aircraft and spacecraft. Also, it has developed for Korea's Samsung Electron Devices Co. Ltd. prototypes of afull-color 3in. flat panel destined for hand-held TVs.
Hitachi is one of the leaders in bringing
to market larger color LCD panels that can
compete with CRTs in many applications.
The company is utilizing both supertwist
and TFT technology. Color TV sets with Hitachi's 5-in.-diagonal TFT panels are selling
briskly in Japan, although they are not yet
available in the U. S. Designed for portable
TVs, the panels are made with atriad pixel
construction, and they boast 480-by-240pixel resolution. Only 4.2 mm thick, each
unit weighs 190 grams and consumes 1W.
The company is now offering samples in
the U. S. of two versions of a6.3-in. TFT
panel, one color and one monochrome,
aimed at monitor and video data-terminal
applications. The color version is the larg-
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In active-matrix technology, 7F7s' or diodes are incorporated into the display
module to drive the picture elements In effect, an active matrix is a very large IC
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est color TFT LCD panel in production, Hitachi says. It offers acontrast ratio of
40: 1, response time of 40 ms, and power
consumption of 5W, with fluorescent-lamp
backlighting. Though it has no gray scale,
the panel yields eight colors thanks to an
eightcolor transmissive color mode arranged as three horizontal stripes. Its resolution is thus 640 by (200 X3); the viewing
angle is 45°.
But Hitachi is not ignoring supertwisted-nematic LCD technology. At the Society for Information Displays meeting
this month in Baltimore, Hitachi researchers will describe an 11-in. eight-color LCD and a10.8-in, monochrome display
implemented in this process. Intended as
CRT replacements, the 11-in, unit has 640by-480-pixel resolution and the 10.8-in.
display 1,024 by 768. Hitachi America's
Electron Tube Division in Schaumburg,
Ill., is marketing the panels in the U. S.
Among the highestresolution color TFT
displays fabricated so far is the one GE has
developed for military and avionics applications. Ajoint effort by the company's Schenectady R&D center and its Aircraft Electronics Division in Utica, N. Y., has produced a6.25-by-6.25-in. panel with acolor
display that can resolve 512 by 512 pixels.
Its 1,024 by 1,024 elements are set out in a
quad color arrangement (two greens, one
red, and one blue per pixel), with 16 levels
of gray scale.
Implemented with an amorphous silicon TFT matrix, the GE twisted-nematic
display has more than amillion transistors and acolor-filter array with athin
layer of liquid crystal sandwiched in between. The TFT matrix arrays are fabricated on glass substrates using conventional thin-film processes. The TFTs are
formed by depositing amorphous silicon
with aplasma-enhanced chemical vapordeposition process. Titanium gate electrodes, molybdenum source and drain
electrodes, and indium-tin-oxide output
electrodes are deposited by sputtering.
Photolithography is accomplished with a
stepper, and the films are etched with either wet or dry processes.
The color filter is formed on agelatin
layer. A negative photoresist is used to
mask the gelatin layer and expose selected areas to the dyes. This process is repeated three times for the three colors.
Before assembly, the TFT circuits are
tested and the locations of all line defects
and point defects are determined and repaired using apulsed laser system. The
yield is "quite good, considering our volume is low," says project manager Credelle. "We have the capability of producing several thousand displays ayear—it's
not a high-volume facility." Other
sources estimate the GE yield at 55%.
Something of alandmark in large-size
full-color TFT arrays appeared at the
1988 International Display Research Conference held in San Jose, Calif., when JaElectronics/ May 1989
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SSR that puts you in control. It lets
you control the cost
and the system's function in
military applications.
Here's what you get.
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•Current Overload Protection
•Optical Isolation
•TTL & CMOS Compatible Control
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of MIL-R-28750.
•Cost Effective
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pan's Sharp Corp. demonstrated a14-in.
unit. The 642-by-480-pixel panel is implemented with atriangular pixel arrangement, and each pixel is divided into four
VIOLET
subpixels. Each of the resulting 1,232,640
VIOLET
"
BLUE
BLUE
subpixels consists of aTFT and atrans'GREEN
GREEN
POLARIZED '
POLARIZED
parent electrode placed at apoint of inter:: YELLOW
YELLOW
(VERTICAL) i
(VERTICAL)
.-.
section of separated gate and source bus
ORANGE
ORANGE
WHITE :
RED
WHITE
I
RED (OFF)
lines. This scheme sidesteps any bending
1.
1 /n
g- c'
LIQUID- CRYSTAL
of the bus lines; also, adefect in any of
c'e7,
z ce
z cc
>1; 0
LAYER
the subpixels is unnoticeable in moving
=5
(OFF)
z5
(ROTATES BLUE TO,
scenes. The panel exhibits acontrast ratio
LIQUID- CRYSTAL
AND NONBLUES
LAYER
of greater than 100: 1at the optimum
(ROTATES BLUE TO,NEAR,
viewing angle. Sharp hasn't announced
AND NONBLUES
H ORIZ ON TAL )
any plans for full production, but indusNEAR,
(ALWAYS OFF )
try observers see this as aprecursor of a
HORIZONTAL)
COMPENSATING
commercial model in the next year or two.
LIQUID- CRYSTAL
STICKING POINT. In producing high-quality, large-area LCD panels, the main techREORIENTS ALL
LAYER
FRONT ( HORIZONTAL)
nological sticking point is the ability to
BACK TO VERTICAL
POLARIZER
deposit on glass defect-free arrays of
FRONT
( VERTICAL)
TFTs or diodes and to obtain accurate
POLARIZER
registration of such arrays with the acLIGHT
i BLUE IS TRANSMITTED ;
BLUE —
companying LC cell structure. Most LCD
i SOME NONBLUE IS LOST
WHITE
LOST „„----->
producers use photolithographic techNONBLUV
niques employing modified steppers,
SUPERTWIST
DOUBLE TWIST
originally developed for the IC industry,
(A)
(B)
SOURCE: ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
to transfer circuit patterns from amaster
photomask to the LCD substrate. But
oovercome the blue tinge characteristic of superturist LCDs (A), the doublethese wafer steppers are limited in their
superturist scheme (B) adds an extra LC glass substrate.
area of coverage and too slow for efficient high-volume production of large
electronic "slide," in which the LC is the
turing data, writes it on the LC cell, and
panels. MRS Technology Inc. of Chelmsstorage medium controlled by ahost com- projects it directly onto resist-coated subford, Mass., last year introduced the Mod- puter. Images are written on the slide by
strates. "What this does is bring the advanel 4500 PanelPrinter especially designed
means of ascanning infrared laser beam
tages of projection lithography to pc-board
for manufacturing active-matrix LCDs.
produced by two semiconductor laser di- fabrication," says Fred Kahn, vice presiIt can go along way toward boosting
odes and projected by an optical system. A dent of physical technology at Greyhawk.
throughput and yield.
major application is engineering-design reElsewhere, Tektronix is developing
The $ 1.2 million system can pattern
views, which can be extremely slow if ham- products using the LC as acolor shutter to
pieces of glass measuring up to 18-in, at a pered by the need to wait for amechanical
produce three-dimensional color displays
rate of up to 35 panels per hour, against plotter to produce revised drawings. With
aimed at instrumentation, avionics, and
about 10 panels/h for glass of 12 in. maxiSoftPlot, changes can be made instantamedical monitors, along with the work-stamum using amodified IC wafer stepper.
neously.
tion and computer-aided design market. An
The 4500 also allows the gang printing of
The same principles are being applied to
LC shutter is an electrically activated optiseveral small displays on one large piece
the SeriFLASH projection direct-imager cal bandpass filter that selects between the
of glass. The unit's two-camera format system being marketed by Du Pont Used
transmission of two colors. When the LC
offers sharp focus over large areas for in conjunction with Du Pont's SeriCAM
cell is "off," it rotates the polarization of
the photo process, while the system conwork station, the system accepts manufaclight passing through it 90°. When electritrols the movement of the glass
cally stimulated to "on," polarizasubstrate with high accuracy.
tion of the incident light is left
Though most of the work on
unaltered. This characteristic can
LCDs is aimed at TVs and combe used to alternately select or
puter displays, LCs are finding
reject one of two colors, and is
DATA LINES
their way into other products,
the basis of afield-sequential distoo. For example, Greyhawk Sysplay system using a monoTFT LC PIXEL ELECTRODE
tems Inc. of Milpitas, Calif., is exchrome CRT.
ploiting the storage capabilities
Tektronix has applied this
of asmectic type of LC cell in a
principle to asystem that profull-color paperless plotter. It's
SCAN
duces stereo viewing—color
also working on aprojection sysLINES
graphics in 3-d. The Tektronix
tem for printed-circuit-board
stereoscopic viewing system
manufacture with Du Pont Co.
creates the impression of depth
of Wilmington, Del.
by first displaying the right-eye
The paperless plotter, Softview and then the left-eye view,
Plot, displays afull-color 22-bywhich the viewer sees thanks to
34-in. (40-in, diagonal) image with
aliquid-crystal modulator and
16 gray levels, 4,096 colors, and
matching viewing glasses. The
2,200-by-3,400-pixel resolution.
main markets are in molecular
Its contrast ratio is 16: 1. At its Amorphous silicon is the thin-film material most often used modeling, surveillance, cartoheart is asingle storage-type
in »7' layouts; it can be easily deposited over large areas.
graphy, and the like.
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If you're in the market for a
panel meter, look no further
than to the meter leader—
Simpson.
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OUR DISTINGUISHED
PANEL OF EXPERTS.

D.C. MICROAMPERES
!
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21,
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Simpson offers you the largest
selection of panel meters,
meter relays and controllers
in the industry. So you don't
have to waste time trying to
pound a square peg into a
round hole.
Chances are, Simpson has
already designed a meter
that'll suit you just fine.
There are more than 2,000
stock sizes, ranges and styles
to choose from. Plus, each and
every meter is designed
to give you many years of
reliable and dependable
service.
That's because when
you buy aSimpson panel
meter, you're buying a
meter that's been built
to withstand the rugged
abuse that goes along
with today's " real world"
applications.
Try a Simpson panel
meter. You'll discover the
others don't come close
to measuring up.
Circle 5
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ASICs have become an integral part
of today's automotive products.
Improving performance.
Increasing reliability
Enhancing driver safety and convenience in ways unimaginable just afew
years ago.
In this very demanding industry, on
the most unforgiving proving
grounds, NCR has earned an enviable
reputation for first-pass success, responsive service and high quality

Smart FET Driver
Uses on-board analog functions to add
smart FET driving capability with
open/short failure detection and includes
on-chip voltage doubler.
Design Turn: 18 weeks.

Fluid Level Sensor
Mixed signal device interfaces with
dashboard display, includes precision
on-board analog to eliminate false
readings from sloshing fluids.
Design Turn: 16 weeks.

Today, we have asolid track record of
successful ASIC programs with major
U.S. automotive corporations
spanning initial design to high
volume production— including "just
In Time" delivery and dock-to-stock
QA programs.
And NCR design tools are becoming
the choice of fast-track ASIC designers. With NCR Design Synthesis;"
Design Advisor — expert system and
DesignSimr" A&D, designers can
spend more time creating, less time
bogged-down in minute details.
To kick the tires on our automotive,
commercial and military ASIC
libraries, call today: 1-800-334-5454.
NCR Microelectronics, 1700 South
Patterson Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 45479.
Creating value

Distributorless Ignition Chip
Part of integrated engine development
program that helps improve engine
performance up to 40%. Integrates key
analog and digital functions into a
single, compact, high-reliability CMOS
device.
Design Turn: 26 weeks.

le & Silicon.
Electronic Instrument Cluster
Mixed signal system-on-a- chip
replaces traditional 2-to-3chip discrete
implementations. Includes a64-1C05
microprocessor core, plus memory,
analog functions and digital glue logic.
Design Turn: 26 weeks.

Light Controller Chip
Single chip solution includes all the
digital, analog and memory functions to
control headlights, parking and fog
lights. Provides exit delay timer and
allows manual control of exterior lights
from driver door.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

Keyless Entry
Chip contains EEPROM supercell that
provides direct write capability for
flexible security code generation. lèti
years data retention and 101000 read/
write cycles for harsh automotive environment. Can be configured for dual or
single supply programming.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

1989 NCR Corporation. Duvgn
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Object-oriented
programming:
astar is born
he software industry needs amiracle—something that can deliver
on the promise and the dream of
quick and easy software development. And some designers think
they've found it in object-oriented
programming, the technology
that has become the computer industry's new
buzzword. This approach, they say, goes along
way toward realizing the superhuman task that
software developers must fulfill: making their
products easy to use, modular, robust, extensible,
portable, reusable, and free of bugs. With objectoriented programming, proponents say, even end
users will be able to program without realizing
that's what they're doing.
In fact, object-oriented technology is making its
way into areas beyond programming. It's being
used in three new computer systems that were designed from scratch as object-oriented schemes—
the Next Computer System, the BiiN machine, and
the IBM Corp. Application System/400. Object-oriented technology is also being applied to operating
systems, programming languages, data-base management systems, user interfaces, and applicationbuilding environments.
Good examples of real products exist in all
these categories. For instance, both the BiiN and
IBM computers have proprietary object-oriented
operating systems, while Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh has developed aUnix-compatible open operating system, Mach, that Next
Inc. uses for its machine. And Microsoft Corp. of
Redmond, Wash., is planning significant object104

It's more than
•

abuzzword;
•

real products
•

are here, from
•

full computer
•

systems to
languages

oriented extensions to OS/2. Moreover, aminor
flood of products is hitting the market in programming languages (there are about adozen
that are object-oriented or possess some objectmodel capabilities), data bases (there are at least
five specifically object-oriented data-base management systems on the market), and graphical
user interfaces (some are object-based, and all the
interfaces that manipulate program and data services through icons at least give the appearance
of dealing with objects). And more than ahalf dozen products offer object-oriented application-development environments.
Despite this flurry of activity, and regardless of
the fact that object-oriented programming has
been abig research area for the past 10 years, this
technology is still poorly understood. Users and
even system developers are not clear about what
object-oriented tools and technology are available,
how good they are, and how they can be used.
The meaning of object-oriented programming
involves an entirely new way of thinking about
procedures, data, and the relationships among
them. The definition is based on not one, but several, key concepts. "There are acouple or so requirements for object-orientation; there is avery
exact definition," says Dave Liddle, chairman of
Metaphor Computer Systems Inc., the Mountain
View, Calif., maker of the Metaphor Data Interpretation System. This extremely easy-to-use object-oriented system analyzes and interprets data
from multiple sources.
One requirement is the concept of packaging
data and procedures together in asingle, autonoElectronics/May 1989

For the end user, object-oriented programming
results in an easy-to-use interface laced with windows, icons, and pull-down menus. From top, the
Next interface (the Shakespeare icon calls up
the complete works), Hewlett-Packard's NewWave, and Metaphor's Data Interpretation System. Programming in these environments is a
matter of simply manipulating objects.
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mous structure, often referred to as an object This
concept is called encapsulation. "A system that embodies the concept of data structures and methods
being stored together has an object model," says
Liddle. Another important concept is reusability.
Because objects are self-contained, they can serve
as standard software modules to be used over and
over in avariety of programs.
Finally, "to be truly object-oriented, asystem
must also embrace the notion of classes and inheritance," says Liddle. Objects are placed in an inheritance hierarchy and new objects can be created simply by defining how they differ from their
parents. New objects inherit the characteristics
(data structure and procedures) of all preceding
objects in the hierarchy.
ASTRETCH. In some systems, multiple inheritance
allows subclasses to inherit characteristics from
more than one branch of the hierarchy. Object
generation becomes simpler and simpler as the hierarchy grows. This concept is often called extensibility. One of the big advantages of object orientation is that the more subclasses that exist, the
more code can be reused. A disadvantage is that
as subclasses are added, programs get bigger and
lots of memory is required.
These ideas spring from "three independent
and separate evolutions of object-oriented technology," says Daniel Wood, manager of softwareproduct planning at BiiN in Hillsboro, Ore. First,
he says, is the graphics world, with its windowing
and iconic interfaces, such as those used in Apple
Computer Inc.'s Macintosh and in such software
as X Windows and Microsoft Windows. Second is
conventional programming, where in the face of
the inadequacies of structured programming designers have hit upon an object-oriented concept,
defining subunit building blocks for creating complex systems. In Ada, for example, the definition
of objects is not all that different from the object
definition in the graphics-object world.
Third is the world of computer-system architecture exemplified by BiiN, Next, and the IBM AS/
400. Object-oriented technology offers anew way to
think about computing—ahuman-centered way. Its
critical theme is based on the observation that the
things (objects) that we wish to model in computing
change much less rapidly than the ways we wish to
use them. Object-oriented technology offers away
to describe the content and behavior of application
entities (objects) in an efficient, controlled, and manageable way. Once objects are defined, they can be
freely used without worrying that their behavior
will change as the behavior of other objects
changes. For example, achange in the detailed behavior of an account will not cause changes in the
definition of aledger.
Objects can be constructed that are different
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from existing objects by simply specifying the differences—the structure of a
debit transaction differs very little from
that of acredit transaction, for instance.
Objects of any degree of complexity are
easily defined by composing them out of
existing objects in this way.
The architecture of the Next Computer
System, introduced last year, "is almost
completely object oriented, from the perspective of the operating system on up,"
says Bob Fraike, Next's system software
product manager. " We chose the Mach
operating system because it provides an
object-oriented approach to aUnix kernel," he says. "The Next system provides
apath of least resistance for porting Unix
applications," since third-party Unix applications can be quickly ported to it. And
they will all have the same user interface.
"This is the future of Unix," he says.
Using the object-oriented programming
language Objective Cfrom the Stepstone
Corp. in Sandy Hook, Conn., Next built the
NextStep development and user-interface
environment. The Palo Alto, Calif., company used the features of Mach and Objective
Cto develop kits, such as an application kit
and amusic kit, which along with asimpleto-use interface builder let developers create very interesting, consistent applications
quickly. For example, one programmer,
Greg Cockcroft at Frame Technology
Corp., was able to port that San Jose, Calif.,
firm's popular FrameMaker application to
the Next system in just two weeks.
Next also supports other object-oriented
programming languages, such as Allegro
Common Lisp from Franz Inc. and Absoft's
object-oriented Fortran. Language developers want to see the same thing done with
Pascal and other languages, Fraike says.
When developers use the Next interface
builder, all applications built with it over
time will have aconsistent look and feel.
Users will be able to instantly learn new
programs.
At $9,995, the Next machine will be
available, starting this month, from anew
Advanced Systems division of Businessland. Since its introduction last October,
the machine has been sold (at adiscount)
to the higher-education market only. Businessland will position it as ahigh-end
business work station.
At BiiN, ajoint venture of Intel Corp. of
Santa Clara, Calif., and Siemens AG of
Munich, another complete object-oriented
computer architecture has been developed, with object orientation built in from
the chip level to the applications. The system evolved out of earlier work on an object-oriented microprocessor development, called the 80432, at Intel. Its main
design goal is to completely support mission-critical computing applications—
those that are crucial to the day-to-day operation of abusiness. " Systems today
must be as dynamic, flexible, and agile as
the organizations that use them, and
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A document represented as an object may contain any number of autonomous subunits;
users can change any one of them with no fear of disordering the overall file.

therefore must provide enhanced flexibility, maintainability, security, and availability," says Joseph J. Kroger, BiiN's
president and chief executive officer.
The BiiN engineers designed and built a
complete integrated system of hardware
and operating software with the sole goal
of serving application programs. The design of these systems focuses on the services required. It becomes very complex,
especially when the security, reliability, and
availability of these services are paramount, as in missionkritical systems. Such
asystem must deal effortlessly and reliably with internal and external objects.
In the case of BiiN, anything that enters
the system is treated as an object. There
are no exceptions. An object definition accommodates everything the computer can
handle, such as auser's file, internal operating-system tables, and operating-system
functions, such as device drivers. Data and

bject-oriented
technology offers anew
way to think about
computing: ahumancentered way. It's
ameans of describing
behavior efficiently

the routines to operate on them are just one
type of object in this system. The fundamental service objects in the BüN system
are secure and can be trusted.
The third computer system exhibiting
object-oriented features is IBM's new
midrange AS/400, introduced last June.
The AS/400 architecture has built-in features supporting data-base, security,
graphics, and image functions. It also incorporates communications support and a
number of programming tools.
For these computer systems to work,
their designers needed abrand-new objectoriented operating system. One of the benefits of such an OS is the simplification of
programming. For example, programmers
writing for IBM's proprietary solution, OS/
400, can avoid the tedious tasks normally
required, such as defining the location of
files on disks or the allocation of program
sizes, by simply defining objects. Once a
data structure is defined as an object, no
further definitioir is required. For example,
if auser changes aZip code or extends the
size of one to include four extra digits, the
system-object manager makes those same
changes on all other programs accessing
that data object.
BiiN's solution, also proprietary, is
BiiN/OS, which has built-in support for
Posix and other industry standards for
Unix, though it is nothing like Unix inside.
Instead, BiiN/OS consists of more than
200 thoroughly tested packages written
in Ada. Because each package is defined,
like everything in the BiiN system, as a
conventional object, the OS can easily be
extended by creating new objects. If the
extension does not work right, it cannot
Electronics/ May 1989
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affect the existing stable objects in the
operating system and the integrity of the
computer system is maintained. "This capability provides an easy and safe path to
future functions; conventional systems
cannot do this," says BiiN's Dan Wood.
The one nonproprietary OS that's object-oriented is Mach. Its kernel can be
easily extended by adding kernel objects
that run in user space. "Mach furnishes a
basic kernel onto which anumber of different operating-system environments
can be layered," says Richard F. Rashid,
Mach's chief researcher and associate
professor of computer science at Carnegie-Mellon. Traditional Unix kernels,
which all run in system space, are getting
too big and unwieldy and are too hard to
modify safely. With Mach, the basic system kernel is small. System vendors can
add whatever kernel objects they want to
create their specific systems. For example, from the base of kernel objects, the
Next system developers looked outward
to create an object-oriented development
and application environment.
Other features in Mach include the ability to execute multiple activities or
threads within asingle program. Mach integrates communications with the virtual
memory management, afacility for programs to exchange large amounts of data
at very low cost. It also lets user programs create and manage memory objects, which can be mapped into the address space of user-level programs and
managed by these programs, allowing efficient implementation of system services
such as transaction processing.
The next object-oriented operating system to surface might well be OS/2. Microsoft, the developer of operating systems
for IBM's personal computers and compatibles, has revealed extensive plans for
objected-oriented features to be added to
future versions. Support for object-oriented programming is planned for the OS itself in the form of an application-object
protocol and asystem-object manager.
Also, Microsoft will provide astorage-

mechanism object by building an objectoriented file system on top of the OS/2
file system. This will support compound
objects, remote objects, and hot links between objects. An external control language for objects will also be added. The
new OS/2 will support object-oriented
programming languages, development
tools, and user interfaces.
NEW TONOURS. Along with operating systems, programming languages that support the object model are emerging as important tools in this new field. Conventional languages can be used to produce
object-oriented environments and write
object-oriented programs, as HewlettPackard Co. proves with its NewWave environment. But the object-oriented languages make the job easier.
The earliest object-oriented programming was accomplished primarily by using aonce-obscure language, Smalltalk.
Now the pendulum is swinging toward
languages that are object-oriented extensions to better-known languages, such as
Cand Basic. Two languages that provide
strong support for objects are outgrowths of C; these are C++ and Objective C. Programs written with them can
be compiled with aCcompiler.
Microsoft will offer C++ for OS/2 and
will also develop an object-oriented version of Basic it calls visual Basic. Next is
offering, as well as using, Stepst,one's Objective C. Smalltalk, C++, and Objective
Care also available for anumber of other
computers and work stations. C++ was
developed at AT&T Bell Labs. Versions
are offered by several vendors, including
the Oasys division of Green Hills Software Inc. of Waltham, Mass., and Oregon
Software Inc. of Beaverton.
A number of data-base management
systems based on object-oriented technology are now on the market. They include
Gemstone from Servio Logic Development, Vbase from Ontologic, Object Store
from Object Design, G-base from Graphael, and Hoops, an object-oriented
graphics data base from Ithaca Software.

Another approach to object programming is HP's NewWave, aPC-based application environment that offers away to
get the advantages of object-oriented programming using conventional programming and existing applications. The Palo
Alto company is "applying the technology
and concepts of object-oriented programming at the application level only," says
Beatrice Lamb, the manager in charge of
the Object Management Facility within
NewWave. The objects in NewWave are a
manifestation of an application binding to
data, Lamb says. The NewWave develop
ment kit is currently available for industry-standard MSDOS PCswith 286 and
386 processors. The end-user version will
be ready this summer.
The graphical user interface for the MSDOS version is supplied by the Microsoft
Windows program, to which HP has added
an object-management facility and task
automation. NewWave objects can be many
different types, including spreadsheets,
data bases, text, graphics, voice, and
scanned images. The object-management
facility (
OMF)keeps track of the data needed for each object and the application that
knows how to manipulate it NewWave also
maintains persistent links between objects
and everywhere they are used, so that an
update to an object is automatic throughout the system.
One of the big advantages of NewWave
is that the applications used with it are written using conventional methods. The OMF
provides an object-based file system on top
of the MSDOS file system to manage the
data and applications relationships—it becomes the file system, and the standard file
system is hidden from the user.
Another major benefit of an object system like NewWave is the ease with which
auser can combine information of different types to create compound objects containing, for example, text, graphics,
scanned images, and voice. The OMF
manages the links among the composite
objects so that all the components are
kept intact.
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To enhance its Objective C language, which is used in the Next machine, Stepstone Corp. uses what it calls ICpaks, predefined objects that are
the modular- software equivalents of plug-in application specific integrated circuits.
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LAIVISDAIS NEW LIVIS SERIES

Programmable DC Power Supplies
For industrial TestSystems Up To 100A.
..25% Lower Cost.
50% Smaller.

25 Wide Range
Models
Up To 120V for
Zero-Up Voltage
And Current
Programming.
1E.E.E-488
Compatible.
TTL Compatible
Remote On/Off.

NEW
LMS SERIES:

PROGRAMMABLE WIDE RANGE ZERO- UP
POWER FOR CONSTANT VOLTAGE AND
CONSTANT CURRENT TEST APPLICATIONS

The new LMS Series of remotely programmable power supplies provide
modular solutions for wide range voltage applications from 0-120VDC.
Equipment for test applications require
wide range outputs to increase versatility and allow for changing test requirements. Deliverable test equipment,
designed for use with aspecific system
can now have increased flexibility to reduce the cost of subsequent systems. Inhouse test equipment using the LMS
Series can now be designed for awide
range of applications, to allow versatility
and increased utilization of capital
equipment expenditures.
The Lambda LMS Series is ideal for all
types of test equipment. With 25 wide
range output models to choose from,
output voltages up to 120VDC, up to
800W, can be selected. As most of these
units are half the size of industry equivalents, the test rack can be significantly

O-120 VOLTS

40°C

reduced while maintaining and increasing operational features within the system. Built-in user adjustable overvoltage
protection, constant voltage/constant
current operation, and auniversally accepted user selectable 110/220 input
make these units ideal for test applications worldwide. Standard output control mechanisms can be achieved by:
manual control via multiturn potentiometer; remotely programmed by an
analog signal in either the voltage or
current mode; or, for more sophisticated ATE applications, IEEE- 488
control.
The LMS Series is compatible with
Lambda's IEEE-488 ATE Series Power Systems. To reduce cost, these modular
power supplies exclude output metering.
If voltage and current meters are required, Lambda's new LLS Series will meet
the exact need.

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF
50°C
60°C

FEATURES:
•Power density of 2W/in 3 for zero-up
wide range models.
•Efficiencies to 77.5%.
•Constant voltage/constant current
operation.
•Overvoltage/overtemperature
indicators.
•Compatible with Lambda's ATE Series
Programmable Power Systems.
•Universal operation at 110/220 VAC.
•Worldwide safety agency approvals.
•3750VAC input to output isolation.
•Remote on/off (TTL), remote sense
and remote program capabilities
(current and voltage).
•Input surge protection per IEEE-587
for branch circuits and outlets (Class C).
•Standardly operates in parallel and
series with like units.

PRICE
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LMS SERIES
DC OUTPUT
Voltage range shown in table.
REGULATED VOLTAGE
CONSTANT
regulation, line
0.05% for line variations from 85 to
132VAC or 170 to 265VAC. 0.01% + 1mV
for LMS-3000.
regulation, load
005% for load variations from 0to full
load. 0.01% + 1mV on LMS-3000 Series.
remote programming
resistance
customer adjustable from 200f1N to
100011N. (20011N on LMS-3008 through
LMS-3060. 40011N on LMS-3120.)
remote programming
voltage
volt per volt or 0-5 volt signal for zero to full
voltage out, customer selectable.
ripple and noise
lmV RMS, 5mV pk-pk on all LMS-3000
models.
5mV RMS, 35mV pk-pk on 8V and 18V
models.
10mV RMS, 75mV pk-pk on 40V and 60V
models.
20mV RMS, 150mV pk-pk on 120V models.
temperature
coefficient
003%/°C. (0.01%rC on LMS-3000 Series.)
CONSTANT CURRENT
(Current regulated line and load) Automatic Crossover.
current range
5% to full load current. ( 1% for LMS-3000)
regulation, line
03% of lo ( max) for line variations from 85
to 132VAC or 170 to 265VAC. 2.5mA or
0.1% (whichever is greater) on LMS-3000
models. 2.5mA or 0.3% (whichever is
greater) on LMS-4000 models.
regulation, load
03% of lo (max) for load variations from
short circuit to rated DC voltage. 2.5mA or
0.1% (whichever is greater) on LMS-3000
models. 2.5mA or 0.3% (whichever is
greater) on LMS-4000 models.
current ripple
. 1% lo(max) RMS.
remote programming
current
0-5 Volt signal for zero to lo (max).
AC INPUT
line
power

RMS current

EFFICIENCY
Model
LMS-3000
LMS-4008,
LMS-4040,
LMS-5040,
LMS-6040,
LMS-9008
LMS-9018,
LMS-9060,

85 to 132VAC or 170 to 265VAC, user
selectable.
LMS-3000 Series: 62 watts max.
LMS-4000 Series: 79 watts max.
LMS-5000 Series: 135 watts max.
LMS-6000 Series: 245 watts max.
LMS-9000 Series: 1100 watts max.
LMS-3000 Series: 1.2A RMS max.
LMS-4000 Series: 1.35A RMS max.
LMS-5000 Series: 2.7A RMS max.
LMS-6000 Series: 4.2A RMS max.
LMS-9000 Series: 17.5A RMS max.
Minimum Efficiency at Max Pout

4018
4060, 4120, 5008, 5018
5060, 5120, 6008, 6018
6060, 6120
9040
9120

45%
55%
60%
65%
70%
72.5%
75%
77.5°h

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Continuous duty from 0°C to + 71'C with appropriate deratings
from 40°C to 71°C ( 0°C to 0 + 60°C for LMS-3000, 4000 and
5000)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
—55°C to + 85°C.

Specifications
OVERLOAD PROTECTION
THERMAL
Internal temperature sensing circuit protects unit from excessive
ambient temperature on the LMS-3000, 4000 and 5000 Series.
The LMS-6000 and LMS-9000 Series are protected from
inadequate air velocity by an internal airflow sensing circuit. When
shutdown occurs, arear panel LED indicator will turn on. AC
power must be momentarily removed from the unit after thermal
shutdown in order to restore operation.
ELECTRICAL
External overload protection — adjustable, automatic electronic
current- limiting circuit limits output current to preset value.
Current-limiting setability to 100% of rated current via front panel
adjust. In addition an internal peak inverter current limit circuit
protects the power supply during load transients.
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Built-in, adjustable overvoltage protection is standard on all sets.
When pre-set voltage is exceeded, the overvoltage protector
removes the inverter drive. AC power must be momentarily
removed from unit after overvoltage shutdown in order to restore
operation. Trip point is set by screwdriver adjust
Model

Overvoltage Protection Adjustable Ranges
Vov(Min)
Vov(Max)

LMS-3008,
LMS-3018,
LMS-3040,
LMS-3060,
LMS-3120,

4008,
4018,
4040,
4060,
4120,

5008,
5018,
5040,
5060,
5120,

6008,
6018,
6040,
6060,
6120,

9008
9018
9040
9060
9120

4V
4V
8V
8V
20V

11V
24V
50V
70V
130V

IN-RUSH CURRENT LIMITING
Limits in-rush current at turn-on to 20A on LMS-6000 and
LMS-9000 Series, 90A on LMS-3000 Series, 20A on LMS-4000 and
5000 when connected for 110VAC input and 40A when connected for 220VAC input.
COOLING
The LMS-3000, 4000 and 5000 are convection cooled. The
LMS-6000 and LMS-9000 are fan cooled. Leave adequate clearance for air intakes and exhausts.
CONTROLS
DC OUTPUT CONTROLS
Simple screwdriver adjustment over the entire voltage range.
EMI
All units will meet FCC 20780 Class A and VDE 0871 Class A.
INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
Input connections via an IEC power line connector. DC output connectors via heavy duty, PC board mounted barrier strips (threaded
bus bars on LMS-9008 and LMS-9018 units). (AC mating connector available, consult factory.)
LED STATUS INDICATOR
Overvoltage or overtemperature indicator on rear panel.
REMOTE SENSING
Provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate effect of power
output lead resistance on DC regulation.
REMOTE ON/OFF
A TTL low or short enables the unit. A TTL high or open circuit
turns the unit off.
PHYSICAL DATA
Package
Model

Weight
Lbs.
Lbs.
Net
Ship

LMS-3000
LMS-4000
LMS-5000
LMS-6000
LMS-9000

6
45
7
7.25
14.5

7
5.5
8
8
19

Size
Inches
49/
32x 3' 3/
1
6x 8
49/
32x 3' 3/
1
6x 9
49/
32x 3' 3/
1
6x 10
49/
32x 313 /
1
6x 11
49/
32x 8 x 1
17/
8

ACCESSORIES
MATE, Functional Talk- Listen and GPIB compatible. Line cords
available.
GUARANTEED FOR 3YEARS
3year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies
to operation at full published specifications at end of 3years.
/CSNTUV
Under evaluation for safety agency approvals.

C At 800W,
Individual Modules Up To
Available As
Or Mounted In A Rack Configuration.

TO ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL LAMBDA SALES ENGINEER.
Open 8:00 AM to 7:30 PM (East Coast Time).
To contact the direct-factory Lambda Sales Engineer responsible for your account and located in your area, or to contact
Customer Service for price, delivery or placing purchase orders, call as follows:
Canada

IN EASTERN
UNITED STATES

England,
High Wycombe, Bucks
Lambda Electronics
Tel 36386/7/8

Lambda Electronics
4125 Cousens St.,
St. Laurent
Quebec H4S 1V6

(Shaded area)

1-800- LAMBDA-4

Germany, Achern
Lambda Electronics GmbH
Tel 07841/5031

1-800-361-2578
FAX: 514-337-1235

(or call 516-694-4200)

!n Metropolitan Montreal
514-337-0311

IN WESTERN
UNITED STATES

France, Orsay
Lambda Electronique
Tel: 6012-1487

1-800- LAMBDA- 5
(or call 516-694-4200)

Japan, Tokyo
ADDRESS ALL CUSTOMER
CORRESPONDENCE TO:
LAMBDA ELECTRONICS
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD
MELVILLE, NY 11747
TVVX: 510-224-6484

14L

5.85

FAX: 516-293-0519

NEMIC-Lambda K.K.
Tel: 03-447-4411

Israel, Tel Aviv
IsLAMBDA ELECTRONICS, I
Tel: ( 03) 493941 2
Singapore
NEMIC-Lambda(S) PTE LTD
Tel 251-7211
Korea, Seoul
Veeco-Korea K.K.
Tel 02-556-1171/2

A LAMBDA

1a.•à ELECTRON IC
DIVISION o,

VeteCO
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BY JACK SHANDLE

UNITED
WE CONNECT

Arash of new
partnerships in
LANs and WANs
is raising
hopes that true
standards-based
multivendor
networking
may be on

D

esktop-to-desktop
nectivity
isn't just aconpipe
dream anymore. Partnerships and acquisitions
among local-area and
wide-area networking
companies are putting
real muscle behind the
long-heard call for standards-based, multivendor
networking. Simply put, companies smaller than Digital Equipment Corp. and IBM
Corp. just can't go it alone in the wide,
wide world of global connectivity. "We all
have the same strategic plan: to offer
complete networking solutions for our
customers," says Pradman Kaul, president of Hughes Network Systems in Germantown, Md., one of the world's premier
WAN companies.
A number of firms, including Hughes,
are teaming up to fill gaps in their corporate offerings. Each deal is unique, but
most share three themes. First, TCP/
IP—the Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol—is the de facto interoperability standard. Anybody without
TCP/IP capability across the board had
better get it. Second, network management is the Achilles heel of connectivity.
Building in acoherent, powerful, and efficient set of network-management functions requires top-to-bottom cooperation
between LAN and WAN vendors. Third,
global networks need global sales and
service support.

Electronics/ May 1989

the way. The big
winner is the
customer

In arecent announcement, Hughes revealed plans to acquire Sytek Inc. of
Mountain View, Calif., aleader in large
broadband LAN installations. The acquisition follows on the heels of HewlettPackard Co.'s teaming with LAN-vendor
3Com Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., in a
sales and marketing partnership. HP
runs one of the largest in-house WANs
and is aggressively marketing its WAN
expertise and products.
Not to be outdone by rival 3Com, the
Provo, Utah-based Novell Inc. on March
23 announced amerger with Excelan Inc.,
aLAN protocol specialist based in San
Jose, Calif. Earlier in the year, Excelan
forged amarketing partnership with
mainframe-to-mainframe networking
wizard Network Systems Corp. of Minneapolis, which itself has just unveiled another marketing agreement, this one with
WeMeet, aWAN vendor based in Bedford, Mass.
Although networking companies are uni-

versally committed to supporting standards, the partnership trend makes it clear
that true standards-based, multivendor
connectivity is still in the future. Increasingly, corporate customers have migrated
to private WANs to connect their LANs,
says Mike Sprayberry, director of integrated network solutions for CAP International, the Norwell, Mass., analysts. But LANs
"grew out of the backplane of personal
computers and work stations," he says,
while WANs were conceived as data
bridges between mainframes. This makes
interconnecting LANs over aWAN tough.
"In one instance, we found acompany
that had 13 different network-management systems to deal with when it started
to internetwork its LANs," says Bill Way,
Network Systems' product-line manager.
The solution being sold by the bevy of
new partnerships is essentially one-stop
shopping at amultivendor store, with service contracts and guarantees that everything will play together. "In these strate113

gic partnerships, they exchange information about proprietary protocols and proprietary network-management schemes,"
says Sprayberry. "The partnerships
wouldn't be needed if Open Systems Interconnect were here today."
A key element in the agreements is getting TCP/IP capability across every possible computer-to-computer interface. Network Systems' LAN II product line, which
rebrands Excelan and Wellfleet products,
is essentially aTCP/IP-oriented offering,
says Way. It melds Network Systems' Hyperchannel bus, connecting mainframes
and supercomputers, with acelan's TCP/
IP interfaces to Apple Computer Inc.'s
Macintosh, IBM's Personal System/2, and
other work stations. Wellfleet adds WAN
router products. In return, Wellfleet and
Excelan gain access to Network Systems'
Fortune 100 customers, otherwise untouchable because of their size.
Dummy= COMPUTING. TCP/IP is also
important in the HP-3Com deal, in which
HP gets a5% stake in 3Com. "The strategy is to provide distributed computing solutions to customers as soon as possible,"
says Ormond Rankin, HP's product marketing manager for PC networks. The
Palo Alto, Calif., company can move into
the low end at amuch faster rate through
the partnership, he says. Ultimately, computers running DOS, OS/2, or Unix will
network transparently using 3Com and
HP computers and software.
The two partners will back Microsoft
Corp.'s LAN Manager software as anetwork-management standard. This is no
surprise—LAN Manager was jointly developed by 3Com and the Redmond,
Wash., software giant for PCs, and HP is
codeveloping aLAN Manager/X product
with Microsoft for Unix and Xenix. The
extensions of LAN Manager are just as
important. HP will use 3Com's 3+Open
for OS/2 systems as the basis for its LAN
Manager 3+Open OS/2 offering. To tie
everything together, HP and 3Com are
codeveloping acommon TCP/IP protocol.
They are also codeveloping the next version of HP's OpenView architecture
based on TCP/IP and OSI network-management standards.
TCP/IP played arole, too, in Hughes's
decision to acquire Sytek. Multiple protocol support is one of Sytek's strengths,
says Phil Edholm, director of marketing.
Besides TCP/IP, this includes DECnet,
IBM's SNA, and, ultimately, OSI.
For Sytek, which will become Hughes's
LAN Systems Division after the merger,
network management will be akey selling point to clients. Sytek's network-management software offers advanced network-configuration capabilities, access
control, and high-level performance management, Edholm says. Although the
new division will put the TCP/IP-based
Simple Network Management Protocol
on all its products—and support OSI's
114
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SYSTEMS

Recent alliances among the companies shown here revolve around the same aims: acquiring
TCP/IP capability, anetwork-management scheme, and worldwide customer service.

Common Management Interface Protocol
when it becomes available—Edholm says
the value added to standard protocols is
proprietary, and that makes•the difference in performance.
"If we control the entire [data] path,"
Edholm says, "we can build in the network-management tools along the way."
Standards without added value limit performance, he says. "You can knit togeth-

Network management is
the Achilles heel of
desktop-to-desktop nets;
building it requires
multivendor cooperation
er various network-management systems
under OSI, but you still can't move all the
information you need up and down the
network, because the systems don't collect the same information."
Network management is indeed critical—and almost impossible to achieve, says
analyst Sprayberry. "If you sat down and
put the number of network-management
systems used in nodal processors [in
WANs] on one axis and the number of systems on LANs on the other axis, you would
have avery large matrix," he says. "For
one nodal processor to work with all the
LANs would take an enormous overhead in
computing power."
Global service and support—the third
factor in the recent spate of partnerships—is asimple acknowledgment that
global systems don't run themselves. For
the smaller companies, such as Excelan
and Wellfleet, adeal can open new distribution channels. " It's amatter of buying

behavior," says Bill Siefert, WeMeet's
vice president for advanced engineering.
"Large customers restrict the number of
vendors with which they do business by
insisting on strict service and support,
and that's agroup of customers alittle
startup can't approach alone."
OPENING DOORS. But Network Systems
"has been around as long as local networking has existed as aterm," Siefert
says. "And since they operate at the very
high end they have many customers in
the Fortune 100 category, and that opens
many doors for us."
HP, too, is legendary for its service operations, and that's aplus for 3Com. The HP3Com agreement stipulates that HP will
provide worldwide support for 3Com workgroup products. Specifically, HP customers
will be able to obtain service for their HP
and 3Com computer and network systems
under one contract
Global service was not ahigh-profile issue in the Hughes-Sytek merger because
Sytek operates at the high end of the
LAN spectrum. Many of its customers
fall in the same Fortune 100 group that
demands on-site service. Hughes also has
extensive service capabilities, but not on
customer premises. Instead, it maintains
alarge and growing network of very
small aperture terminal satellites along
with alarge terrestrial packet-switching
network. "That combination makes
Hughes the largest WAN vendor in the
world," says Edholm.
In the world of LANs and WANs, the
merger and partnership beat is on. Prior
to the most recent groupings, Tandem
Computers Inc. of Cupertino, Calif., acquired networking specialist UngermannBass Inc. of Santa Clara, and Bridge
Communications Inc. of Mountain View
had merged into 3Com. "You'll see more
consolidation over the next three or four
years," says Hughes's Kaul. "Customers
want one-stop shopping."
Electronics/ May 1989
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HERE'S AN
EASY WAY
TO

TEST ASICs
VLSI Technology's new tool
cuts the time and effort needed
to get 95% fault coverage
on any cell-based ASIC design

VLSI Technology's Test Assistant evaluates an ASIC design block by block, automatically

producing the circuits needed to connect the blocks to the chip's I/O pads.
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esting is the bane of application-specific integratedcircuit design, and as chip
complexity rises test-program development is accounting for as much as
50% of the total ASIC design time. The reason: the
relationship among gate
count, input/output pins,
and the number of test
vectors needed to achieve 95% or higher
fault coverage, says G. Dan Hutcheson,
president of VLSI Research Inc., the San
Jose, Calif., market-research firm.
"As gate count goes up, the number of
I/O pins go up by the square root of the
number of gates," Hutcheson says. "The
number of test vectors to achieve near
100% fault coverage is equal to 2raised to
the nth power, where nis the number of
inputs."
To the rescue comes VLSI Technology
Inc. with the Test Assistant. This new
tool, which the San Jose semiconductor
maker uses in its own foundry, neatly
trims the time needed to achieve 95%
fault coverage or higher on any cellbased ASIC design of any degree of complexity, the company says.
Test Assistant automatically inserts
the additional circuits needed to increase
the fault coverage to 95% or more with little effort on the part of the designer, says
Jeff Lewis, product manager for simulation and test at VLSI Technology. And it
does it in just aday or less, he says. The
tool runs on Apollo Computer Inc. work
stations and costs $35,000. It will be generally available in July.
ROW IT WORKS. The Test Assistant performs four tasks. Automatically or in
concert with the designer, it develops programs to test each block that goes into a
larger ASIC design. With no designer input, the tool produces the circuits that
must be added to each block to isolate
them from one another and to connect
them to the ASIC's I/O pads. It also creates the control circuit that switches each
block in turn to the I/O pads for testing.
Finally, when the designer tells it to, Test
Assistant compiles and installs built-in
self-test circuits to evaluate individual
blocks, especially memory and other compiled cells.
"Isolating blocks and testing each individually is one easy way of getting
around the two-to-the-nth increase in test
vectors," says Hutcheson. The complexity of the individual block is lower than
that of the ASIC as awhole. And since the
number of I/O pins is proportionately
less, fewer test vectors are required. In
addition, partitioning takes the least
amount of silicon real estate, according to
Hutcheson.
Blocks in alarge ASIC design come in

By Jonah McLeod
Electronics/ May 1989

three different forms. There are large
blocks, such as the microprocessor cores
found in afoundry's ASIC library; compiled cells, such as random-access and
read-only memories, and programmable
logic arrays; and semicustom blocks containing logic the designer has created
with standard cells.
For the large microprocessor-type library cells, VLSI Technology provides a
comprehensive set of test vectors for 95%
fault coverage. The silicon compiler that
produces aROM, RAM, or PLA produces
all the test vectors needed to provide this
same level of fault coverage for those
blocks. Lewis says that if adesigner
builds an ASIC with just these two types
of big blocks, Test Assistant's wiring and
testing procedure will be fully automatic
and fault coverage of 95% or higher will
be assured. However, for asemicustom
block made up of standard cells, the designer does have to perform some testprogram development.
To use the tool, the designer first gives
the Test Assistant the netlist of the ASIC
for which atest program is to be developed. From ablock-level representation
of the design, he selects the first block to
be isolated, and the tool shows how it will
route the block's I/O pins to the ASIC.
In the isolation phase, the tool installs
multiplexers at the block's I/O pins to
switch them out of the normal signal-flow
path and route them to the ASIC's I/O
pads. A rule that the tool adhères to is not
to insert more than one level of multiplexer between the block's I/O pin and its internal circuit. This ensures that the test
circuits do not affect the timing in the
ASIC's critical paths.
INTERACTION. At any point in the tool's
operation, the designer can interact with
Test Assistant to change the implementation manually. For example, the operator
can direct the tool not to multiplex certain
ASIC I/O pads that lie in acritical path. If
this restriction means there will not be
enough I/O pads to access the I/O pins of
internal blocks, Test Assistant can
change any pad specified as output-only
into abidirectional pad to attain the additional number required.
If the designer accepts the tool's proposed isolation and signal routing, Test
Assistant automatically changes the netlist to incorporate the test circuits.
Thereafter the process is repeated with
all the other blocks. Besides isolating and
wiring, the tool also creates the control
circuit needed to configure the ASIC in
test mode and to switch each individual
block to the I/O pads for testing. It adds
this circuit into free space on the ASIC
and routes the test-signal wiring between
the control unit and each block.
To activate the test circuit, the designer can specify avector that, when applied
to the ASIC's I/O pads, switches the test
circuit on. Using avector eliminates the
Electronics/ May 1989

TEST ASSISTANT TAKES ON A 'MEGOCHIP'
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In testing ahypothetical "megochip," the tool can add abuilt-in self-test ( BIST) block upon
the designer's command; to do so, the user simply fills out athree-line menu.

need to use an I/O pad to switch the test
circuit on and off. With the test circuit
turned on, each block can be individually
switched. At the I/O pads, acomponent
test system can send stimulus into and
measure responses from the block.
To create test programs for asemicustom block, the designer typically produces test vectors using simulation vectors developed in the design phase along
with vectors written later to increase
fault coverage. He also performs afault
simulation to determine if the desired
fault coverage has been achieved. Once
the test program is developed, Test Assistant isolates and reroutes the semicustom
block's I/O pins to the ASIC in the same
way it handled the other blocks.
One important function of Test Assistant is its built-in self-test (BIST) capability. The designer can direct the tool to add
alinear feedback shift register to the input and output of acompiled block. At the
input, the circuit serves as an autonomous pseudo-random pattern generator,
while at the output, it acts as asignature
analyzer. This is particularly attractive
for highly regular compiled RAM and
ROM blocks.
"Built-in self-test puts atester on the
chip," Hutcheson says. " It facilitates the
device tester's job during production,
thus cutting test time." It also facilitates
field service, he says, "since the service
technician has instruments on-chip to
help diagnose afield failure."
In the compiled RAM or ROM block, the
compiler can add the signal generator
and signature analyzer so that the result-

ing BIST produces a1-bit pass or fail indication to one of the ASIC's output pins.
Alternatively, the designer can route the
block's output pins to the ASIC's I/O pins
for analysis by the device tester.
Self-test can also be used on asemicustom block. Here, the designer adds the
signal generator and then simulates the
operation of the circuit with the pattern
generator installed to determine if all the
nodes in the design are being tested and
if the pattern actually catches each possible fault node.
Because the generator produces the
same sequence of random patterns each
time it runs, using the linear feedback
shift register, the designer can create a
circuit that performs an XNOR logic operation on the responses received from
the block. The result is asignature that
indicates the block is good or bad. The entire signature can be sent to the ASIC I/O
pads for verification.
In the future, the Test Assistant will be
able to add level-sensitive scan design to
blocks within achip as an alternative to
isolation, VLSI Technology says. Instead
of bringing signals to the ASIC I/O pads,
it will serially shift test vectors to hidden
nodes within the ASIC, stimulate the
hard-to-access circuit behind the hidden
node, and serially shift the results back to
the ASIC I/O pads.
With this powerful tool to drastically
cut the time needed to write an exhaustive test program, designers can get back
to spending most of their time designing
chips rather than worrying about how to
test them.
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Don't Go Out On A Limb
With Your Investment.
Call Hamilton Avnet Computer
For AT&T
Power Protection
Systems

N

Amidwestern life insurance agency invested a
substantial amount of money automating their
business. However, as aresult of electrical storms,
the agency experienced frequent computer downtime, which halted customer service and ultimately
cost the company time and money. Looking for a
way to insure against contaminated power, the
agency called Hamilton/Avnet Computer.
Considering the agency's needs, Hamilton/Avnet
Computer recomnRended AT&T's Power Protection
Systems to supply reliable back-up power to all of
the agency's workstations, including their AT&T,
Digital, Hewlett-Packard and Wyse systems. Come
rain or shine, the uninterruptible power systems
immediately detect and correct ac utility blackouts,
sags, surges and frequency shifts.
Hamilton/Avnet Computer supplied the agency
with the new, desktop 500 VA UPS to back up the
stand-alone workstation. To back up their network,
the 1KVA UPS was installed to furnish regulated
and filtered 120 volt, single-phase, ac power. And,
if the agency's needs expand, Hamilton/Avnet
Computer can equip them with AT&T's 3,5 or 10
KVA on-line units, which utilize ferroresonant,
parallel-processing architecture.
Thanks to Hamilton/Avnet Computer, the
agency can now weather any storm. At Hamilton/
Avnet Computer, we look at business from a
unique perspective — your point of view. For the
Hamilton/Avnet Computer sales office nearest
you, call toll free 1-800-426-7999.
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id technical data to legislators on acontinuous basis. Masterman, who is director of health, safety, and environmental affairs for Intel Corp. in Folsom,
Calif., notes that the AEA's move into
the EOH game from an inactive status
requires diplomacy and adeliberate
The AEA calls one proposal a potential ' disaster'
pace, due to the emotionally charged
nature of the subject.
o John Masterman, it law that could be adisaster," he says.
The AEA legislative committee, with
seems only natural that
Masterman's committee is now
some 20 companies currently taking
the state of California working to avert that disaster. It has
part, meets monthly at different locaemerge as a proving already had an impact on getting some
tions throughout the state. Plans are
ground for legislative efforts to curtail proposed environmental bills apart afoot to raise funds for afull-time lobthe use of ozone-destroying chlorofluo- from the CFC arena changed before
byist in the state capital at Sacramento
rocarbons. "California continues to be
they became state law. One of these to monitor legislative doings.
the birthplace of [environmental]
would have banned any use of arsine
Masterman's committee is likely to
laws," observes Masterman,
have awider role in the CFC
chairman of the American
battle than individual AEA
Electronics Association's Calmember companies in Caliifornia Environmental-Occufornia. Since they lack any
pational Hazards (EOH) Legother central clearinghouse
islative Committee.
or sounding board for their
Any laws enacted by Calienvironmental
interests,
fornia concerning CFC use
companies by themselves are
are likely to have atremenhard put to deal with escalatdous impact on the U. S. elecing regulatory and reporting
tronics industry, which uses
requirements from all levels
CFCs in the manufacture of a
of government.
wide range of products [
ElecTheir greatest headache
tronics, April 1989, p. 92].
lies in the staggering number
The California state senate is
of requirements—many of
pondering aproposal to rein
them overlapping—to be met
in CFC use even more severeand the range of official bodly than has been called for by
ies overseeing them. A cominternational guidelines. The
pany typically has to deal
proposal pretty well reflects
with about 10 entities, from
the regulatory mood in the
the federal Environmental
Golden State and perhaps ofProtection Agency through
fers electronics manufacturstate and regional regulatory
ers everywhere apicture of the diffi- and phosphine gases—both widely em- groups, right on down to local fire and
culties and bureaucratic confusion that ployed in electronics manufacturing— safety departments and sewer and wathe future holds for them.
within 25 miles of any residence. In its
ter districts.
The action in California also illusoriginal form, the proposal "would
Companies say their chief need is
trates the problems that atrade orgahave wiped out the electronics indus- getting up-to-date information about
nization like the AEA faces when it try," Masterman asserts. Partly
new requirements and how to handle
gets alate start in its lobbying efforts.
through the AEA's efforts, the propos- them. "There is no magic wand to
Masterman concedes that the AEA is
al was changed to bar only the manu- bring you into easy compliance with
getting into the environmental hazards
facture of arsine and phosphine gases,
these ever-shifting regulations," says
game on the state level relatively late.
not their use.
Edwin K. Isely, manager of the Los
Although the AEA tracks environmenIn Masterman's view, the proposed Angeles office of A. T. Kearney Inc.,
tal affairs from its Washington head- Toxic Gas Model Ordinance for Santa management consultants with an exquarters, the scene in California is a Clara County (Silicon Valley) is amodel
tensive environmental consulting prachyperactive arena in which the big or- for how environmental legislation
tice. Instead, companies have to seek
ganization has not played apart for should be approached. The proposal,
these answers for themselves.
nearly five years.
the product of three major groups that
Isely and Masterman both advise exThe AEA is alarmed by the Califorsat down and hammered out an apecutives in California to get involved
nia CFC initiative. If the measure proach acceptable to all, offers ameth- with state and local organizations that
passes in its present form, California's
od of assessing the hazard of every
are up to speed on environmental isAir Resources Board essentially would toxic gas and providing safeguards for sues, particularly the California Manugain the power to manage every appli- each of them.
facturing Association and chambers of
cation for which CFCs could be used. It
Meanwhile, the AEA last November commerce. "Stay in touch with your locould determine whether substitutes
launched abig effort to get what it cal organizations," says Masterman.
exist and then mandate their use. The
deems both abalanced outlook and sol- "You can't monitor [the issues] by
degree of control and the opportunity
yourself. It's anoble goal, but no one
for error appall Masterman. "It's abad
by Larry Waller
can afford it."
D

TROUBLE IS BREWING
OVER CFCs IN CALIFORNIA

T
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month technology lead over competitors
proved to be more like two years.
Hutcheson, who is president of San
Jose, Calif.-based VLSI Research, points
out another edge exploited by Teradyne
in Japan. Both of its main competitors,
Ando and market leader Advantest, are
allied with agiant vertically integrated
chip combine—Ando with NEC Corp. and
Advantest with Fujitsu Ltd. So other Japanese chip makers can diplomatically
avoid offending either by picking Teradyne, and justify the decision on the basis
of its technology lead. Hitachi, Mitsubishi—and even NEC—are customers.
But Teradyne is not resting on its laurels. It's rounding out the J937 into aseries that offers software compatibility
from the low-cost 30-MHz version
through the new 100-MHz unit now being
shipped for the first time. Multiple orders
are being received for both, says division
vice president and manager Ed Rogas.
And adecision is imminent on whether to
develop yet another generation of testers
that can handle the ever-increasing density and speed of next-generation DRAMs.
For all the inroads made into Japan,
Teradyne still trails Advantest as amemory-tester supplier there, notes Rogas.
He hopes to improve market position
even more, to match that in the U. Sand
Europe, where "we clearly are the leaders."
-Larry Waller

DISTRIBUTION

HOW SAI IS BECOMING A
NATIONAL REGIONAL
selectively choosing which regions it
stakes out. The people managing these
is not the first sales tool
regional operations will do so with ahigh
II to flash to mind when thinking of elecdegree of autonomy.
tronics distributors, where the top 10
Telemarketing—which is known in the
thoroughbreds run with gaudier colors.
distribution community
But Semispecialists of
as " purchasing serAmerica Inc. is using
vice"—will remain a
telemarketing to break
The aim is to cover
out of the pack and will North America yet retain key sales tactic in the
company's
growth
continue to make calls
a regional focus
plans. "That's how we
as it installs anew corstarted the business,"
porate strategy.
says Curlander, " and
From 40th place in
gross sales for 1981, the privately owned we're the best in the world at it."
Telemarketing simply means calling
Melville distributor finished 12th in 1988
with $160 million in sales. In volume, that customers, finding out what they need,
still leaves it way behind market leader and buying it for them. This lets the distributor sell products—both components
Hamilton-Avnet Electronics' near $ 1billion. Semispecialists wants to narrow that and systems—for which it does not have
afranchise, and it also gives the customgap by fostering its success as aregional
er the benefits of one-stop shopping. Sedistributor into anational presence.
mispecialists' telemarketing effort will be
The 15-year-old company is positioning
itself as a "national [firm] with adiffer- centralized in Melville as ameans of
ence," says Jeff Curlander, vice president keeping overhead at aminimum.
Management, on the other hand, is befor corporate operations. The aim is to
ing decentralized. Vice presidents in
cover North America while keeping arecharge of aregion will live there and run
gional focus, which means the company is
MELVILLE, N. Y.

Telemarketing

A

ccess Electronics Markets from Iowa
Iowa Area Development Group invites you to access the
advantages of Iowa: Central location strategic to North
American markets. America's best-educated work force.
Two world-class research universities. A high quality of life
with alow cost of living. Leadership in fiber optic networks.
Financial packaging and computerized site selection
database available. Private, responsive, discreet professional
development services.
Iowa Area Development Group
2700 Westown Parkway
Des Moines, IA 50265
Office: 515/223-4817 Fax: 515/223-5719
Visit us at the Midwest Electronics Expo, Booth 3714.
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Industry's First
Sealed, SMD Slide Switch
•Auto- insertable and surface
mount compatible
•2, 4 or 6 pole versions with top
or side actuation
•Sealed immersion cleanable
versions available
•High reliability bifurcated gold
or silver contacts
AUGAT/ALCOSWITCH offers a
full product line including...

KeylocKs

For your free catalog, product samples, applications help, or a
quotation, call or write AUGAT/ALCOSWITCH, 1551 Osgood Street
No. Andover, MA 01845 LSA,
Tel: ( 508) 685-4371, TLX: 275423, FAX: ( 508) 686-9545

AUGAT FILECISINITCH®
Quality and Innovation
Circle 3

Slides

Pushwheel

AUGAT INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES
AUGAT LIMITED - ENGLAND

(011) 4490676655

AUGAT SA - FRANCE

(011) 33146683090

AUGAT GMBH - WEST GERMANY

(011) 49896129090

AUGAT AB - SWEDEN

(011) 468960270

AUGAT SRL - ITALY

(011) 3939654100

AUGAT ISRAEL

(011) 9723492173

AUGAT ELECTRONICS INC. - CANADA

(1)

AUGAT RTY LTD. - AUSTRALIA

(011) 6129050533

4166771500

AUGAT KK - JAPAN

(011) 810550897911

the ship, even to the point of deciding
which franchised lines they will carry. A
franchise for the Dallas branch may not
be aggressively marketed in the Boston
area. "Every region will have adifferent
product mix," says Curlander. " Idon't
think anybody else has approached the
market that way. We don't want competing lines in any one region."
The concept of being anational distributor with aregional focus grew largely
out of the company's " share-of-mind"

concept, which Curlander explains as the
attention adistributor's salesperson can
give to any one product line he or she represents. In short, asales force does best
when it knows the products it represents,
and asalesperson with amanageable
portfolio can give each product line greater attention, or share of mind. "National
distributors have lost focus and commitment to mature product lines such as
TTL," says Curlander. "Their salespeople
have too many masters to serve—too

End fuse replacement hassles by snapping in
W28 series thermal circuit breakers from 1
38,13
Replace fuseholders and slowblow glass cartridge fuses in your
design with W28 circuit breakers.
Get the convenience of breakers
at a cost that's competitive with
fuses and
fuseholders.

Attractive W28 breakers fit in
about the same space as apanelmount fuseholder. They can be
prewired and snapped- in from the
front. Integral mounting clips hold
the W28 securely in place without
the use of additional retainers.
No time-consuming searching
for fuses. Protection
against improper fuse rating
substitution. And reduced
fuse inventory requirements. All add up to increased value for your
product.
Find out more. In the U.S.,
for the phone number of a
nearby P&B sales representative
or distributor, call 1-800-255-2550.
Or write:
Potter & Brumfield Inc.
200 S. Richland Creek Dr.
Princeton, IN 47671-0001.
FAX: 812-386-2335.

Potter & Brumfield
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A Siemens Company

many vendors and too small amind share
for any one of them—yet they're always
adding more lines."
Not everyone concurs with the company's strategy of selectivity on vendors.
While agreeing that "asalesperson can't
do 75 or 100 accounts justice," Steve
McGill, vice president for national sales
at Scheweber/Lex Inc. in nearby Westbury, N. Y., believes that abroad product
line is still necessary for success in the
distribution business.
The real issue, he says, is in user-ready
services. " Customers want services like
kitting, packaged solutions, and valueadded engineering. It helps to be abroadline distributor, because those services
require abroad base of suppliers." For
example, McGill says, "about 90% of the
parts you put in akit must come from
franchises for you to have any hope of being able to ship on time."
As the industry grapples with the pros
and cons of regional versus national distribution, it remains clear that customers
perceive these two groups as having
strikingly different strengths and weaknesses. One customer survey gives nationals high marks in pricing, where 55%
see them as having an advantage over regionals. Nationals also scored high in
availability of obsolete parts, where 57%
give them the nod, and depth of inventory, where 60% see them as substantially better than their regional confreres.
SERVICE ADVANTAGE. The regionals clobber the nationals, however, in service.
On-time delivery is rated by 79% of the respondents as areason to use aregional
distributor. "Understanding purchasing
needs" impresses 77% of them as an advantage of using aregional. " Regional
distributors have been profitable for one
reason," says Curlander. "Their salespeople have better focus and less overlap of
product lines."
Currently, Semispecialists has eight
branch locations and two regional support centers, all added in 1988; it will expand to 17 branches over the next couple
of years. Those 17 were chosen from a
generally recognized total of 30 major
metropolitan markets, says Curlander.
Although they represent just alittle more
than half the markets, the 17 make up
88% of the total distribution resale market in dollars. Left out of the plan are less
important cities such as Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, and Detroit.
The company's two major warehouses
are in the Melville headquarters and in
Sunnyvale, Calif. Readily available overnight delivery service plus efficient transportation between major metropolitan
centers, says Curlander, make on-site
warehousing expensive. Branches with
minimal warehousing are in Altamonte,
Fla.; Atlanta; Dallas; Irvine, Calif.; Rutland, Vt.; Toronto; Wallingford, Conn.;
and Wilmington, Mass.
—
Jack Shandle
Electronics/May 1989
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PEOPLE TO WATCH
AT&T'S KOELTL SAVORS THE CHALLENGE
OF TAKING ON MERCHANT CHIP GIANTS
His strategy is based on partnerships with customers, alliances with rivals
"well into" talks with "two or three" major system houses and will be unfurling
the agreements as early as the next six to
twelve months. Although Koeltl is coy
tan College and looking for adabout naming the prospective corporate
venture, Dick Koeltl had an imbrides-to-be, he describes them as being
portant decision to make: would
in the data-processing, telecommunicahe specialize in locomotives or
tions, and military markets. "We're looksemiconductors?
ing for major potential markets where we
Semiconductors—the technology was
can codevelop technology," he says. One
called "solid-state" back in 1964—won the
recent example: high-definition TV and
battle. Koeltl's 25-year odyssey through
Zenith Electronics Corp.
power integrated circuits, analog-to-digiOn the competitors' side, AT&T Microtal converters, telecommunications chips,
electronics has already teamed up with
and linear ICs in companies as legendary
Intel to exchange technology in areas
in the chip business as Advanced Micro
where product lines are complementary.
Devices, General Electric, Fairchild, and
The agreement is complex, but it boils
Raytheon was anear-perfect training
down to Intel contributing local-area-netground for his new job as AT&T Microworking chips and AT&T pitching in its
electronics' marketing czar.
expertise in integrated services digital
"There is all this technological capability
network chips.
here, and for amarketeer, that has to be an
Another prime growth area for AT&T
exciting prospect," Koeltl says. " Despite
is in better utilization of its siliits technology, up until now
con foundry capacity. AT&T
AT&T Co. has not been known
and Logic Devices Inc. have
for strong marketing."
signed a foundry agreement
From amodern, spacious ofcommitting Logic Devices to
fice overlooking the rolling
purchase up to $75 million
green hills of rural central New
worth of finished silicon wafers
Jersey in Berkeley Heights,
over the next three years.
Koeltl is not that far removed
Aggressively second-sourcgeographically from his cadet
ing standard parts is also in the
days in General Electric Co.'s
cards, "and you'll see results in
engineer-in-training program in
that arena over the next few
Schenectady, N. Y. " When I
months," says Koeltl. " We've
came on with GE," he says,
got plenty of opportunities to
"they had five separate busifill out our standard-parts ofnesses—everything from locofering." Lastly, price reducmotives to semiconductors.
tions—once seldom heard
When Igot to the semiconducwords in Berkeley Heights—
tor division, the people all
will liven up the company's mararound me were in their 20s. It
keting blitz. AT&T has already
was obviously adynamic, growslashed the price of its high-pering business."
formance digital signal procesInfusing more dynamism and
sor, the DSP32, by almost 50%
growth into AT&T Microelecthanks to anew plastic-packtronics has been at the top of
aged version.
Koeltl's docket since he arrived
Obviously enjoying the prossix months ago to become marpect of butting heads with the
keting vice president, fresh
giant merchant chip makers on
from asimilar job at. GE Interthree continents, Koeltl talks
sil. AT&T Microelectronics sells
with exuberance. His selection
25% of its ICs in external sales;
as head of marketing was atypithe rest go to AT&T's various
cal for AT&T, which usually
Dick
Kooltl's
goal
is
to
continue
to
double
AT&T
Microelectronics'
systems divisions.
promotes from within. "To do
AT&T's aim is to do more sales in the merchant market, now at $200 million, each year.
BERKELEY HEIGHTS, N. J.
sa young engineer fresh
out of New York's Manhat-
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than $1billion in external sales
by 1992, and that means over
50% of its business will be in the
merchant market, says Koeltl.
If it happens, AT&T Microelectronics would be playing in the
major leagues with the likes of
Fujitsu, Intel, National, NEC,
and Texas Instruments.
The strategy is to get AT&T Microelectronics out of the marketing closet by becoming partners—with customers, and
via strategic marketing alliances with
competitors. Such partnerships with system-house customers aren't new. Companies like IBM Corp. and Intel Corp. have
been pretty successful at it, with Intel
producing microprocessors for IBM's personal computers and Personal System/2.
"We're looking at specific markets for
equipment segments that fit well with
our technologies," say Koeltl. AT&T is
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over $1billion business in merchant sales
by 1992 means you have to have aworldclass marketing organization," he says.
Koeltl promises to import more whiz kids
from outside to shake up the telecom giant's somnolent posture. Also, "We're going to become much more applications-

oriented. Instead of just chips and technology, we're going to show customers
solutions," he says.
Not surprisingly, Koeltl thinks AT&T
Microelectronics can blast into the top
tier of merchant chip vendors. "Between
1987 and 1988, we doubled merchant sales

and we're up in the $200 million range
now. We've doubled sales each year for
the past few years. To continue that pace
we have to keep offering customers more
solutions," he says, adding that "each
doubling step gets bigger"—and harder,
too.
Jack Shandle

APITZ: THE NEW WAVE IN EAST GERMANY
LEIPZIG, EAST GERMANY

Inasense, Jurgen Apitz is arevolutionary. The new director general of East
Germany's VEB Kombinat Nachrichtenelektronik—the country's 37,000-worker
combine for communications electronics—wants to change what has been a
staid, protected, and bureaucracy-ridden
organization into adynamic, hard-hitting
unit that can compete profitably in the
world marketplace.
It's too early to tell whether Apitz can
forge his combine into aproductive, ell
cient, and innovative organization. But
the young executive strikes people as a
doer, as one of anew breed of East Germans who are determined to move the
country ahead on world markets.
The combine, based in East Berlin,
unites nearly all East German activities
in communications. It operates 18 production facilities and one research institute

and is active in awide range of technologies—everything from exchange systems, transmission equipment, and terminals to studio gear, instruments, and
medical electronics.
In recent years, the combine's sales
have risen from 3% to 5% annually, reaching about $2billion in 1988. Roughly 40%
of its output goes abroad, with sales to
the Soviet Union accounting for almost
two thirds of the total exports.
Exports are the lifeblood of the East
German economy; they account for about
half of the nation's gross national product. East Germany needs astrong export
market because it is small—about the
size of Kansas, with only 17 million people as apotential domestic market. More
important, the country has virtually no
mineral resources and therefore needs
cash to import raw materials.
To increase exports, Apitz is turning

his attention westward. Countries outside
the Soviet sphere curren tly accoun tf
or
only about 10% of the combine's foreign
sales. To boost sales to the West, the cornbine must meet three formidable challenges: it must streamline operations, increase productivity, and raise product
quality to international standards.
Apitz, who at the age of 40 is one of the
youngest leaders of an East German industry combine, insists that the challenges can be met. He dismisses the
West's contention that East Germany is
reluctant to change.
"For many years, aprocess has been
under way to give our industrial organizations more self-responsibility," he says.
Apitz maintains that this process has already led to more efficient and productive
combines that have begun to do substantial business even in Western countries.
He singles out VEB Carl Zeiss Jena, the

Every copier company tak
We're doing some
Choosing anew copier isn't easy. You look at copiers,
you listen to promises. It all gets very confusing.
Now, you don't have to listen to alot of talk about
promises. You can read ours. Because we put it in
writing. If you try to compare it to other copier
guarantees, you'll find there's no comparison.
Suddenly, adifficult decision becomes avery easy
choice to make.
Look at the certificate above. Nobody offers you
as good acopier guarantee as Harris/3M. So, while
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the 6070. Seventy copies aminute, guaranteed.
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big optics and electronics producer, as a
case in point. Of course, government
planning will remain abedrock element
of East Germany's economic policy. But
the bureaucratic strings are being loosened, giving the combines more leeway to
run largely on their own and strive for
what East German officials call financial
gains—"profits" is still too capitalistic a
word for most officials.
In some ways, the efforts of Apitz and
like-minded colleagues resemble aform
of East German economic perestroika—
although that term was seldom heard
from industry officials at this spring's
Leipzig Fair, where VEB Kombinat Nachrichtenelektronik displayed its wares.
East Germans prefer to describe the
changes as wirtschaftliche Rechnungsführung, which, roughly translated,
means an economic accounting of balances. Among other things, this concept
permits acombine to invest part of its financial gains in its own operations.
GLOBAL NEEDS. Apitz doesn't think the
combine's heavy exports to countries in
Eastern Europe and the Third World,
which are less demanding technologically, will keep it from making high-quality
products that satisfy global needs. "The
existing concept [for exports] calls for cooperation on a Comecon-wide scale,"
Apitz says. (Comecon—the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance—is Eastern

,,,
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Jürgen Apitz

is determined to market his

combines telecom technology in the West.
Europe's equivalent of Western Europe's
Common Market.)
"But we want to increase sales in
Western countries, so we must increase
capacity and develop atechnological base
to meet global requirements." In the face
of international competition, Apitz adds,
"we are forced to stay on apar with other
industrialized countries to advance our
society, help meet the needs of our home
market, and maintain ahigh export rate."
Apitz is counting on aseries of cooperative efforts to help boost his combine's
status in the West. The combine has

struck adeal with Intracom in Greece involving exchange and transmission
equipment. A similar deal is being discussed with Telindus, aBelgian communications equipment maker. And preliminary talks concerning joint projects in
other countries have been held with Siemens AG of Munich.
Apitz is the prototypical production
man—amiable but forceful and quick of
mind. He was trained as atool and die
maker, studied general engineering at
the Technical University in Karl-MarxStadt, and then worked as atechnologist
in the plastics industry. Ten years ago he
moved into electronics and worked for
most of the time as production manager
in an instruments factory before being
put in charge of VEB Kombinat Nachrichtenelektronik.
The technological challenge Apitz
faces is to move his combine from the analog to the digital era and into the age of
integrated services digital networks. One
of the first results of this effort is the
NZ400D, aprivate-branch exchange for
speech, data, and text that features ISDN
characteristics. The combine displayed
the product at the Leipzig Fair. If Apitz
successfully administers the transition to
ISDN and turns his organization into an
efficient and profitable unit, he will indeed be atrue revolutionary in East German electronics.
John Gosch
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SKATES: PUTTING DATA GENERAL BACK ON TRACK
WESTBORO, MASS.

one for Data General
Corp.—executive vice president and
chief operating officer. And it's anew one
for the man who carries it, Ronald L.
Skates. Though he has worked for the big
computer maker for less than three
years, he is already settling into his role
as the right-hand man to the founder, Edson de Castro. Most other senior managers report to him in his new position.
Skates, who took on responsibility for
day-to-day operations after giving up his
post as senior vice president for finance
and administration, in turn reports directly to de Castro. " It's almost aclassic
U. S. business organization," Skates
says. " I'm his only direct reporter, but
he's the boss." He adds that the restructuring may be two to three years overdue, "but it didn't happen earlier because
the company was on aroll. Few organizations make such changes when they're
growing 40% ayear."
But after the roll came the rock. Beginning in 1986, Data General's growth
slowed, and the company suffered three
losing years in arow. It also sustained a
$19.5 million loss in the first quarter of this
year. But this losing streak may be coming
to an end. Significantly, Skates has taken
over de Castro's traditional role of explaining financial results. Both say the firm
should return to profitability in fiscal 1989,
ending in October.
OPTIMISM. Some of the optimism in Westboro these days results from arevamped
strategic plan that has three major thrusts:
continuing to upgrade the proprietary MV/
Eclipse computer line; launching amajor
initiative in open systems, especially reduced-instruction-set Unix platforms; and
making amove into telecommunications
and networking.
The first evidence of the telecom initiative was acontract late in 1987 with Japan's NTT Corp. calling for Data General
to deliver hardware and software for
NTT's private data networks. And Data
General unveiled its first RISC work stations in late February.
Skates, acertified public accountant,
says he's had along-standing relationship
with Data General from his days at New
York-based Price Waterhouse, where
Data General was aclient. He spent 20
years at the accounting firm and became
The title is a new

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC'
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25
T-CUBED SYSTEMS
(818) 991-0057
FAX: (8181 991.1281

31220 La Baya Drive, # 110
Westlake Village. CA 91362
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apartner. "Ialways liked Data General
in those days, and Ibecame familiar with
computers and computer companies from
auditing them." But he wasn't content to
remain strictly abean counter at Data
General. "I've always wanted to be operations-oriented," he says.
Part of Skates's aim at Data General is

to "bring astronger sales and marketing
focus to the company. The knock on us is
that we have great products but don't
seem to be able to sell them well. The focus has been on technology and building
abetter product so people will beat apath
to our door—but that doesn't work anymore," he says.
-Lawrence Curran

MOSIS.

Your Source for Silicon Prototyping
Lowest Cost
Since 1981 MOSIS has been providing a low-cost prototyping service to IC designers by merging
designs from many users onto multi- project wafer runs.

Highest Quality
Photomasks are purchased to zero defect density specifications. Parametric test structures on
the wafers are measured to ensure compliance with vendor process specifications. Standardized
yield monitors measure defect density.

Wide -Ranging Technologies
MOSIS supports several different technologies and fabricators.

Among them are:

• CMOS double- level metal at 3.0, 1.6 and 1.2 microns from Hewlett-Packard
• CMOS double- level metal at 2.0 microns from VLSI Technology
• CMOS double- level metal with second poly option at 2.0 microns from Orbit
Projects can be designed with design rules from either MOSIS, the wafer fabricator or the DoD.
MOSIS also distributes a library of DoD-developed standard cells ( 3.0. 2.0 and 1.2 microns) to
designers interested in semi- custom design.

For more information. contact Christine Tomovich or Sam Delatorre at ( 213) 822-1511.
The MOSIS Service, 4676 Admiralty Way. Marina del Rey, California 90292-6695
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resources and can't risk failure with first silicon?

Contact the specialists at
Silicon Engineering
Call (408) 426-8660
The experienced design staff at Silicon Engineering
is available to assist you with all aspects of ASIC
design from vendor and technology selection to
design, simulation, verification, and test vector
generation.
•Increase your chances of first time success.
•Get expert advice on critical issues.

SILICON ENGINEERING, INC.

CIRCLE 503

silicon
bridge
rectifiers
low & hv diodes
stock & custom
hv assemblies

SILICON RECTIFIERS,
BRIDGES, DIODES, ASSEMBLIES

Condensed catalog covers thousands of rectifiers. BRIDGES.to 1400
PR Volts. 100 A. to 50ns recovery. DIODES. to 30 KV. to 6A. 50os.
to 200 1C. SOCK HV ASSEMBLIES. to 25 A, to 250 KV. CUSTOM
ASSEMBLIES uva lab le FREE SAMPLES available on most products.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INC., 21 Gray Oaks Ave..
Yonkers NY 10710 914-965-4400. 800-678-0828. FAX 914-965-5531
ELECTRONIC DEVICES
CIRCLE 511

25 PDT SWITCH
HIGH DENSITY PC MOUNT

0111111P
IIDN1P-25

50

8051

LOW PROFILE

cable

See EEM 88/89
Page D-1304

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
more
• F.,og,an, Pedon,ance anaoxe/

(8051151F8/52131/32144/1521451145215351552 • CMOS •

•PC dog.o boards of PS.232 Sc.
• Pulleoron menus comer,. min
Command- Dr.-en User Imertme

•

%redo, Macros rotn IF-ELSE

REPEAT.

WHILE structures

Context sanamve help and

•Soto.

On- Screen Ecbtae ol data

•Symbole debuge.ng wan

•20 MHz real nme emulaten

Level debug tor PUM 5, and C.s,
asmmbIe ,

and Onatmrnbler

• 1280 emulation rnerno,

•Executer, tune counter

•48 Su rode %IC deep Iran butter

•Trace can be vexed clurmg emularen.

PRICES) 32K Emulator tor 8031 $ 1790.' 4K Trace 01495'

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!

Route da:a - address buses - communications
Swap ICs/EPROMs in-circuit
Reconfigure hardware
Redundant designs
Jpgrade firmware or run diagnostics
'without down time
*without user interruption
HDMP-25EK evaluation kit includes switch, printed
circuit board and I/O connectors: $34.95
HDMP-25 ( 1-9) $ 17.50 ( 10) $ 13.75 ( 100) $9.95
HDMP-25M ( 1-9) $ 18.50 ( 10) $ 14.25 ( 100) $ 10.35

Ask about our demo VIDEO!

noHau

CORPORATION

NOHAU

TORE- PANEL KNOB

GOLD PLATED STRESSED ELLIPTICAL CONTACTS

verlf, .1D COUnler

Silicon Engineering, Inc.
303 Potrero Street, Ste. 29-201
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
FAX: 14081 998-5286
info @ sel.com
...11ames, ucscc, mipsp seiddinfo

,

ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
1296 Osprey Drive P.O. Box 7407
Ancaster, Ontario CANADA L9G 4G4

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell. CA 95008
FAX ( 408) 378)7869

(
408) 866-1820
CIRCLE 521

Tel 416-648-8100

FAX 416-648-8102

ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES

lIc

S

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING I
USUALLY

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

PROMAC .
Programming Instruments

e
"

•Stand- Alone or PC- Based
•Engineering / Development
•Production / Field Service
•FiEE PROM / PAL ' FED / Bipolar
•Stngle.Chlr MicroLornputers
•St.,1.1tor

Errer' ' unite- Mount

adams•macdonald
ENTERPRISES

800 Almon Read
Xternes. Calihmo V1440
TrliAX41 1;1. Xse7

PROGRAMMING INSTRUMENTS

INC

Trk• 882141
F
A, I
/00 171•1612

800 -777-1202

CIRCLE 518

ELECTRONIC CAD
Experience powerful, easy to use electronic design
with the Douglas CAD/CAM professional system. This
fully integrated package takes you from schematic to
final routed board. Runs on the Apple Macintosh.
Features unlmtd multilayers. SMT support. digital
simulation, net list generation and multi-pass routing.
Layout $ 1500. Schematic & AutoRouter $700 ea.
DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS, 718 Marina. San
Leandro, CA. 94577 ( 415) 483-8770
CAD/CAM SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 513

CIRCLE 514

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM iii 256Kx36
80 ns $450.00
SIMM
1M49
80 ns 265.00
SIMM , a)
1Mx9
85 ns 210.00
SIMM'
2561(69
80 ns
99.00
1Mbit
41256
am 100 ns
18.95
41256
41256
256Kx1
25
66n I 80
60 ns
9.95
7.95
256Kx I 100 ns
7.95
51258 0/ 256Kx1 100 ns
8.50
41256
256K81
120 ns
7.50
41264 I.) 641O4 120 ns
12.50
EPROM
27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns $28.50
27
2
72
C551 2 64Kx8 200 ns
12.95
6
32Kx8 150 ns
8.25
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
4.75
STATIC RAM
62256p- to 32KX8 100 ns $26.50
62641, 12
8K611 120 ns
8.50
61 16AP-12
21Oc8 120 ns
5.50
OPEN 61
2 DAYS, 730
/
SAT DELIVERY
INCLUDE D ON
FED- EX ORDERS
RECEIVED BY
Rs Ma.
IS lm
Fr Pa
5,31114,

AIM- 10 PM

MasterCard

SHIP VIA FEOEX ON SAT.

VISA or UPS CAsH

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED INC
No rnIntrnurn order .

(918) 267-4961

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

CIRCLE 501

DIRECT
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ADS

EZ-ROUTE VERSION II

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $ 500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EZ-ROUTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Compatibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width from 0.001 inci to 0255 inch. flexible
SMD components and outputs on Penplotters as well
Js Photo plotters and printers
Schematic Capture $ 100. PCB Layoui S250. Auto Router $250

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

target over 30
microprocessors

Hardware From
Alligators to Washers.
We can quickly supply Keystone components and hardware, including terminals, spacers, transistor mounts, jacks
and plugs. Learn the ABCs about
Wise's superior service and hardware
from Ato W. But not Xysters, Yardsticks
or Zippers.

1-800-972-3733 or ( 305) 975-9515
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N.W. 65 Place - Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS CIRCLE 505

mee
ense COMPONENTS INC

IcPY.S.179Ng

28 Henry Street, Greenwich, Ct. 06830
800 543 4333 • Ct. 800 852 8557 • Fax: 203 531 4859

CIRCLE 523

WISE COMPONENTS

CROSS
ASSEMBLERS
Universal Linker, Librarian

micro VAX, VAX VMS, Pems DOS
•Powerful macros
•Relocatable or absolute code
•Binary or ASCII Hex file output
•Fast Version 2.2
•Universal Linker for all targets
•Conditional assembly
•Prompt delivery
ENERTEC INC, 19 Jenkins Avenue
Lansdale, PA 19446. 215-362-0966
CIRCLE 515

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

1y 1

TOP
OF THE
UNE
IN PCB
DESIGN

Free MSDOS & Mac
Software Catalog for
Electronic Engineers
AC/DC Circuit Analysis • Active and Passive
Filter Design • Screen/Printer & Pen Plotter
Graphics for Engineers • LaPlace Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation •
Root Locus Analysis • CAD/CAE • Digital
and Analog Signa' Processing • Curve
Fitting • Statistics • Thermal Analysis •
Math • Microstrip Design and Analysis •
Data Acquis tion • VISA & WC Accepted

13V

Engineering
Professional

Software

2023 Chicago Ave., Stuite 8-13 • Riverside, CA 92507
Tel: (714) 781-0252 • U.S.A. • TELEX: 6503089864
SOFTWARE
CIRCLE 516

YOUR
AD
HERE
Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.
Simply send us your copy.
54 characters per line X 10 lines Max.
Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or
tfansparency and atwo-line headline. max. 30

EXPAND YOUR PRESENT TUNING STICK' KIT
Select the capacity value your circuit needs with
ease.

Now it is possible to extend the range of your Tuning
Stick' Kit to include all in-between values from 0.1 pF
to 1000 pF.
Request ATC TS1002 (
26 values) for $
79.95, or ATC
TS1001 (
20 values) for $
49.95. Order both Kits for
$124.99. ATO offers 48 Hour OUIK PICKsm Shipment.

Prole otters other fine programs PROTEL.
SCHEMATIC. the easy to use schematic capture program, and PROTELEASYTRAX, the
eas7.. to learn manual PCB design program
HARDWARE : IBM PC/AT/XT/PS2 or compatibles
640K RAM
2 floppies or a hard disk .
PC or MS-DOS greater than verSIOn 2 0

ORDER TOLL FREE, CALL: (8OO) 544-4186

If you are al CA HI AK, or Canada call 1408)437-7771 '

AMERICAN TECHNICAL CERAMICS CORP., One Norden Lane, Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746-2102. PHONE:
(516) 547-5700 • FAX: ( 516) 547-5748 • TELEX: 825707
TUNING STICKS
CIRCLE 502

PROTEL TECHNOLOGY INC.
50 Airport Parkway
San Jose. CA 95110

14081 437.7771
fax 1408/ 437-4913

PROTEL TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 500

FREE

UV ERASER
WITH DATA VO'S 280
SET PROGRAMMER.
For $ 1595 the 280 gives you:
•8sockets for gang/set programming,
•Support for EPROMs
and EEPROMs
up to 512K,
•Fu Iafter-sale
support from
Data I/0".
Order a280 today and get aFREE
UV eraser — a $40 value. The Datarase II
erases up to 4 EPROMs in 3minutes.

1-800-247-5700
Ext.834

characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can do
it all and send us your complete, 231, 6"w X3"d

DMA I/O

PRINTERS WITH IMPACT
Citizen dot matrix impact printer mechanisms provide
for the perfect low-cost solution for point-of- sale, data
logging, etc. Available in 23,28 or 40 columns, serial or
parallel, with sprocket feed, autocutter and journal
winder options. Fast ( 96 cps) and reliable ( over 50
milGon character head life). Also available in standalone versions.

MELFESS FIVE, INC. 12304 Santa Monica Blvd.
#121, Los Angeles, CA 90025. ( 800) 533-2297

Corporation

Negatives ( B/W or 4/C)
CIRCLE 525

Full-featured professional PCB layout for both through-hole and SMD
designs. Autocomponent placement
from Netlists. Interactive and Full
Autorouting.
Support for popular
printing/plotting formats, including
Gerber format photoplots. Supports
up to 4MB of expanded memory.

DATA I/O

CIRCLE 506

MELFESS FIVE

CIRCLE 504
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Analog Circuit Simulation
Completely Integrated CAE from $95

4e.

N

SPICE
Post Processing

791
51

At $ 495, Wintek's Universal EPROM Programmer is a low-cost and versatile tool for programming most industry-standard EPROMs ( 271627256). Since it can operate with an IBM PC, as
well as stand-alone, the Programmer is ideal for
use with PC-based microcomputer development
software. Credit cards are welcome.

Wintek Corporation
1801 South St., Lafayette, IN

47904

(800) 742-6809 or ( 317) 742-8428
UNIVERSAL LOGIC PROGRAMMER

CIRCLE 508

Hi WIRE- Plus provides the integrated
schematic-capture and PCB layout
versatility needed by leading-edge
designers. Now it also offers an advanced 100% autorouter. Affordably!
See the full- page ad (on page 89).
then call Wintek at:

(800) 742-8428
w

CIRCLE 509

Entry through
Simulation to

100% Autorouter
New EPROM Programmer

From Schematic

.

•—•

— 1
1

IsSpicE $95, the
complete
SPICE
program, runs on all
PC 'u.

IsSpice/386 $386, The fastest PC based Spice program
available. Has virtually no circuit size limitations.
SincENET $295, a schematic editor for any SPICE
simulator. Generates acomplete SPICE netlist.
lwruSconn $250, a graphics post processor that
performs all the functions of adigital oscilloscope.
PRESP10E $
200, extensive model libraries, Monte Carlo
analysis, and parameter sweeping.

intusoft

Please Write or Call
P.O. Box 6607 (
213) 833 -0710
San Pedro, CA
90734-6607

30 Day Money
Back Guarantee

SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 517

Don't Get Zapped!
High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to
flip a switch.
THE SOWT1ON?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD nra
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
;
POWER UP WITH — — —

Z t.INE'

1

•

Tango. Now More Than Ever,
The Best Value in PCB Design.

zit. • FT7j.
Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay ,'" circuitry
sequences your power-up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI & RF1, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on / off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.
All Pulizzi Engineering OATC/Tu controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $436 TO $305
DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!

PULIZZI ENGINEERING INC.
3280 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6866
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062

DATA ACQUISITION AND INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL PLUG-IN BOARDS
MetraByte SNew Free 304 page handbook for 1989 describes their
complete line of Data Acquisition products. The new handbook introduces many new products including. PC Instruments. High Performance Frame Grabbers. Image Processors and Vision Products, and
the new Workhorse Industrial Control System.

The handbook provides complete product information on all boards
for the Km PC/XT/AT 8PS/2. Microchannel. Apple II. and Macintosh
SE/II.

MetraByte Corp., 440 Myles Standish Blvd.,
MA U.S.A. 02780 ( 508) 880-3000

'lake a look at the all neu Tango Sedes 11, Our pup up menu
interface sets anew standard for ease-of-use and productivity. Lay
out simple prototypes or complex, multi- layer. SMT designs with
over 100 new features including user-definable tracks, pads, and
grids.
For 1BM-PCs and compatibles. Tango- PCB Series it. just $
595.
Tango-Route Series II autorouter. just $495. Both include one
year's updates, free tech support. 30-day money- back guarantee.
Call today.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE

800-433-7801 619-554-1000
ACCU.

Taunton,
Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD

CIRCLE 512

Instrument Control &
Data Acquisition Products
II II OS. •• 1,11.•

,

1

FREE CATALOG

Spring/Summer 1989
•PC. PS/2 and Macintosh
•GP1B interlace boards and cables
•Plugqn A/O. D/A. DIO boards
•Signal Conditioning and accessories
•Software drivers for BASIC. FORTRAN. C. and Pascal
•LabVIEW. LabWindows. and Measure application software
•Analysis. statistics. and DSP
•Graphical and data presentation

For your FREE

V

copy call: (800) IEEE- 488 or ( 512) 794-0100

111111101111.

innellelln

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

12109 Technology Blvd
Austin. Texas 78727-6204

CIRCLE 522

METRABYTE

CIRCLE 510

Technologies. 6t5

Flanders Dr.

San Diego. CA 92121
CIRCLE 507

SOFTWARE

EPROM PROGRAMMER
• Programs 2764 In 8
sec. 27512 in 44 sec
e Reads. programs
and copies over 475
E/EPROMS from 35
monfacturers in
cludsng 2716-27513
27011. 68764. 68766
2804-28256
✓ Automatically uses
the fastest recom
mended algorithm
as specified on the
manfacturer's data sheets to ensure reliable clata storage
✓ Connects to RS-232 on any computer. PC. XT, AT.PS/2. Mac etc
✓ Supports XMODEM/XMODEM CRC protocols & ASCII file xters
✓ Optional microconfroller heads support 874x and 87C51 series
✓ Supports Intel Motorola, straight hex. hex-space & binary files
• EnDr support teorn for fast updates
8baud rates to 38400
✓ 1- VeorwarranlY (parts & labor)
V Gold Texfool socket
✓ Toll-free technical support
e Collates 16- & 32-tat
✓ 30-day money back guarantee e Some day shrprnent
✓ Checksums supported
e UV erasers from S39 95
e Thousands of sateried customers attest to the EP- 1's great value
✓ Low once $
349 Includes IBM compatible communications
program user's manual and two free update coupons

The En • ineer's P

ANALOG CIRCUIT SIMULATION

ECA-2 is acomplete Electronic Circuit Analysis package with built in graphics
and Me fastest simulations.
•AC, DC. Transient • 2-100 times fader than SPICE
•Fourier. Temperature • Over 5011 nodes
•Worst-case. Monte-Carlo • Sine, Prise. PWL SFFM
•Full, nonlinear simulator
and Exponential generators
•Interactive or batch • Money lack guarantee
•SPICE compabble models

$
675

ECA-2 IBM PC or Maantcsh
EC-Ace, asubset of ECS-2. • 145

Call 313-663-8810 For FREE DEMO disk

ammer

^

CALL TODAY 800/225-2102

BPMICROSYSTEMS

10681 Haddington. Suite 190, Houston. TX 77043
713/461-9430 FAX 713/461-7413

EPROM PROGRAMMER

CIRCLE 519

Tatum Labs, Inc
1478 Mark Twain Coud, Mo Arbor, MI 441103
SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 520
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Easy Emulator Pods & Adapters

Complete Line of Debug Tools

PAL/PROM Programmer Adapters

.• Plug your PLCC and LCC packages into your PC board in
minutes, with these easy- to- use adapte -s.
.11 Emulator/logic analyzer users: Adapt- a- Pod — converts
one package type to another (LCC, PLCC. PGA, and DIPs).
s Emulator poco and adapters are available in all standard
pin counts, with ribbon or ribbon cable headers.
s Custom engineering services and do-it-yourself emulator
pod converters. Free catalog.

• Famous Bug Katcher'" makes it easy to attach test leads
to ICs in LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, and DIP packages.
• Eliminates need fcr noisy cables; reduces capacitance
and inductance in your test set-up.
• You cart also quickly isolate and reconnect sections of
your socketed IC with our Bug Isolator.'" (All packages.1
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Any EPROM programmer designed for DIPs can be
converted to accept LCC, PLCC, and SOIC sockets in seconds!
• To program, just insert an Adapt-A- Socket - between the
programmer's DIP socket and the circuit to be programmed.
• Designed to fit all types of EPROM programmers, including
Data I/O 120/121A, Stag, Logical Devices, etc.
• Ouick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-066C FAX: 408-982-0664

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0661f FAX: 40B-982-0664

EMULATOR PODS & ADAPTERS

CIRCLE 526

DEBUG TOOLS

CIRCLE 527

111.11111111111111r

Now you can connect
any VLSI or surface
mount circuit to any
other type of circuit—
or test equipment—
thanks to our complete
line of adapters,
connectors, and test
clips. Solve your "
wrong
prong" problem—
contact us today for a
free catalog!
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 529

FREE CATALOG
* Test Adapters • Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips 4Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 rypes of P-ototyping Board Adap•ers
* 125 rypes of P-ogrammmq Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pcd Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much Much More...
pip

ADAPT- A- SOCKET"

CIRCLE 528

Wrong
Prong?

Emulad ion Technology. inc.

2366-B VVaist, Ave • Bldg D • Santa Clara CA 95051
TEL 14081992 0660 • FAX lee 982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 524

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 530

I

Quick, Fast Socket Conversion

Quality Debugging Accessories

Over 150 Prototyping Adapters

• Convert-A- Socket - makes it asnap to convert aproduction socket to atest socket and vice-versa.
• Complete line of male/female sockets for LCC, PLCC,
PGA, PQFP, and DIP circu ts.
• A must i1 you're inserting circuits repeatedly in low
insertion force sockets.
.» Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Protect your ICs from damage. Insert and erract LCC,
PLCC, PGA, and PQFP packages with the right tool.
• Use receptacle boards to build test fixtures, and mount
your test equipment, in half the time.
• Get the right production sockets, burn- in sockets, test
leads, and test clips for SMT, SOIC, or PLCC circuits.
• Quick lurnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree car.alog, contact:

• Adapt-A- Boards'" make it easy to adapt standard or
high-density prototyping boards to avariety of packages.
• For all package vpes: LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, SDIP
(shrink DIP devices), SOIC and more!
• Bottom configurations adzpt to wire wraps or solde- tail
pins. Boards conform to Mil- C-45204.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-992-0664

Emulation Technoloe, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
DEBUGGING ACCESSORIES

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Cla'a, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

SOCKET CONVERTERS

CIRCLE 531

CIRCLE 532

ADAPT- A- BOARDS "

CIRCLE 333

Kids with
physical disabilities
are etti
too much attention.

Nobody likes to be stared at. Or pointed at. But when you have adisability,
that's the kind of thing that happens to you every day. And the worst part is, after awhile,
you start believing that there really is something wrong with you. It's time to change that.
And start paying more attention to the person. Not the disability.

%gr
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which range in density from 1,200 to 6,000 gates, are
customer-configurable and one-time programmable.
Intel Corp., which originally entered the EPLD market with afamily of devices second-sourced from Altera, has since established its own identity with anew
CMOS family that features aproprietary programmable
ome technologies have arhythm all their own when
AND, allocatable OR architecture. In February, the Sanit comes to cycles of significant advances and an- ta Clara-based company introduced the 5AC,324, which
nouncements. For memories, the cycle is about two
doubles the density of the first family member, the
years; for microprocessors, it's about one. But for pro- 5AC312, while maintaining a30-ns propagation delay.
grammable logic devices, the cycle seems to be aquar- With 10 programmable inputs and 24 configurable inter—or even amonth.
put/outputs, the 5AC324 reduces component count in
In the 12 months since the last Electronics survey of microprocessor-based systems that require apipelined
the PLD market [
Electronics, May 12, 1988, p. 61], activ- throughput of at least 50 MHz.
ity has continued at ahot and heavy
In March, Intel threw its hat into
pace. Current estimates hold that
the high-speed ring with the 85C508,
worldwide sales of PLDs will top the
an EPLD fabricated with the compa$1 billion mark this year, up from
ny's new 1.0-µm CMOS process.
$500 million in 1987. The number of
With a7.5-ns propagation delay, the
PROGRAMMABLE LOOK DEVICES:
players is increasing; 19 companies
85C508 is aimed at the same applica(16 U. S., one European, one JapaTOE SECOND
tions as TI's EPLD: high-speed minese, and one Korean) are now in
croprocessor-to-memory interfaces.
GENERATION
the market, and at least two other
Signetics Corp. is also acceleratJapanese firms plan to enter soon.
ing its pace. In addition to its family
One of the most active companies
of programmable AND, programis Altera Corp. of Santa Clara,
mable OR logic arrays (PLAs), the
Calif., which has been seeking to
Sunnyvale firm in the last year has
protect its 20%-to-30% share of the
introduced more than 24 PALs, both
CMOS erasable PLD market. In May
bipolar and CMOS. Signetics is now
1988, Altera announced the first in a
looking to take on the high-speed
new family of high-density multiple22V10, 20RA10, and 32VX10 PALarray-matrix PLDs, initially fabribased sequencers of Advanced Micated by Cypress Semiconductor
cro Devices Inc., also of Sunnyvale,
Corp. of San Jose, Calif. The first
with atrio of PLA-based devices: the
device—the EPM5032—was folCMOS PLC42VA12, and the bipolar
Sales will top $ 1billion
lowed by the debut in January of
PLUS37V12 and PLUS38VA12.
the EM5128, with 68 pins, 128 ma- this year, and the number of
Activity has been heavy on the recrocells, and 5,000 gates.
programmable electrically erasable
players is increasing
Since then, Altera has filled out
PLD side as well. EEPLD industry
its new family with 24- and 64-maleader Lattice Semiconductor Corp.
crocell versions, plus asoftware package for designing of Beaverton, Ore., isn't ignoring the move toward highwith the devices. And it's adding faster CMOS versions
er densities by such competitors as International CMOS
to its lower-density line of EPLDs to give bipolar PLDs a Technology Inc. of San Jose, but it is concentrating for
run for their money. One such part is the EP1800, which
now on what it considers the fastest-growing portion of
at 35 ns is 50% faster than its earlier implementation.
the market: the replacement of bipolar PLDs with highAltera's activity hasn't been limited to product an- speed CMOS EEPLDs. Lattice has moved into producnouncements. Last July, the company entered into a tion with its Ultramos III 1.2-i.tm CMOS process. And its
seven-year strategic alliance with Texas Instruments
strategic alliances with National Semiconductor Corp.
Inc., exchanging its EPLD hardware and software tech- of Santa Clara and SGS-Thomson Semiconductor of
nology for the use of TI's high-voltage EPIC CMOS manPhoenix are beginning to bear fruit; both companies are
ufacturing process. In January, TI entered the CMOS
moving into production with 20- and 35-ns devices.
EPLD market with the first results of this pact: direct
AMD, which still dominates the market (with a52%
second-source versions of Altera's 600-gate EP610 and
share) due mostly to its bipolar PLDs, is looking to shore
900-gate EP910 devices. The parts boast speeds rang- up its CMOS offerings. AMD will continue to support its
ing from 25 to 40 ns. On the bipolar side, TI in January bipolar and CMOS EPLD product lines, but it will fabriintroduced the TIBPAD18N8-6, a6-ns programmable
cate all future CMOS PAI.,s in electrically erasable form.
address decoder.
The company last month introduced the 20-pin PALAlso looking to the high-density end of the market, TI
CE16V8H, ageneric-array-logic-compatible device it behas entered into astrategic alliance with Actel Corp. of lieves will attract as much as 25% of the PLD market by
Sunnyvale, Calif., which last July introduced the first in
1992. It also has introduced an electrically erasable verits Act- 1line. These antifuse-based channeled arrays,
sion of its industry-standard 22V10. —Bernard C. Cole
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Make aquick
killing in real
estate.
Introducing our new high density, highest
performance Multichip Modules.
Available now in avariety of SRAM configurations. Or choose custom. We'll work with
you on defining mechanical and electrical
requirements, as well as solve design, test and
assembly issues.
Either way, we deliver fast, tested CMOS
SRAM modules that can save you afortune in
real estate, design, and manufacturing, while
speeding up system performance.
Our new, Cypress data book has one of the
world's fastest multiple listings. Call today.
It's free.
Multkhip Hotline:
1-800-952-6300*
Ask for Dept. ( 97
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CYM1461, 512K x8
SRAM Module

25ns

CYM1821, 16K x32
SRAM Module
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CYMi621, 64K x16
SR4M Module
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CYM1610, 16Kx 16
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,E VG- 1281 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
• 1280 x 1024 display resolution
• Fastest TMS34010-based design
12.5 million pixels/sec. PIX8LT
125,000 vectors/sec.
30,000 characters/sec.
• 256 colors from 16.7 million
• 2K x 1K or 2K x 2K read/write area
• 1megabyte display list RAM
• Supports X/Y devices, keyboards
• Real-time zoom/smooth pan
• Super- efficient graphics
library
• Flexible, expandable
instruction set
• Hardware graphics cursor

(...>1-800-361-4903

Fast-track graphics for the VMEbus.

Build high- resolution graphics with flat-out speed into your process

control, simulation, instrumentation or training systems using the Matrox
VG-1281 display processor. Designed specifically for high-performance
workstations and backed by Matrox's outstanding reputation, it has all the
power and flexibility you need for the most demanding applicctions.

111 at goat
The VG-1281. It takes the checkered flag.

In Canada, call ( 514) 685-2630. Matrox . saregistered trademark of Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
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